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FOREWORD

The Technical Committee Meeting on Response of Fuel, Fuel Elements and Gas Cooled Reactor
Cores under Accidental Air or Water Ingress Conditions was held at the Institute for Nuclear Energy
Technology, Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, from 25 to 27 October 1993. The meeting was
convened by the International Atomic Energy Agency on the recommendation of the IAEA's
International Working Group on Gas Cooled Reactors. It was attended by participants from China,
France, Germany, Japan, Netherlands, Switzerland, the Russian Federation, the United Kingdom and
the United States of America. The meeting covered the following topics:

Experimental investigations of the effects of air and water ingress.
Predicted response of fuel, graphite and other reactor components.
Options for minimizing or mitigating the effects of air or water ingress.

IAEA activities in advanced gas cooled reactor technology development are conducted within
the IAEA's nuclear power programme. Advanced gas cooled reactor designs currently under
development are predicted to achieve a high degree of safety through reliance on innovative features
and passive systems. The IAEA's activities in this field are focusing on the four technical areas which
provide advanced gas cooled reactors with this high degree of safety, but which must be proven.
These technical areas are:

(a) the safe neutron physics behaviour of the reactor core;
(b) reliance on ceramic coated fuel particles to retain the fission products even under extreme

accident conditions;
(c) the ability of the designs to dissipate decay heat by natural heat transport mechanisms; and
(d) the safe behaviour of the fuel and reactor core under chemical attack (air or water ingress).

With air or water ingress, the safe behaviour of the reactor must be assured. Considerable
experience exists regarding reactor behaviour under these conditions, and further investigations are
ongoing. The close examination of this experience led the Technical Committee to the conclusion that
plant safety is not compromised for design basis accidents. Continued efforts to validate the predictive
methods against experimental data are worthwhile. Protective coatings for fuel and graphite
components which provide high corrosion resistance should continue to be developed and tested as
these potentially could provide assurance of safety even for very extreme and hypothetical air or water
ingress accident conditions.
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SUMMARY OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE MEETING

The response of gas cooled reactors to ingress of air or water into the primary circuit must be
clearly understood to assure that safety is not compromised under these conditions. The impact of
these media on the graphite structures of the core and fuel elements is twofold: by chemical oxidation
of the graphite the structural integrity of the core is attacked and explosive gases may be produced.
With moisture ingress into the core, the neutron balance is affected. With respect to a catastrophe free
nuclear technology, scenarios in the hypothetical area without any protection system action are of
special interest.

The high degree of safety of current and future gas cooled reactors derives from the inherently
stable neutronic properties of the nuclear core, the high retention of radioactive fission products within
the fuel elements, the ability to maintain reactor temperatures below damaging levels by active and/or
passive heat removal systems and the chemical and mechanical stability of the fuel and reactor core.
Therefore, the control of the reactor power (neutronics), the high retention of fission products in the
fuel, the ability to remove decay heat and the chemical and mechanical stability of the fuel and
graphite must not be seriously degraded with the ingress of air or water. The IAEA Technical
Committee Meeting on Response of Fuel, Fuel Elements and Gas Cooled Reactor Cores under
Accidental Air or Water Ingress Conditions was organized to review experimental results and
analytical predictions for the response of gas cooled reactors to air or water ingress, as well as
methods for rninimizing or mitigating the effects of air or water ingress.

The response of gas cooled reactors to postulated air and water ingress accidents is highly design
dependent and dependent upon the cause and sequence of events involved in the postulated accidents.
Water ingress may be caused by tube ruptures inside the steam generator due to the higher pressure
in the secondary loop. The core can only be affected if steam or water is transported from the steam
generator to the reactor. Air ingress is possible only after a depressurization accident has already
taken place and has to be looked at as an accident with a very low probability. Nevertheless, scenarios
of ruptures of pipes in the fuel handling system (pebble-bed) or in the shutdown system construction
and other penetrations of the primary vessels must be considered. Without a self-sustained air mass
flow through the core, e.g. activated by the chimney effect, severe damage is not to be expected. If
ruptures of vessels like the large connection between reactor and steam generator are no longer
excluded, air ingress scenarios of much larger safety relevance have to be analysed.

Extensive experimental programmes have been conducted to investigate the reaction of air with
reactor graphite, and especially to examine the conditions under which self-sustained oxidation
(burning or combustion) of graphite will occur. Self-sustained oxidation produces enough heat to
maintain or increase the graphite temperature under the actual conditions where heat can be lost by
conduction, convection and radiation. Nuclear grade graphite is much more difficult to burn than coal,
coke or charcoal because graphite has a higher thermal conductivity, making it easier to dissipate the
heat. Also, nuclear graphite is highly pure and therefore does not contain impurities, as do coal, cokes
and charcoals which catalyze the oxidation process. These experiments have shown that self sustained
reaction of reactor graphite with air does not occur below about 650° C and above this temperature
there is a window of air flow rates: low flows supply insufficient oxidizing gas and fail to remove the
reaction products, whereas convective cooling at high flows will overcome the chemical heating.

Two serious accidents have occurred which have involved graphite combustion: Windscale
(October 1957) and Chernobyl (April 1986). It is important to clearly understand these accident
sequences, and the significant differences in the design of these reactors, compared to gas cooled
reactors which use graphite as moderator and either helium or carbon dioxide as coolant.

Windscale was an air cooled, graphite moderated reactor, fuelled with uranium metal. Originally
it was thought that the Windscale accident was initiated by a stored energy (Wigner energy) release
in the graphite. However, later investigations led to the conclusion that the accident was most likely
triggered by a rapid rate of increase in nuclear heating (that was being carried out for a controlled



release of the Wigner energy) which caused failure of the aluminium cladding on some metallic
uranium fuel. This cladding failure exposed the uranium metal, which is extremely reactive, to the
air coolant, and resulted in a uranium fire which caused the graphite fire. Water was finally used to
cool down the reactor after other efforts failed.

Chernobyl was a water cooled, graphite moderated reactor. As the result of a series of safety
violations and core neutronic instabilities under certain conditions, there was a very rapid surge in
the nuclear power generation causing a steam explosion that blew off the top of the reactor and
fragmented the fuel and graphite, exposing them to air. Graphite burned for many days supported by
asphalt fires (from roofing materials) and decay heat from the fuel. Eventually, liquid nitrogen was
used to cool and inert the burning debris. It must be emphasized that gas cooled reactors neither use
air as coolant (as in Windscale) nor have core neutronic instabilities such as those of the Chernobyl
reactor.

Safety examinations of the German modular gas cooled reactor design concepts are addressing
even very hypothetical accidents such as the complete rupture of the coaxial hot gas duct which
connects the reactor vessel with the vessel housing the steam generator. To investigate air ingress
phenomena for this accident, a large scale experiment, called NACOK, is being constructed at the
Kernforschungsanlage Jülich GmbH, Germany. This experiment will measure the natural convection
of ingressing air following complete rupture of the coaxial gas duct. These tests will be conducted
first with inert materials to separate convection and corrosion effects. Pre-test calculations predict a
weak dependence of flow on gas composition and quantify the increase in buoyancy driven flow with
temperature difference. These calculations also predict that the helium will be substituted by air after
about 14 h, but this can be influenced by pressure disturbances in the environment. The NACOK
experiments will provide data for validating theoretical models used to predict modular gas cooled
reactor accident performance.

As a part of the safety review of the Japanese HTTR, extensive investigations have been carried
out by JAERI of that reactor's response to air ingress accidents. There are two kinds of accidents
considered as air ingress accidents in the safety design of the HTTR; one is the rupture of the primary
coaxial hot gas duct at the reactor pressure vessel inlet nozzle, the other is the rupture of a stand pipe
attached to the top head closure of the reactor pressure vessel. During such an accident, the strength
of the core support posts must remain sufficient to support the core, and the fuel compacts must not
fall down into the hot plenum region through the coolant channels. In order to evaluate the safety of
the HTTR during an air ingress accident, it is, therefore required to calculate the amount of oxidation
of the core support post and the amount of oxidation of the graphite sleeve which contains the fuel
compacts. Also, the oxidation process produces a gas mixture of carbon monoxide and carbon
dioxide. The carbon monoxide has a possibility to detonate inside the containment. Therefore, it is
also important to predict the gas concentration of the reaction products. Analytical studies carried out
by JAERI have shown that rupture of the coaxial hot gas duct would be the most severe from the
graphite oxidation point of view. The studies also show that the oxidized graphite structures would
maintain their structural integrity because of the limited amount of oxygen within the volume of the
containment which is available to oxidize graphite. Further, there is no possibility of detonation of
the produced gases in the containment. The test results showed that there is a safety margin in the
design of the core support posts which is greater than four, and that the limiting condition is
associated with concentration fracture at the contact region between the support post and seat rather
than buckling failure of the support post.

The accident resulting from rupture of a fuel handling tube is one of the design basis accidents
for China's HTR-10 reactor. The accident resulting from rupture of the coaxial hot gas duct is a very
hypothetical air ingress accident. Both of these accidents have been analysed by the Institute for
Nuclear Energy Technology (INET). The conclusion for both accidents is that there are no serious
safety consequences. Both analyses assume that the total amount of air available for the reaction is
equal to the free volume of air in the reactor cavity.



Experimental and analytical activities have been conducted in Russia to investigate the behaviour
of the VGM reactor design under loss of integrity of the primary circuit. The consequences include
core heat up, as well as the possibility of fuel element oxidation due to air ingress. Specifically the
rupture of a fuel loading tube was considered as a design basis accident. Several experimental
facilities and analytical methods are available for detailed investigations.

Some experience with water ingress has been obtained from operation of Magnox reactors in
France. Leaks of water into the primary system occurred at both St. Laurent reactors due to
erosion-corrosion at the bends of the steam generator tubes after about 1200 effective full power
days. There also was a large amount of water ingress at one St. Laurent reactor due to human error
in not replacing a steam generator flange. It was found that leaks could be managed successfully if
the relative humidity is monitored continuously and if the reactor is fitted with safety systems to
prevent overpressurization. The integrity of the Magnox cladding was never jeopardized during water
ingress.

The neutronic effects of moisture ingress on core reactivity and on control rod worth are being
examined in an ongoing IAEA co-ordinated research programme which includes a series of
experiments at the PROTEUS critical experiment facility of the Paul Scherrer Institute. Neutronic
effects of water are simulated by inserting polyethylene (CHj) rods into the core as this material has
essentially the same hydrogen density as water. The core configurations are being carefully
constructed with regular as well as stochastic fuel sphere loadings to allow controlled perturbations
to be analysed. The effect of increasing amounts of water is first to increase the core reactivity to a
maximum due to under-moderation followed by a reactivity decrease as neutron absorption by
hydrogen becomes the dominating factor. Further, water addition into the core has the effect of
reducing the value of the shutdown rods. In the experiments to date, these effects have been well
predicted, reflecting perhaps the mature state of reactor physics analysis methods.

Experiments have been conducted to investigate the release of volatile fission products
(principally the noble gases and iodine) following the ingress of water vapour into HTR fuel. No
release has been observed from intact coated fuel particles. In-pile tests in the range 800- 1000°C
(fuel element central temperature) to burnups of 9 % fima show that release rates from defective
particles increase by typically a factor of three at a partial steam pressure of 2 kPa, but the
extrapolation above 2 kPa is uncertain. An important future activity will be to establish the relation
between fission gas release fraction and water vapour partial pressure up to high partial pressures
(e.g. 100 kPa) corresponding to large ingresses of water vapour. Out-of-pile tests involving steam
ingress into pre-cracked coated fuel particles at 800°C showed a strong trend of increasing fission
product release with burnup.

JAERI has examined the response of the HTTR to a design basis accident involving rupture of
a pipe in the pressurized water cooler. The ingress of water is sensed by the plant protection system
instrumentation resulting in reactor scram and isolation of the pressurized water cooler. Analyses
show that the amount of ingressed water is insufficient to result in opening of the primary system
safety valves. Forced cooling by the auxiliary cooling system rapidly reduces the core temperatures,
thereby limiting the oxidation of the graphite structures to acceptable levels.

Similar investigations have been conducted by INET for design basis accidents of the HTR-10
reactor assuming the rupture of one or two steam generator pipes. Based on the high moisture
content, and the power or pressure increase, the reactor protection system will provide signals to shut
down the reactor, stop the blower, and isolate and drain the steam generator. The INET analyses
predict that there is no safety consequence as a result of such an accident.

To ensure the ultimate goal of a catastrophe free nuclear energy technology, additional analyses
of extreme hypothetical accident scenarios have to be performed and, in parallel, methods for
enhancing the passive corrosion protection of the graphite fuel elements and structures should be used.
Experimental activities in Germany and China have shown that ceramic coatings can considerably



increase the corrosion resistance of graphite structures and fuel elements. At the Technical University
in Aachen and the Kernforschungsanlage GmbH, Jiilich, a successful coating method has been
developed which is a combination of silicon infiltration and slip casting methods to provide a SiC
coating on the graphite. Corrosion tests have been conducted simulating hypothetical accident
conditions (massive water and air ingress) at temperatures from 600°-1200°C. Future efforts are
required to examine the behaviour of the ceramic coatings, especially with neutron irradiation.
Activities at INET have involved forming SiC coatings on graphitic structures by exposing the
graphite structures to melted silicon. Oxidation experiments on graphite coated by this method have
shown very large reduction in oxidation rate compared to uncoated graphite. Other activities at INET
have investigated doping the fuel element matrix graphite. Results have shown that addition of super
fine SiC powder to the matrix greatly reduces graphite oxidation because SiO2 is formed by
SiC-oxygen reaction thereby partly covering and isolating the graphite micropores from further
corrosion. Successful demonstration of high resistance to oxidation by air or water of SiC coating on
graphite surfaces would result in advantages from a public acceptance point of view as well as a
technical point of view for the future design of HTGRs.

Regarding hypothetical severe accidents beyond design-basis accidents, intentional water addition
for accident management has been considered. The investigation of these actions, especially water
injection, is understood to be innovative and possibly worth applying early in the accident to terminate
core degradation. On the other hand careful attention should be given to this since water injection
might enhance the accident consequences in a wrong direction, e.g. hydrogen explosion, etc. Injection
might only be recommended at core temperatures below about 900°C to minimize risks.

Although a great deal of analytical work has been done, much of it suffers from lack of
uncertainty analyses and parameter sensitivity studies. There is a clear need for this in future work.
In addition, very little experimental work exists that can be used to test theoretical models. Sensitivity
studies to more fully understand the margin of safety, and more activities to validate the analytical
models through comparison with experimental results would be very worthwhile.
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

CHINA'S HTR TEST MODULE PROJECT

Daxin ZHONG, Yuanhui XU, Zongxin WU
Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology,
Tsinghua University,
Beijing, China

Abstract

In China, the HTGR is being developed for future electricity generation, for process steam
and for high temperature process heat. To gain experience in HTGR design, construction
and operation a 10 MW Test Module will be constructed at the Institute of Nuclear Energy
Technology of Tsinghua University. Start up is foreseen for 1998.

1. Background

Considering the utilization of nuclear energy in the next century, China has paid great
attention to the development of advanced reactors in context of concern on inherent safety,
economic competition and uranium resource availability. A development programme of advanced
reactors has been launched. The HTGR is regarded as one of the next generation advanced
reactors.

Role of HTGR in China has been determined as following*
— Supplement of nuclear power generation for the regions where it is difficult to select a

plant location for PWR.
— Providing process steam for heavy oil recovery and petrochemical industry.
— As process heat resource for coal gasification and liquefaction.
In order to transfer and develop the technology of Modular HTGR as well as to establish an

experimental base for nuclear process heat application, the project of the 10MW High
Temperature Reactor Test Module (10MW HTO— TM) has been approved by the State Science
and Technology Commission as well as the State Council of China. The 10MW HTR—TM will be
constructed at the site of Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology (INET) in north —west of
Beijing city.

The main objective of the Test Module is to verify and demonstrate the relevant and unique
features of HTR—Module on a real nuclear test facility. Therefore, the aims for the Test Module
have been defined as follows:

— The Test Module will be designed for a wide range of possible applicaiton. e. g.
electricity, steam and district heat generation, gas turbine and steam turbine combined
cycle as well as process heat generation for methane reforming.

— The relevant components can be tested and proven at nominal operating conditions.
— Verification of the inherent safety features of the HTR—Module.
—The Test Module is capable to withstand extremely high core temperature, so that fuel

element mass test could be carried out.

2. The 10MW HTR—TM Concept

The conceptual design of the 10MW HTR — TM was jointly carried out by Siemens
Interatom, KFA Juelich and INET in 1988. Some changes were made by INET in order to
comply with China conditions.

The primary circuit cross section of the 10MW HTR —TM is shown in Fig. 1. Its main
design data are listed in Table 1. The important technical features of the 10MW HTR—TM are as
following :

— Spherical fuel elements are formed with coated particles which are capable of retaining all
fission products up to a temperature of 1600TC-

— Reactor core design ensures that the maximum fuel element temperature of 1600XD
cannot be exceeded in any accident.

— Core residual heat is removed in a passive way.
— Multi—pass refuelling mode of fuel elements is designed for keeping uniform burn—up

distribution in the core.
— The core and the steam generator (and/or the intermediate heat exchanger) are housed in

two separated steel pressure vessels and are arranged in side by side.
— All control rods are positioned in the graphite side reflector holes and can drop into the

holes by means of gravity. It is not necessary to have absorber being inserted into the
pebble bed core for reactor shutdown.

— The reactor design makes it possible to operate at the outlet coolant temperature of 950°C
for high temperature process heat application test, all the safety design features remain
unchanged.

The graphite cylinder core which holds the pebble bed has a diameter of 1800mm and a
height of about 2000mm. Fresh fuel elements are charged from the top of the core via five



Table 1. Main Data of the 10MW UTR—TM
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Thermal power
Primary helium pressure
Inlet helium temperature
Outlet helium temperature
Primary coolant flow
Outlet steam pressure at the S. G.
Outlet steam temperature at the S. G.
Secondary steam flow
Core volume
Core diameter
Core height (avg. )
H/D ratio
Fuel
U—235 enrichment of the fresh element
Heavy—metal content
Diameter of fuel element
Number of fuel elements
Fuel loading scheme
Burn—up(avg. )
Fuel element incore time (avg. )
Number of fresh fuel element per day
Thermal power of fuel element(max. )
Thermal power of fuel element (avg)
Fuel element surface temperature(max. )
Fuel dement center temperature (max. )
Number of absorber unit in reflector
Number of irradiation channels in relector

10MW
3.0MPS
2501C
7001C/9501C
4. 3kg/s
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3. 47kg/s
5
180cm
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60mm
27,500
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Fig ICross Section of HTR-10 Primarv C i r c u i t

charging tubes. The fuel elements are removed from the core bottom via a fuel element discharge
tube with an inner diameter of 500mm.

Decay heat is removed by surface coolers outside the reactor vessel. The surface cooler
system is subdivided into two trains. It is sufficient to dissipate decay heat by means of passive
heat transfer mechanisms to the simple surface coolers.



The cold gas, which flows in the outer coaxial pipe, enters borings in the side reflector and
flows through these from the bottom to the top. Then the cold gas directly enters the core and
flows through the pebble bed from the top to bottom.

An effective mixing of hot gas is attained by the geometrical design of the bottom reflector in
order to make uniform temperature distritution.

The acitve core zone is almost completely shielded to the outside by boronated carbon bricks
in the outer side, top and bottom regions. Shielding in top region is additionally reinforced by
grey cast iron castings.

Thereare two types of core shutdown systems, they are the, reflector rods and the small
absorder balls, both can make core cold shutdown. The primary helium pressure of 3. OMPa is
chosen. The inlet and cutlet temperature of core are 250'C and 700*C , respectively. Secondary
pressure of 3. SMPa and a life steam temperature of 435 °C are chosen so that nie small standard
commercial turbine can be used.

3. Using -me 10MW HTR—TM for Combined Cycle Operation

A promising way of achieving high efficiency is to adopt a combined gas — steam cycle.
Different versions for the combined gas—steam cycle were investiged from view point of view of
optimizied parameters, technical feasibility and economic competition. The concept of gas/gas
intermediate heat exchanger in series with the steam generator was prelimary chosen for one of the
combined cycles. The main resaons are as following t

— It can make the 10MW HTR—TM flexible for multiaspect application for example,
steam cycle, combined cycle and reformer use without making change of the steam
generator pressure vessel.

— It can reach higher efficiency.
— It can reduce the area of MX which should use more expensive material.
The concept flow scheme of the 10MW HTR—TM GT—ST combined cycle is shown in

Fig. 2. In the intermidiate cycle nitrogen is used for working fluid. The total efficiency for GT—
ST combined cycle is about 34. 2%—33%, depending on the outlet temperature of Gas turbine.

4. The Research Programme of High Temperature Process Heat (HTPH) Application

As a long term programme, the high temperature process heat application studies can be
divided into three phases;

— The feasibility study on nuclear process heat application.
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Fig. 2 The HTR-10TM/GTST Cycle Process
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Fig. 3 schematic diagram of simulating lesl circuit of HTPH
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Fig.4 Schematic Circuit of HTR-10-TM HTPH Application
The aim of the feasibility study is to find out the technical scheme of nuclear — coal

conversion which would be suitable with China from the point of view of both technology and
economic competition. The scopes of feasibility study includes;

• Evaluation on development of coal gasification and liquefaction technology
• Evaluation on domestic technical condition
• Study on technical scheme of nuclear —coal conversion
• Economic evaluaiton

• Simulating experiments of coal gasification heated by hot helium gas
The tasks of the experiments are to simulate nuclear—Coal gasification process in laboratory

scale, including:
• to acquire coal gasification technology
• to find out optimized technical parameters
• to obtain operation experience

The schematic diagram of simulating experiments on nuclear coal gasificaiton is shown in
Pig. 3. It includes two main parts—the methane steam reformer heated by helium gas and the
methane conversion chemical reactor.

Two parts made a closed test cycle. The closed cycle configuration is convenient for test
study, on the other hand, it can be used to study both reform and conversion at once.

— Nuclear—coal gasification test
To obtain design and operation experience on nuclear—coal gasification, it is planed that a

pilot nuclear—coal gasification experiment facility using 10MW HTR—TM as heat sourse will be
built The reactor will operate at temperature up to 950X1! and supply process heat for coal
gasificaiton.

The hydrogenated coal gasification is a favorable process for HTR nuclear heat application.
One of its advantages is the independence of the nuclear heating part and the hydrogenated
gasification part, while the hydrogenated gasification is a conventional industrial technical.
Hence, the goal of 10MW HTR—TM HTPH applicaiton test is only to demonstrate the nuclear
heating pan—the steam reformer. The reformer, which is located in a secondary loop, is heated
by the HTR through an THX, as shown in Fig 4. The goal of ate indirect cycle is to provide a
feasible design option that involves fewer Uencsing issues. The methane gas and steam mixture go
to the steam reformer and reform to hydrogen and carbon oxide gas, then the product gas is cooled
to about 50"C by a recuperator, a feed water preheater and a water cooler. The condensed water
is separated from gas in a water separator, and dry product gas is circulated by a gas compressor
to the recuperator, there the hydrogen and carbon oxide gas is reheated to 300"C . Then the
reheated gas recombines to form methane gas in a multistage methane conversion device. The heat
of reaction is removed by water and produces steam which accedes to the steam turbine cycle and
the chemcial cycle. The test circuit, in fact, is a chemical heat tube cycle.

5. Present Status of the 10MW HTR—TM Project

The 10MW HTR — TM project was approved by the State Science and Technology
Commission (SSTC) in March, 1991 and by the State Council of China in March, 1992. The
environmental impact report was reviewed and approved by the National Environment Protection
Administration (NEPA) in November, 1992. The siting report of the 10MW HTR—TM was
examined and approved by the National Nuclear Safety Administration (NNSA) in December,
1992. Then the feasibility report of thelOMW HTR —TM was approved by the SSTC last
December. Meanwhile the design criteria with 33 chapters for the 10MW HTR — TM was
reviewed by experts and will be published by the NNSA as a technical document The format and
content of the Safety Analysis Report has been compiled and was examined and approved by the
NNSA in March, 1993.

The PSAR has been submitted to the NNSA for review and the final review report for PSAR
will be issued by the NNSA in October, 1994. Then the construction of the 10MW HTR—TM
will start. It is expected to reach the first criticality in 1998.
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Abstract

Accident sequences are considered for the gas-cooled High-Temperature Reactor
(HTR), in which as a consequence of pipe rupture in the steam generator water may enter
into the pnmary circuit and thus the reactor core In two recent irradiation expenments in the
High Flux Reactor Petten, the effect of water vapour injections on the release of fission
gases has been investigated In the test HFR-K6, data on the release from UC>2 are pre-
sented for bumups up to 9% FIMA These results from water vapour injections yield infor-
mation, heretofore lacking, on the influence under oxidation conditions on fission gas relea-
se in pebble bed reactors

In test HFR-B1, water vapour has been injected into fuel elements containing a definite
number of UCO particles with exposed kernels dispersed in a fuel compact held in a graph-
ite body Intermittent water vapour injections were vaned between 3 and 1050 Pa The time
profile of fission gas release consists of (i) an initial rapid release, (u) a subsequent steady
release, and (in) a decline in release following termination of the water vapour injection
These three features correspond to the release of stored fission gas plus diffusional re-
lease, to diffusional release only and to the sintering and densificaton of the fuel in the ab-
sence of water vapour

The expenments indicate that the water vapour induced release may contnbute signifi-
cantly to the radiological impact As a major task for the future evaluation, the relation be-
tween the release fraction and the water vapour partial pressure has to be established

1 INTRODUCTION

Accident sequences are considered for the HTR, in which as a consequence of pipe
rupture in the steam generator water may enter into the pnmary circuit and thus the reactor
core [1,2] In two recent irradiation expenments in the HFR Petten, the effect of water va-
pour injections on the release of fission gases has been investigated In the test HFR-K6/4,
data on the release from UC>2 are presented for bumups up to 9% FIMA (in this spherical
fuel element there were two particle defects from 14600 particles, spheres HFR-K6/1, 2,
and 3 had zero defects, in none of the 4 spheres were failures during operation observed)
These results from water vapour injections yield information, heretofore lacking, on the in-
fluence under oxidation conditions on fission gas release in pebble bed reactors

In HFR-B1/3, water vapour has been injected into fuel elements containing a definite
number of UCO particles with exposed kernels (8 9% of all fissile particles) dispersed in a
fuel compact held in a graphite body Intermittent water vapour injections were vaned be-
tween 3 and 1050 Pa, the temperatures were between 820° and 1040°C and the bumup
about 20% FIMA In addition to the measurement of fission gas release, reaction products
of the graphite and fuel compact matnx material hydrolysis, CO, CÛ2, H2, HjO and CH^,
were monitored The time profile of fission gas release consists of

- an initial rapid release
- a subsequent steady release
- a decline in release following termination of the water vapour injection

After the end of water vapour injection, the release rate drops within 30 days to the
level before, except when subsequent water vapour additions were interspersed Water va-
pour thus has an effect on fission gas release analogous to that of a temperature increase

This response is consistent with that observed in a previous expenment, HRB-17/18
These three features correspond to the release of stored fission gas plus diffusional re-
lease, to diffusional release only and to the sintering and densification of the fuel in the ab-
sence of water vapour

The expenments indicate that the water vapour induced release may contnbute signifi-
cantly to the radiological impact As a major task for the future evaluation, the relation be-
tween the release fraction and the water vapour partial pressure has to be established over
a wider range of the water vapour pressure, temperature, neutron flux and fluence

2 IRRADIATION EXPERIMENT HFR-K6

The HFR-K6 expenment was conducted at the Joint Research Centre (JRC) Petten of the
Commission of the European Communities and in co-operation between the Research



Centre Julich (KFA), NUKEM m Hanau, ABB and Siemens under the guidance of the HBK
project Together with HFR-K5, still under irradiation in Petten, these two tests are the final
proof tests of the German HTR fuel development [3]

2.1. HFR-K6 Fuel

The fuel elements for the plant-specific reference experiment HFR-K6 were fabricated
in 1988 at NUKEM / HOBEG under realistic production conditions The target specifications
correspond to the specifications for the HTR-Modul and the HTR-500 About 40 kg of en-
nched UO2 kernels were fabricated in 22 batches The homogenized kernel charge (DOS
350) was coated in eight 5 kg batches (EUO 2358-2365) and characterised both individually
and also as a mixed batch The homogenized particle batch was overcoated in 6 charges
Finally, 150 fuel elements were fabricated from the homogenized overcoating charge with
200 matrix spheres from the same moulding powder preparation

Tab I Charactensaton data of German reference HFR-K6 TRISO particles

Tab II Charactensation data of German reference fuel elements for HFR-K6

Property

Kernel
composition
stoichiometry U/O
diameter urn
density g/cm3

Layer thickness urn
buffer
inner pyrocarbon
SiC
outer pyrocarbon

Layer density q/cm3

buffer
inner pyrocarbon
SiC
outer pyrocarbon

Anisotropy BAF
inner pyrocarbon
outer pyrocarbon

Fraction of defective SiCc)

nominal/ EUO 2358 - 2365a)
specification

X

UC-2
S2015

500
>104

95
40
35
40

<1 05
1 80<x£2 00

2318
1 80SÏS2 00

51 10
<1 10

7

used m HFR-K5 / K6
X

UO2
201
508

1072

100
39
35
39

1 021
1 918
3196
1919

1 042
1 023
7x10-6

±a

83

120
34
15
34

001b)
0 007b)
0 007b)
0 012b)

0 008b)
0 004b)

a) Eight 5 kg coating batches for the HFR-K5A5 reference irradiation tests
b) standard deviation of batch averages
c) burn-leach test of 25 g coated particles per batch

Property

Matrix
Weight
C-content
U-content
235U ennchment
Particle volume
Load to fracture

Corrosion rate

II
-L

g/FE
g/FE
g/FE
%
%
kN
kN

Specification
X

A3-3
-
>190

S18
a18

HFR-K6

X

A3-3
20582
1926
9435
1060
90

2222
2414

HFR-K6

a

±013

±048
±075

(10hmHewith1%H2O)

Free uranium

900 °C
1000 °C

mg/cnwh
mg/crr̂ /h

.
51 3
56x10-5

017
109

1 4x1CT5

±002
±006
-

X average of batch averages O* average of batch standard deviations

The free uranium is derived from the average of 10 individual values (8 individual values below the detection
limit of Ix-IO"6)

X sample average (7 standard deviation of the sample

The essential Charactensation data of the coated particles and the fuel elements sup-
plied are compiled in Tab I and II The values for the coated particles were mainly denved
from the measured results of the individual batches All specification values of the kernels,
coated particles, fuel elements and the matrix properties were fulfilled The average free
uranium fraction of the loose coated particles of 7 7x10-6 in Tab I is based on 16 individual
measurements (two per batch), 14 of which are below the detection limit of 1x10-6 and two
values (58x10-6, 51x10-6) just correspond to one defective particle in the sample of 25 g of
coated particles (circa 17,900 coated particles)

22 HFR-K6 Irradiation

The target values of the HFR-K6 reference expenment were denved from the maxi-
mum requirements on the fuel elements during normal operation and accidents of the HTR-
Modul In accordance with the multiple core passage of HTR-Modul fuel elements, the test
elements were subjected to 17 temperature cycles For one-third of the irradiation time the
fuel element centre temperatures were adjusted to 800°C and for two thirds to 1000°C This
way, the temperature variation in the power reactor was highly conservatively covered

In the current test, temperatures for Anticipated Transients Without Scram (ATWS) of
the HTR-Modul were also to be simulated The conditions of after heat removal via the sur-



face coolers in the case of failure of the mam heat sink with a pressurised reactor (max fuel
temperature 1130°C) were taken as a basis Correspondingly, the fuel element centre tem-
perature was to be increased by 200°C to 120Q°C for 3 - 5 hours To investigate the poten-
tial accident impacts for vanous bumups, these transients were repeated for each test ele-
ment at the beginning, in the middle and at the end of irradiation

Water vapour injections were earned out in two irradiation periods These expenments
were intended to investigate the influence of water vapour during accidents on the noble
gas / iodine release from defective particles

Four nominally identical test elements were used in HFR-K6 in three cells (one fuel
element each in cells A and C, two fuel elements in cell B) of a so-called BEST ng (HFR
Petten design) The cells were separately purged with an He / Ne mixture for on-line meas-
urement of the noble gas release The required irradiation temperature was established by
adjusting the He / Ne mixing ratio Furthermore, it was possible to move the upper cells, A
and B, separately from cell C for power or temperature adjustment in the core Each cell
was instrumented with 12 thermocouples, 4 neutron fluence detectors, three gamma scan
wires and one self-powered neutron detector (SPN)

After roughly three years of operation in the HFR Petten, HFR-K6 was successfully
completed on 3 May 1993 after 26 irradiation cycles in the High Rux Reactor Petten with a
total irradiation time of 633 6 full power days The irradiation data of the four test elements
are compiled in Tab III A companson with the MODUL target values shows that the particu-

Tab III Irradiation data of four test elements from HFR-K6 (German fuel)

Irradiation time
HFR irradiation cycles
HTR MODUL passages

d
-
-

-1- -2-

634
26
17

-3- -4-

Maximum temperature in fuel element centre
steady state
transient

Max power

Bumup
Fast neutron fluence
(E>0 1MeV)

R/B(85mKr)EOLat10o

R/B(88Kr)£OLat100°

"C
-c
kW/FE

% FIMA
1025 m-2

3°C 1
°C 1

1090
1200
182

72
32

9x1 0'7

5x1 0"7

1130
1250
251

93
46

2 1x10-7

2 1x10-7

1140
1260
270

97
48

2 1x10-7
2 1x10-7

1130
1250
248

92
45

56x10-7

6 3x1 0'7

larty important maximum burn-up of 10 % FIMA was practically reached with 9 7 % FIMA,
although the fluence of fast neutrons had exceeded the target value by up to a factor of 2
The temperatures at the centre of the fuel elements during the first half of the irradiation
time were also clearly above the target values The average particle power dunng the ex-
periment m HFR-K6/3 amounted to 1 8 times the HTR-Modul value On the whole, the irra-
diation conditions of the HFR-K6 test elements were considerably more severe than to be
expected in the HTR-Modul core ( with the exception of external mechanical forces)

The four krypton nuclides 89«r, 87Kr, 88|<r, 85m«r with half-lives of 3 2 mm to 4 5
hours and the xenon nuclides 137xe, 138xe, 135rr>Xe, 135xe, 133xe with half-lives of 3 8
mm to 5 3 days were measured separately on-line for each cell at HFR Petten The frac-
tional releases R/B (R-release rate, B-birth rate) were determined from the values measured
by gamma spectrometry and the calculated fission power

In spite of approximately the same temperature history, HFR-K6/4 in cell C behaves
quite differently from cells A and B The R/B values of cell C first nse slightly and then after
about 120 days decrease in the long term However, they remain on the whole in the range
of 10-7 -10-6 in contrast, the R/B values of cells A and B begin at an extremely low level in
the region of 10-10 - irj-9 and increase continuously by about two orders of magnitude
They remain clearly below the data for cell C until the end of irradiation

From the observation of m-reactor R/B it can be deduced that two fabncatoon-related
defective particles are present in the test element HFR-K6/4 of cell C In contrast, no defec-
tive particles exist in the three test elements of cells A and B since the measured R/B val-
ues are far below the contribution of a single defective particle No single coated particle
failed dunng HFR-K6 irradiation in any of the four fuel elements The release from these
cells is therefore determined by the initial heavy metal contamination of the test element
matnx and cell internals and the 2 defective particles m HFR-K6/4

2.3 HFR-K6 water vapour injections

In the radiological analysis of accidents involving an ingress of water, the influence of
water vapour on the release of iodine, pnmanly from defective UO2-TRISO particles, must
be measured and understood Therefore, expenments on the injection of water vapour were
planned and earned out in the 22nd and 25th irradiation cycles of HFR-K6

The expenments concentrated on fuel element HFR-K6/4 in cell C with the 2 defective
particles At fuel element centre temperatures of 800 and 1000°C, water partial pressures
between 0 2 and 2 kPa were injected Higher partial pressures which would be more realis-
tic for accident simulations were avoided since temperatures locally fell below the dew point
within the measunng circuit Furthermore, it was necessary to fulfil the test requirement that



Tab IV Initial release rate per defect particle during HFR-K6/4 irradiation and
Enhancement Factors EF after injection of water in irradiation cycles 22 and 25

No

1 0

10

1 1

1 2

13

1 4

1 5

20

21

22

23

24

25

Tfuel
•c

680

930

680

680

930

930

680

680

680

680

680

680

680

PH2O
kPa

0

0

2

2

002

03

2

0

2

5

2

2

5

OSrriKr

R/B=3 OxKT3

R/B=9 6X10-3

EF=1 21
EF=1 43
EF=1 08
EF=1 14
EF=134

R/B=1 9X-KT3

EF=1 57
EF=194
EF=3 26
EF=336
EF=2 43

88Kr 89Kr

WB=2 3xl<r3 R/B=3 4XKT4

RJB=7 9x1(T3 fVB=7 ZxKT4

EF=1 17

EF=1 53

EF=1 10
EF=1 17
EF=1 43

EF=1 12
EF=1 98
EF=1 21
EF=1 50
EF=166

R/B=f 5x10-3 fVB=1 8x1 f4

EF=1 65
EF=200
EF=3 17
EF=3 28
EF=244

EF=1 48

EF=2 00
EF=3 07
EF=3 32
EF=2 58

138Xe

R/B=6 4X10-4

R/B=92x1<r4

EF=1 06

EF=1 52
EF=130
EF=1 50
EF=1 24

Ft/B=44x1(T4

EF=1 53
EF=2 07
EF=308
EF=3 23
EF=2 68

Mean Std
EF Dev

EF=1 14±0 06
EF=1 62±0 25
EF=1 17±0 10
EF=1 33±0 20
EF=1 42±0 18

EF=1 56±0 07
EF=2 00±0 05
EF=3 15±0 09
EF=3 30±0 06
EF=2 53±0 12

the cumulative degree of corrosion of the fuel elements due to the injections remained reli-
ably below 0 5 %

As an essential goal of the injection expenments, the partial pressure- and tempera-
ture-dependence of the moisture-induced increase in noble gas release from defective par-
ticles was measured to verify and, if necessary to supplement, earlier model approaches
To facilitate the experimental procedure (no He/Ne mixtures) and the evaluation (no steep
partial pressure gradient in the test element at temperatures ~ 800°C), the second senes of
expenments in the 25th cycle was only run at a constant temperature below 800°C

Significant increases in the fission gas release rates from HFR-K6/4 in cell C were al-
ready measured at the lowest H2O partial pressure of 0 2 kPa On the other hand, no in-
crease of gas release rates whatsoever was observed in cell A (fuel element HFR-K6/1 with
zero defective and zero failed particles) where water vapour was injected in a "blind test"

The essential results of the two injection senes for HFR-K6/4 in cell C are listed in Tab
IV The moisture-induced Enhancement Factors EF = R/B / (R/Bg) relative to the steady-
state R/B0 value before beginning the injection of water are given for three Kr nudides and

for 138Xe (insufficient measured data are available for the most important 131I tracer iso-
tope, 133Xe) The figures are based in each case on the averages of the individual meas-
urements The R/B0 values before starting the injection are listed in Tab IV (relative to the
birth-rate of two defective particles) In the third injection of the first senes (no 1 3, Tfue| =
930°C), the temperature was increased due to an alteration in the He/ Ne mixing ratio The
measured initial values WB0 of this injection were corrected by the pure temperature effect
in order to separate the moisture influence

The Enhancement Factors, EF, of the first senes are mainly between 1 1 and 1 6 The
second senes earned out under improved measuring conditions provided very consistent
Enhancement Factors for the individual nuclides At Tfue| = 680°C, they are

• EF= 1 5 ±01 aipff2Q = 02kPa. and

• EF = 32±0
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Fig 1 Water vapour injections during irradiation of fuel element HFR-K6/4 result in an in-
crease of measured krypton and xenon release rates (irradiation experiment HFR-K6
with German fuel, irradiation cycle 25)
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Fio. 2: Sketch of a proposed correlation of gas release with water vapour partial pressure from
in-pile experiments HFR-K6 and HFR-B1 and out-of-pile experiments [4]

The increased EF values in the second series can be explained in part by the lower
R/B0 initial values in comparison to the first series of injections. Furthermore, the second
series shows that the Enhancement Factors are systematically increased with repeated in-
jection at the same partial pressure pjj2o (no. 2.4 to 2.3 and 2.5 to 2.2). Apparently, the in-
fluence of water vapour is effective for several days so that when the injections begin again
the rise in release starts at an elevated level. This behaviour can be seen directly from the
curve of noble gas nuclide release during the entire irradiation period 25 represented in
Figure 1.

To explain the water vapour-induced release, it is assumed that it is caused by a
change in the structure of the UO2 kernel - e.g. by oxidation at an elevated oxygen poten-
tial. Both the change in structure and, also the restructuring after the water vapour had been
switched off, do not proceed spontaneously but rather correspond to a time constant still to
be determined. The constancy of the Enhancement Factor for nuclides with half-lives be-
tween 3.2 minutes (89Kr) and 4.5 hours (85mKr) can be described by a water vapour-in-
duced increase in the controlling diffusion constant by a constant factor.

In dry conditions at irradiation temperatures below 1000'C, the release of gases is
mainly controlled by the diffusion coefficient in the buffer layer. The diffusion coefficient of
an additional material component (UC>2 kernel) can approximately rise to a constant value
many times that of the controlling diffusion constant without water vapour (buffer layer).
Thus, for example, a reduced diffusion constant of the moisture-loaded (2 kPa) kernel of
D' = 8-10-" r1 at TH., = 680°C results from EF = 3.2 for 88Kr from injection no. 2.3 corre-
sponding to the (approximate) *JD - dependence of the steady-state release rate.

According to a simple empirical model, the release increases proportionally to the HjO
partial pressure in the fuel zone and exponentially with temperature at an activation energy
of 170 kJ / mol. To verify this model, the absolute R/B increases of 88Kr and 138Xe corre-
sponding to the measured Enhancement Factors (Tab. IV) were converted to the reference
temperature of 800°C and compared with previous measurements [4,5,6]. The results of
this comparison are shown in Fig. 2.

On the whole, the linear dependence of the gas release on the H2Û pressure pjj20
seems to be confirmed. However, if a restriction is made to the 680°C injections (avoidance

of the relatively uncertain pjj2Q calculation for the fuel zone at 930°C), a Jpaï0 - depend-

ence tends to result. This corresponds to a linear dependence of the kernel diffusion con-
stant on partial pressure.

Based on the evaluation of the water injection experiments in HFR-K6, an activation
energy of the kernel diffusion constant increased due to water vapour of 335 kJ / mol can
be inferred assuming a -/D-dependence of the steady-state release. This value is close to
the reference value of 315 kJ / mol for the krypton diffusion constant in the UÛ2 kernel. This
makes the activation energy of 170 kJ / mol in the simple model quite plausible.

3. IRRADIATION EXPERIMENT HFR-B1

The HFR-B1 experiment was conducted at the Joint Research Centre (JRC) Petten of
the Commission of the European Communities in co-operation between the Research Cen-
tre Julien (KFA), General Atomics in San Diego, ORNL in Oak Ridge under the US / FRG
Umbrella Agreement for Co-operation in Gas Cooled Reactor Development. The experiment
was designed to provide for measurement of fission gas release and metallic fission product
transport in simulated, prismatic core, fuel elements over the range of normal operating
conditions and in the presence of significant quantities of water vapour. The irradiation was



begun in Apnl 1987 and ended in July 1989 during which 444 effective full power days were
accumulated The major objectives of the HFR-B1 experiment were as follows
. measurement of the transport and distnbution of condensible fission products in a fuel

element representative of the HTGR,
• measurement of the release of fission gases at temperatures near and above the upper

limit of normal operating temperatures, and
• measurement of the effect of hydrolysis on coated particles with exposed UCO kernels

and on the surrounding fuel compact matrix material and graphite

3.1. HFR-B1 experimental configuration

The irradiation ng contained three vertically arrayed cells designated 1, 2, 3 Each cell
consisted of a fuelled graphite body within a sealed stainless steel container Of concern
here is cell 3 in which water vapour injection experiments were conducted

The Sweep Loop system is a "once through" system which provides purified gases at
controlled pressures and flows and permits the sampling and monitonng of fission gases
and gaseous products of hydrolysis and oxidation in up to 6 separate cells Important func-
tions served by the Sweep Loop in the water vapour injections tests were the provision of
purge gas with a known concentration of water vapour and the gas Chromatographie analy-
sis of the effluent gas

3.2 HFR-B1 fuel

The H-451 graphite bodies contained the primary fuel dispersed in 12 fuel compacts,
four compacts were placed in 3 holes, 120° apart The fuel compacts consisted of fissile
and fertjle fuel particles plus graphite shim particles compacted with a carbonaceous matnx
into cylinders of 12 85 mm diameter and 19 mm length Four fuel compacts were stacked in
each of the three fuel holes of the graphite bodies Initially, the gap between the fuel com-
pacts and the wall of the fuel holes was about 0 2 mm Dunng irradiation, the gap increased
at first but eventually decreased to a distance comparable to the initial gap size The load-
ing of the uranium and thonum isotopes as well as the number of fissile and fertile particles
is given in table V

The coated fuel particles contained in the fuel compacts consist of fissile and fertile
particles with TRISO coatings and of designed-to-fail particles having only a buffer coating
The TRISO coated fissile particles have a UCO kernel with the initial composition
UC0 sO, 5, a diameter of 350 urn and enriched in 235U to 19 6% The fertile particles have a
ThO2 kernel with a diameter of 450 urn The designed-to-fail (dtf) particles have an initial

Table V The uranium and thorium loading of U S HFR-B1 fuel compacts

Cell

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

1
2
3

Isotope

U
U
U

235U
235U
235U

238U
238U
238U

232TH
232TH
232Th

Particles / compact
Particles / capsule

Fissile particles
loading

(g / compact)

01715
0 1715
0 1715

00336
00336
00336

0 1379
01379
01379

896
10752

Designed-to fail particles
loading

(g / compact)

00185
00185
00185

00036
00036
00036

00149
00149
00149

87
1044

Fertile particles
loading

(g / compact)

02168
02168
02168

500
6000

composition of UC0 ^O-] 6, an enrichment of 19 6% and are coated only with a pyrocarbon
layer of 23 urn The dtf particles fail from fission fragment damage within several 100 hours
of the beginning of the irradiation and thus provide a known source of exposed kernels

3.3. HFR-B1 water vapour injections

The purpose of cell 3 was to measure the effect of water vapour on fission gas release
from exposed UCO fuel over a temperature range for which the graphite surrounding the
exposed fuel would not react with the water vapour at the lowest temperatures but would
react at the higher temperature The mean temperature of the graphite boy was 742±30°C
but estimated fuel temperatures were between 820 and 1050°C

There were 16 water injections which, except for two, had a duration of 4 to 10 days
(Tab VI) The partial pressures ranged from 18 to 1060 Pa The final water vapour injection
was started 16 hours before the end of the irradiation for the special purpose of determining
whether volatile iodine (such as methyl iodide) would be formed



Table VI Water vapour injection data of HFR-B1/3 with UCO designed-to fail particles
Delay refers to time of appearance of water vapour in the outlet gas and
the quantity of water vapour retained by fuel element

0 1

Cyde

8705
8705
8709
8710

8801
8805
8806
8807
8808
8809
8810

8901
8902
8904
8908
8906

Injection No

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16

Duration
(h)

6
95
192
95

96
168
135
120
192
241
172

192
96
96
171
15

Inlet
PH20 (Pa)

45
18
45
90

90
132
136
122
118
131
123

112
250
550
1060
250

Outlet
PH2O (Pa)

183
104
35
303

657
111
117
109
103

125 113
53

106,98
220
520
1040
220

Delay
(n)

45
8

45
23

28
3

1 75
38
35
31
45

5
26
1 78
1 1
31

ueiay
(mmol)

037
026
037
038

046
072
044
085
076
074

1

1
12
1 8
24
15

K>

3 4. HFR-B1 experimental results

A typical response to the addition of water vapour in terms of the time profile of the
release of 85m«,- ,s shown in Fig 3 There are three distinct behaviours (i) an initial rapid
release of fission gas, (n) a period of constant release, and (in) a decline in the fission gas
release rate to the pre hydrolysis value Such a profile has been observed previously in the
HRB-17 and HRB-18 expenments earned out in the ORNL HFIR reactor [5]

In event (i), stored fission gas is being released along with the diffusional release nor-
mally encountered in fuel, in event (n) only diffusional release is occurring, and in event (hi),
the diffusional release is declining as the fuel is smtenng and densifying

The analysis of expenment HFR-B1 is in progress The greater range of temperatures
and water vapour pressures over HRB-17/18 will lead to a new understanding of the effects
of water vapour on fission gas release as well as providing information on the reaction of
water with graphite
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Bg 3 Typical response of ""Kr release rate during water vapour addition of 90 Pa to a dry
helium purge gas (irradiation experiment HFR-B1 with U S fuel)

4 SUMMARY

Important results for accident analysis were obtained with the water vapour injections
in irradiation experiments HFR-K6 with German fuel and HFR-B1 with Amencan fuel Gas
release measurements show that the effect of water vapour additions on noble gas and io-
dine release is significant and important It must be taken into consideration that, in the case
of a real accident, the reactor would be rapidly shut down but that dunng the injection ex-
penments the fission product formation rate remained constant In the real case, therefore,
only the longer-lived nuclides such as 133Xe and 131I are of interest A typical response to
the addition of water vapour in terms of the time profile of the release of 85<"Kr is
• an initial rapid release of fission gas stored fission gas is being released along with

the diffusional release normally encountered in fuel,
• a period of constant (diffusional) release
• a decline in the fission gas release rate to the pre hydrolysis value the diffusional re-

lease is declining as the fuel is sintering and densifying



The analysis of experiment HFR-B1 is in progress [7] The greater range of tempera-
tures and water vapour pressures over HRB-17/18 will lead to a new understanding of the
effects of water vapour on fission gas release According to the measurements in the sec-
ond senes of injections in HFR-K6/4, the fractional release from defective UC>2 particles in-
creases by a factor of 3 at a fuel temperature of 680°C due to the impact of a water partial
pressure of/>#20 = 2 kPa According to earlier model concepts, the transient ^33Xe release
should tend to increase more strongly due to the large storage inventory of the longer-lived
nuclides The water vapour-induced release increases with/7/ßo in the range of a linear or a

^pHi0 - dependence If the maximum experimental value of PH2O = 2 kPa is extrapolated

to accident values of, for example, 100 kPa then this results in an increase of the steady-
state 133Xe or 13'll release rate by factors of at least 15-100 This estimate, including its
uncertainty, demonstrates the need for further injection experiments in the current HFR-K5
test (cell C) In five successive HFR periods injections lastng 48 h each should be earned
out in the sequence PH2O = 2/ 5/ 2/ 4*/ 5 kPa (* as high as possible without falling below
the dew point) at 680 ± 20°C (100 % He) For one third of the period purging will be under-
taken with 100 % He and for two thirds of the time the nominal fuel element centre tempera-
ture of 1000°C will be adjusted The injections will not begin earlier than 6 days after the
start of irradiation (133Xe inventory) With the R/B measurements, particular significance
must be attached to a complete determination of 133Xe, particularly also prior to the injec-
tion These test conditions are pnmanly intended to confirm the partial pressure depend-
ence of the moisture effect and thus permit extrapolation to real conditions Furthermore,
the kinetics of the water vapour-induced structural change can be covered more effectively
by the longer injection time and the extensive uncoupling of successive injections
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Abstract

Ihe ccmpressive fracture test of the core support post, which locates
below the core of the High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR), was
carried out using oxidized half-scale post specimens. Test specimens were
oxidized in an air envirormsnt at three levels of oxidation tenperatures.

In this paper, the fracture load obtained fron the test was found to be
rruch greater than the design seismic load postulated in the HTTR. The
fracture load ratio decrease due to oxidation was in a good agreement
between the test and the analysis in which the stress concentration
fracture was considered at the contact region of the support post and the
seat.

1.

The core support post/seat ccmponent, which supports the core of the
High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HITR), must maintain its
structural integrity even after oxidized conditions induced by an air or
water ingress accident. The post/seat component is placed between the
keyed plenum and the lower plenum blocks to form the hot plenum region as
shown in Fig. 1. The posts, 150 mm in diameter with 600 mm in length, can
allow the relative horizontal displacement by their inclination. The seats
are in a spherical contact with the both ends of the post. The post /seat
component is made of nuclear-grade graphite, IG-110.

Core iKlioI
mechanism

Permonenl reflector block

Reoctor vessel Sealed plenum block

Hot plenum Mock

Core support post

Lower plenum
block

Core support plole

Core support
DOS1

Post sei

•Lower plenum
block

Coolonl II«

Fig. 1 Core support assembly of the HTTR.

The main loads applying to the post/seat ccmponent are the dead load
of the upper core components, and a seismic load caused by the vibrations
of the core and the core support components. The post/seat component must
withstand a seismic load even after the oxidation accident by air or water
ingress.

The post diameter and its hemispherical radius had been designed based
on the buckling test result of the 1/6-model specimen[l] in an unoxidized
condition. The fracture load under the oxidized condition had been
evaluated fron that of the small specimen oxidized at low temperature
around 500 °C, considering oxidation profile of the post conservatively.
However, the actual oxidation profile greatly depends on the ccmponent
geometry, oxidation temperature and so forth, moreover there was no data
available to evaluate the fracture load of the oxidized post/seat
ccmponent. Therefore, the post/seat fracture test using oxidized 1/2-scale
model specimens in real configuration was carried out to estimate the
safety margin. The oxidation treatment of the specimen was performed under
an air condition since the most severe oxidation for the post/seat
ccmponent was caused by the air ingress accident.



2. EXPERIMENT

2.1 Materials and test specimen

The graphite material employed in this component test was
high-purified fine-grained nuclear-grade graphite, IG-110, manufactured by
Toyo Tanso Co. Ltd. Typical properties of IG-110 graphite is given in
Table I. The shape of the test specimen is shown in Fig. 2.

Table I Typical properties of IG-110 graphite.

Density
(kg/m3)

Tensile strength
(MPa)

Coicressive strength
(MPa)

Young's modulus*
(GPa)

Poisson 's ratio

Ash content
(ppn)

1.78x 103

25.3

76.8

8.3

0.14

< 10

* : Connected slope between the 1/3 levels of the
nrinimun ultimate strengths for the tensile and
the ccnpressive sides.

2.2 Experimental method

2.2.1 Oxidation treatment

The test specimens were oxidized isothermal ly in an air atmosphere at
the temperatures of 550 °C, 650 °C and 800 °C in an electric furnace as
schematically shown in Fig. 3. The air temperatures were measured by
thermocouples located at three vertical positions in the furnace. Both 550
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Fig. 2 Shape of the test specimens.
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40

°C and 650 °C oxidation treatments were performed under a forced
convection condition so as to supply sufficient air, while at the 800 °C
the specimen was oxidized under natural convection condition since the
natural convection flow developed fully at this temperature. The oxidation
treatments are schematically shown in Fig. 4.

The specimens were oxidized up to about 30 % oxidation-weight-loss,
which is two times as large as that in the most-severe-oxidation-accident
postulated in the HTER design[2,3]. The oxidation amount was controlled by
the oxidation treatment time.

The oxidation rate, R(%), was defined as the following equation:

R«) Wb - W
Vo x 100 (1)

where, Wo is the unoxidized specimen weight and W the oxidized specimen
weight.
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3. RESUUTS

3.1 Oxidation rate measurement

The obtained density of the oxidized specimen is shown as normalized
density (W/Vfc>, where W is the oxidized specimen density and Wo unoxidized
specimen density) in Figs. 7 (1) through (3). In these figures are also
plotted the post-test analytical results by the GRACE, code [4] for the
experiments.

It can be seen that a uniform oxidation profile is observed at the
oxidation temperature of 550 °C, a surface oxidation profile at 800 °C, and
mixed-mode oxidation profile (distributed oxidation profile) at 650 °C.
These profiles correspond to the oxidation process controlled by the
reactivity of the carbon, mass transport of the gas to the exterior surface
and gas diffusion through the solid [5], respectively.

to

Fig. 8 Fracture load ratio as a function of oxidation rate.

2.2.2 Oxidation rate measurement

The specimens of the post shown in Fig. 2 (1) were set in combination
with the seats in the electric furnace to simulate the real post/seat
arrangement and oxidized at three different temperatures. After specified
oxidation treatment the specimen was taken out from the furnace. The outer
surface at the center region of the specimen was machine-shaved in a
cylindrical shape as shown in Fig. 5. Every shaving depth was 1 ran from the
surface. The specimen weight was measured every after shaving process to
obtain the oxidation profile data.

2.2.3 Fracture test

The fracture test was performed using 1/2-scale-model post/seat
specimens as schematically shown in Fig. 6. The fracture load was applied
in the vertical direction by a hydraulic tensile/compressive testing
machine whose maxiiam loading capacity was 3000 UN.
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Fig. 9 Comparison between the experimental data and
calculated fracture load.



3.2 Fracture Test

3.2.1 Mininun fracture load

Ihe test results are plotted in Fig. 8 as fracture load ratio, F/Fo,
where F is the fracture load of the oxidized specimen and Fo the fracture
load of the unoxidized specimen. The fracture load decreased with
increasing the oxidation weight-loss. The mean line is derived frcm the
least square methods. Assuming that the deviation of the fracture loads
conforms to the normal distribution, the specif ied-minimutn-fracture-load
ratio, Soaxos, is calculated by the following equation [6,7] as a 99 %
survival probability with 95 % confidence level:

= Sm - ( 2.326 + 1.645 / */n~ ) s (2)
where, Sm is a mean fracture load ratio, n the number of the test data and
s the standard deviation.

The load applied at the extreme design earthquake is also presented in
this figure. We can see that even if the extreme design earthquake should
occur hypothetical ly after the maximum post oxidation event caused by the
air ingress accident (although this assurrption is not required in the
safety design in the HTIR), the post/seat ccnponent would still have enough
structural integrity. The safety factor (specified-mininun-fracture-load /
most severe earthquake load) is over 4 in this case.

3.2.2 Comparison with fracture load ratio derived frcm graphite design code

The Japanese graphite design code specifies that the critical buckling
stress, Scr, of the post/seat component shall be evaluated by the following
equation [6,7] .

Scr = Sc x d2

1 + 0.00448 x I?
(MPa) (3)

where, Sc is a minimjm-ccmpressive-ultiinate-strength, d is a post diameter
and L is a post length.

In case of oxidation events, the graphite design code specifies that
two oxidation models, uniform oxidation and surface oxidation, shall be
applied to estimate the buckling strength, according to the oxidation
profiles. In one model, model (1), we consider only the ccnpressive
strength decrease, Sc in equation (3), due to oxidation. This model would

be applicable to the uniform oxidation profile without post diameter
diminution at relatively low temperature. In the other model, model (2),
we consider the geometry change, d and L in equation (3). This model would
be applicable to the surface oxidation profile at relatively high
temperature oxidation.

The fracture load ratio calculated using the above two models is shown
in Fig. 8. It is obvious that the test data give fracture load
sufficiently higher than that calculated on the basis of the graphite
design code, which indicates the validity of the graphite design code.

4. DISCUSSIONS

It should be noted that the post/seat fracture occurred at the
spherical contact region, not at the side surface of the support post. The
oxidation rate at the spherical contact region, where sufficient air is not
supplied, is supposed to have been much lower than that at the side surface
region of the support post.

Therefore the oxidation rate at the spherical contact region was
roughly measured by the same way as already shown in Fig. 5. As a result,
the oxidation rate of the spherical region was estimated to be about
one-fifth that obtained at the side surface of the post.

Since the fracture mode was not necessarily buckling fracture in the
post/seat component of the HriK, but stress concentration fracture at the
contact region, the decrease in the fracture load ratio due to oxidation
was evaluated at the contact region for both of the uniform oxidation and
surface oxidation profiles. For the uniform oxidation (no change in
gecmstry), the tensile strength decrease due to oxidation was incorporated
in the evaluation, since the fracture is thought to be determined by the
concentrated tensile stress at the contact region. For the surface
oxidation (geometry change only, no oxidation at the rest region), the
decrease in the fracture load ratio due to oxidation was estimated using
the Hertz's formula of spherical and convex-spherical surface contact
assuming the dimensional decrease in both hemispherical radii of the post
and the seat.

The results are presented in Fig. 9 together with the test data. We
can find that the calculated lines considering the stress concentration
fracture, not buckling fracture mode, has a good agreement with obtained
data.



It can be concluded that the oxidized post/seat fracture at the air
ingress accident in the HTIR, in which the oxidation rate is postulated to
be about 15 % at maximum, should be evaluated at the contact region by
considering the stress concentration fracture, since the post/seat fracture
occurred at this region . For an advanced design of this component, the
nore realistic oxidation analysis at the spherical contact region and
fracture data would be needed to get more reasonable oxidation profile and
evaluate more realistic post/seat fracture.

5. CONCLUSIONS

To study the oxidation effect on the fracture behavior of the real
post/seat component, the ccmpressive fracture test was carried out using
oxidized 1/2-scale specimens. From the results of this test, the following
conclusions were obtained :
(1) Uniform oxidation profile was observed at the oxidation tenperature

at 550 °C, surface oxidation profile at the 800 °C and both
mixed-mode oxidation profile at 650 °C, as expected.

(2) The safety factor was found to be over 4 in the extreme design
earthquake condition even after the maximm post oxidation event.

(3) The validity of the graphite design code was confirmed, regarding
fracture load estimation of oxidized support post/seat conponent.

(4) The fracture load ratio decrease due to oxidation can be explained
from the stress concentration fracture at the contact region between
the support post and seat, not buckling fracture.

(5) It is suggested that more realistic analysis and also the real
conponent experiment would be needed for an advanced component design.
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Abstract

During the history of operation of six gas cooled reactors in France, some experience has
been gained with accidental water ingress into the primary system. This occurred as a result
of leaks in steam generators. This paper describes the cause of the leaks, and the resulting
consequences.

1. Introduction

Electricité de France operated six gas-cooled reactors for power production; only one, Bugey 1
(540 MWe), is still in service.

Chinon A1 (70 MWe) and A2 (200 MWe), which operated for 10 and 20 years respectively, had
no significant problems with leaks from steam generators or water ingress into the core.

The Chinon A3 (480 MWe) steam generators suffered from a generic manufacturing defect and
were quickly replaced. There were no subsequent steam generator leaks between 1971 and
1990. when the reactor was decommissioned.

The Saint-Laurent des Eaux A1 and A2 (480 and 515 MWe respectively) steam generators,
located inside the prestressed concrete reactor vessel, experienced numerous leaks. Steam
pressure (34 bar) was higher than gas pressure (27 bar), which meant that steam entered the
reactor coolant system in the event of a leak.

The Bugey 1 reactor is also of integrated design, i.e. the steam generators are located inside
the reactor vessel; it has experienced 59 leaks (including 20 during hydrotesting during
shutdown). They have not affected the primary circuit since gas pressure is higher than steam
pressure.

2. Saint-Laurent des Eaux reactor steam generators

The Saint-Laurent reactors experienced the greatest number of operating problems caused by
accidental water ingress into the core.

The reactor architecture - steam generators inside the reactor vessel - meant that
replacement of the defective equipment was not financially feasible (Figure 1). Palliative
solutions were developed and proved so effective that reactor lifetime was extended beyond
the scheduled 20 years.
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2.1 Steam generator design

The steam generator is located under the reactor core and consists of 30 juxtaposed towers
(Figure 2). Each tower comprises 49 panels made up of 85 finned horizontal tubes connected
to one another by bends, forming a coil known as a panel (Figure 3). The latter are connected
alternately to four headers making up the four quarters of the steam generator. The individual
quarters can be isolated during operation on the water-side. Quarters 1 and 2 form half-heat
exchanger 1; quarters 3 and 4. half-heat exchanger 2.

In the event of a panel leak, it was possible to identify first the half-heat exchanger and then
the quarter-heat exchanger concerned. The pressure of the quarter-heat exchanger was then
lowered to match that of the CC>2 in order to reduce the leak, and the reactor was shut down to
isolate the quarter tower. The heat exchange surface area taken out of service represented
less than 1 percent of the total surface area of the steam generator. Operation could continue
with several towers partially isolated in this way, demonstrating the advantages of a modular
steam generator design in which components can be isolated down to a very small fraction of

TOWER

172 TOWER

FIG.2. Steam generator towers arrangement.

JLJL

QUART 1
QUART2
QUART. 3
QUART.4

FIG. 3. Tower arrangement.

each module. During the annual maintenance shutdown or a special shutdown when two
quarters were isolated on the same tower, leaking panels were individually identified and taken
out of service permanently by installing a welded plug. Each panel represented 0.7 */•• of the
steam generator surface area.

2.2 Cause of leaks

The steam generator leaks at the Saint-Laurent des Eaux reactors were caused by erosion-
corrosion of the bends connecting the horizontal finned tubes. For these one-through,
crosscurrent steam generators, water was introduced from below and evaporated upward. The
water droplets were conveyed through the straight section of the tube by the steam at very high
velocity and hit the wall of the bend with considerable kinetic energy. The result was erosion of
the magnetite formed by corrosion (figure 4). The first leaks appeared after 1200 EFPD of
operation, the length of time required for the phenomenon to spread over the 3.7 mm thickness
of the tube.



FIG. 4. Erosion-corrosion phenomenon.

2.3 Leak progress

The cause of the leaks was not identified when they first appeared. It was only when the first
bend samples were taken that the erosion-corrosion was discovered and it became clear that
all the Saint-Laurent A1 and A2 steam generators were affected.

Since the phenomenon was found in the evaporation zone, the first step taken was to change
its level so that evaporation occurred in a portion of the steam generator where the bends were
less damaged. This was done by modifying the operating parameters, resulting in a power loss
of 15 percent

Next, research was conducted into water chemistry in order to identify the treatments that best
slowed the phenomenon. A treatment using morpholine was chosen; work was also carried
out using AMP. This extended the lifetime of the steam generators to 21 years, i.e. beyond the
scheduled 20 years of reactor operation. Forty-three leaks occurred on SL A1 and 16 on SL
A2. This represented isolated surface areas of roughly 3 percent and 1 percent respectively for
the steam generators (Figure 5). much lower than the 15-percent margin on power.

2.4 Consequences of water ingress

Three gas-cooled reactor components are affected by water ingress; they are, in order of
importance:

- the Mg Zr fuel cladding, which corrodes rapidly in a hot, moist atmosphere,

- the clad failure detectors, whose very high voltage power supply is
incompatible with a moist atmosphere,

- the graphite empilement which has an endothermic reaction with water.

The temperature of the graphite in the Saint-Laurent des Eaux reactors did not exceed 500'C.
In light of this and the moisture content the graphite-water reaction never posed any serious
problem. In the absence of y radiation, the rate at which the graphite was oxidized by dry CO2
can be calculated using the following equation [If.

V (mgC/m^BETyh) = 118.1014 x exp(- 86.40CT
C-C02 RT

LEAK Mb
50

1000 2000 3000 4000 FPED
FIG. 5. Steam generator leaks.



With a reaction (n) of between 0.5 and 1, application of this equation under the operating
conditions at Saint-Laurent A1 (9 = 425°C. P CO2 = 27 atm) with graphite with a developed
surface area of some 0.5 m .̂g-l gives a very low oxidation rate of between 2.9 x 10"'''' and
1.5x1Cr10g.g-1rr1.

The corrosion rate of grahite with steam at low temperature is given by [1] :

V (mg.C/m2(BET)/h) = 65 x 1011exp(- 63.000) x (P H2O)n
C-H2O RT

Assuming a steam content of 3000 vpm and a reaction n of between 0.5 and 1, the corrosion
rate can be evaluated at 4.2 x ICT12 and 1.5 x 10"11g.g"1fr'1.

These values are much lower than those {or radiolytic corrosion of graphite, calculated using
the following equation:

G(-c) = 100N
E

where N = number of carbon atoms that have disappeared
E = energy in eV
G(-c) = radiochemical yield

Under the operating conditions at Saint-Laurent A1 ([CO] = 1 to 2%), G(-c) averaged 1.25.
Based on the ratio of the linear powers of Saint-Laurent A1 and Bugey 1, where y power
measurements yielded to CC>2 were carried out, a power of 0.052 W per gram of CO2 in the
graphite pores was obtained for Saint-Laurent A1.

Using Standring's equation [2f.

"(-C)

© 5 VPM H2O

A 10.20 VPM H2O

x 200.400 VPM H2O

FIG. 6. Water effect on radiolytic corrosion.

[C0]°/o

U(%) = ISOJLrJexp (1-71 r x go x t) -1]

1-31 r 100 7t r

where: 7tr =
9o_=

reactive porosity: 0.10 cm3/cm3

initial corrosion rate: 0.63%(EFPY)-1
time in effective full power years = 10.16 EFPY

The average bum off of the graphite pile is 8.7%, an average rate of:

0 087
10.16x365x24

= 9.8x10~7g.g~V1

This value is significantly higher than those calculated above. Accordingly, an increase in
steam concentration has little effect on purely thermal corrosion of the graphite by CO2 and
inhibits radiolytic corrosion (Figure 6).

Failure of dad failure detection system devices posed problems with regard to operation and
maintenance, but was not critical.

However, fuel cladding strength was extremely important. In addition to the fear of widespread
corrosion involving a large number of fuel elements, the fuel - metallic uranium - was very
sensitive to water content in the event of cladding damage. In order to protect cladding

5000 10000

FIG. 7. MgZr ignition temperature.

15000 20000
H2O (vpm)
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FIG. 8. Steam generator leakage.
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integrity, the conditions of fuel use required that the cladding temperature (Tc) be set at the
following values;

for 150 vpm < HjO < 750 vpm:
for 750 vpm < Î O < 1000 vpm:
for 1000 vpm < HjO < 3000 vpm:
for HjO > 3000 vpm:

Tc<470°C,
Tc<410'C.
Tc<400'C,
reactor shutdown.

Lowering the temperature from the rated value (515"C) in the event of water ingress increased
margins with regard to the instantaneous live combustion temperature (Tc) of the magnesium in
the CO2- The latter decreases as moisture content rises. Thus, while the Tc for dry CC>2 is
950'C, it is 800'C for a water content of 3000 vpm at a pressure of 40 bar and 680*C at a
pressure of 15 bar (Figure 7). This phenomenon is further accentuated by pre-existing
oxidation, but the effect of the latter is limited.

2.5 Reactor coolant system monitoring

The relative humidity of gas-cooled reactor coolant systems is recorded continually. A 12-kg
ingress of water, a relatively small amount, produces a moisture content of 150 vpm, which is
easily detectable. Monitoring this parameter enabled the reactor to be operated in compliance
with the cladding temperature instructions specified in Section 2 4.

Figure 8 gives a typical example of the evolution of the moisture content of gas coolant during
a leak caused by erosion-corrosion.

For fast leaks, as in the case of a guillotine break of a steam header where the flow rate is 17
kg/sec, and moisture content increases to 1000 vpm in 4 seconds, what was needed was a

quick-response, automatic protection. This was obtained by the pressure safety of the reactor
coolant system (rated pressure : 27 bar), which triggered an alarm at level 1(P = 27.5 bar); rod
drop and the opening of valves at level 2 (P = 28.5 bar); and rupture of the overpressure
protection disks at level 3 (P = 29.5 bar).

No such event occurred during operation.

2.6 Accidental water ingress in cold reactor

Accidental water ingress caused by human error occurred at the Saint-Laurent A1 reactor on 7
September 1978 when the reactor had been shutdown for several weeks for annual
maintenance.

When a leak occurred, in order to continue operation the relevant quarter tower was isolated by
installing blind flanges on the water and steam sides. Later, during an extended shutdown, the
leaking panel was taken out of service and the affected quarter tower brought back into service
by replacing the blind flanges with flow orifices. One of these flanges was not replaced after
work on the Saint-Laurent A1 steam generator.

During preparations to start up the reactor again, the steam generator filled up with water - a
considerable volume. During the SL A1 incident, around 120 tonnes of water were introduced
into the steam generator and spread into the lower portion of the reactor vessel.

Around 92 percent of the volume of water, which was very slightly radioactive, was easily
removed by pumping. The remainder was absorbed by the lagging covering the bottom of the
reactor cavity. It had to be evaporated and then trapped on dryers.

During the initial attempt at restartup, the moisture content was 2500 vpm, causing the reactor
to be shut down again. The gas was heated using turboblowers for a week in order to
evaporate the water while the reactor was shut down. It was then started up again, respecting
the temperature limits set in Section 2.4. After a week, the moisture content had been
reduced to 250 vpm. In all, nine weeks of drying were needed to reach 150 vpm, the point at
which rated reactor operation could once again take place.

The drying system removed a total of lOrrr* of water.

Examination of several fuel elements showed that the latter had not been corroded during the
incident This confirmed assessments made in accordance with the temperature level, which
was low. The reactor was able to continue operations; the only aftereffects of the incident
were a slight temporary radioactivity of the drying system piping caused by the Na24 in the
trisodium phosphate used to treat the secondary coolant and a loss of power of around 30 MW
for two months.

3. Conclusions

Operation of the Saint-Laurent des Eaux A1 and A2 reactors for a period of 21 years with
steam generators that experienced multiple leaks proved that such a situation could be
managed provided that

- the relative humidity of the gas coolant was monitored continuously;

- the reactor was equipped with rapid and efficient safety systems to protect the
primary containment from overpressure.



The moisture contents registered during reactor operation never jeopardized the fuel cladding
at any time. Moreover, temperatures were low enough that the graphite empilement were not
damaged by the water ingresses that occurred.
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Abstract

Accident sequences are considered forthe gas-cooled High Temperature Reactor (HTR),
in which water may enter into the primary circuit and reactor core as a consequence of pipe
rupture in the steam generator. Irradiation experiments with intermittent water injections have
demonstrated that moisture in the sweep gas lead to an increase of the release of fission gases
and iodine from defective/ failed particles.

A special apparatus KORA was constructed in the Hot Cells of the Research Centre Jülich
to study the effects of moisture-related fission product release as a function of temperature and
water vapour partial pressure with different fuel samples. Initial experiments with irradiated UO2
and UCO fuels at 800* C showed an increase of KKr release with water vapour additions. In
contrast, intact particles are not affected even by extremely long water vapour injections.

UOj kernels obtained by cracking particles from spherical fuel elements correspond to
irradiation-induced failures; they show the following release fractions at 800* C after repeated
injections of water vapour.
with a medium bum-up of 5 % FIMA
with a high bum-up of 9 % FIMA

release of 0.4 to 2.6 % of the "Kr inventory,
release of 17 % of the MKr inventory.

Inthe case of defective U02TRISO particles, which would dominate the release in an HTR-
MODUL, some of the free fuel may have been carburized in the fabrication process during the
final heat treatment at 1950* C, which could lead to changed release behaviour. Further studies
will have to show whether the release as a consequence of the influence of water vapour is
similar to that from UO2 kernels or possibly higher.

There was a complete moisture-induced release from high-bumup UCO kernels or
designed-to-fail particles with a bumup of 20 % FIMA.

Together with the knowledge that unirradiated UO2 kernels show practically no changes
due to moisture, the moisture-induced fission gas release - and similarly the iodine release -from
fuel kernels is a bumup dependent effect Both the changed structure of the kernel as well as
the chemical composition may be of significance.

1. INTRODUCTION

Accident sequences are considered for the gas-cooled high-temperature reactor (HTR),
in which water may enter into the primary circuit as a consequence of pipe rupture in the steam
generator [1]. While fission product retention in fuel particles with intact TRISO coating is not
impaired in this case, fission gas and iodine release from free (uncoated) fuel can be increased.
Extensive studies have shown that fabrication-related defective particles are the dominant
source of release in an HTR with modem fuel elements containing UO2 TRISO particles [2].
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Rg. 2: Sweep gas circuit with moisturising equipment of corrosion apparatus KORA

Of particu lar significance for licensing is the release of iodine nuclides. Water vapour in the
helium sweep gas may lead to complete fission gas / iodine release from fuel in specific cases,
as was shown in the American HFR-B1 irradiation experiment in Petten. Fig. 1 shows the """Kr
and 133Xe releases from high-bum-up UCO particles during the addition of water vapour [3]. It
has been demonstrated that noble gas release is similar to iodine release [4].

Similar to the HRB-17 experiment in Oak Ridge, where water vapour was also injected
intermittently during irradiation, the following typical release behaviour is observed [5]: The
addition of moisture initially results in a considerable increase of gas release (burst), particularly
of 133Xe due to its longer half-life than "»"Kr. The release rate then drops to a lower equilibrium
release which, however, is still significantly above the release prior to water vapour injection.
After the end of moisturizing, the release rate drops within a few days to almost the level before
the addition of water vapour. Moisture thus has an effect on fission gas release similar to that
of a temperature increase.

At the Research Centre Julien, the corrosion apparatus KORA was developed and put into
operation in 1991 to study the effect of the moisture-induced increase in fission product release
as a function of the parameters of water vapour partial pressure and temperature with different
fuel samples.

2. APPARATUS

The corrosion apparatus, KORA, enables different samples (particles, compacts, spheri-
cal fuel elements) to be studied with less effort than is required by irradiation experiments. Fuel
samples up to the size of spherical fuel elements can be heated in helium with a water vapour
content of more than 80 kPa, and also in other gases such as air, up to a maximum of 1600* C.
It is thus possible to achieve higher water vapour concentrations than in previous reactor
experiments (0.02 ... 2 kPa). In extreme cases, however, with an accident in the HTR-MODUL
underfull pressure, the H2O partial pressure can amount, for example, to 500 kPa, and thedepth
of water vapour penetration into the graphite decreases with increasing pressure [6J. In contrast,
the KORA experiments are operated at normal pressure.

In general, only the long-lived "'Kr can be measured in post-irradiation annealing
experiments, whereas the short-lived fission gas and iodine nuclides have already decayed.
Since MKr with a half-life of 10.8 years is continuously built up during irradiation and no
production / decay equilibrium is established, only an R/N release rate can be specified.

3 RESULTS

Table I gives a survey of the fuel samples and their irradiation conditions. The AVR GLE3
spherical fuel elements are the type of fuel envisaged for modem HTRs. The bum-up / fluence
data of these fuel elements correspond to HTR-MODUL target values. For a comparison to tests
with these fuel elements, five particles from two deconsolidated fuel elements with different
bumups were cracked and the UO2 kernels examined. Two times five intact UCO TRISO
particles from cell 3 in irradiation test HFR-B1 were also cracked in order to investigate kernels
with a high MKr inventory.
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Table I Irradiation data of fuel samples heated intermittently with water vapour

Fuel sample

AVR 89/30
AVR 92/8
AVR 92/7
AVR 73/8
AVR 92/29

Sample type

Sphere
Sphere
Sphere
Kernels
Kernels

Kernel

UO2
UO2
UO2
UO2
UO2

Defective
particles

(%)
<2E-4
<2E-4
<2E-4
100
100

Irradiation conditions
Bumup

(% FIMA)

90
90
92
47
92

Fast floence
1E25 (1/m2)

E>0,1MeV a)
26
26
27
08
27

Irradiation
temperature

CC)

max surface
temperature
1000->1280

HFR-B1.221+2
HFR-B1.321+2
HFR-B1,tr 3-7a
HFR-B1,tr 3-7a

Compacts
Compacts
Kernels
Kernels

UCO
UCO
UCO
UCO

10
10
100
100

21 8
195
195
195

66
51
5 1
51

880-1230
820-1050
820-1050
820-1050

a) AVR values from calculated data

Table II Kr 85-release from modem fuel elements during intermittent water injections

Fuel
element

AVR 89/30
AVR 92/8
AVR 92/7

Bumup

(% FIMA)

90

90

92

85Kr release fraction
Attest
before

1 injection

4 1x10-»
1 3x10-"
70x10-"

1 Injection *
1 kPa H2O
at 800' C

3 7x10 5

-

-

2 Injection *
50 kPa H2O

at 800X

22x10*
-

12x105

Failed
particles

1 3
-
1

" without equilibrium release

The samples were all investigated at 800'C with the intermittent addition of a low level of
watervapour(1 kPa) followed by a high level (50 kPa) The temperature of 800" C was selected
for this first senes of experiments, because it is an HTR operating temperature and, moreover,
is in the boundary region of temperatures at which the diffusion of water vapour into the matrix
graphite is still high

3.1. Samples with UO2 kernels

As bum-leach investigations have shown, modem spherical fuel elements with UO2-
TRISO particles can contain on average one fabncation-related defective particle in two
spherical fuel elements [2] However, no damaged particles were found in the majonty of fuel
elements, whereas three were found in some of the fuel elements Moisture-induced 85Kr
releases were measured in two cases for the three heated AVR-GLE3 fuel elements with UO2-
TRISO particles (Fig 3 and 4), whereas no release at all was detectable for one fuel element
(Table II) The figures show the measured releases and release rates relative to the total
inventory of the spherical fuel elements
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Since extensive reactor experiments with modem TRISO fuels like AVR-GLE3 have
shown that irradiation-induced particle defects do not occur [2], the 85Kr releases in Fig 3 and
4 are attnbuted to particle damage caused during fabrication Furthermore, some of the kernels
of these defective particles may ha ve been carbunsed during the fabrication process in the final
heat treatment at 1950'C, which may lead to changed release behaviour under the influence
of water vapour

Fig 3 shows the typical course of fission gas release from fuel kernels under the influence
of water vapour The release dunng the first water vapour injection corresponds to 57 % of a
particle inventory However, it still remains unclear whether one, two or even three adjacent
defects are the cause of the measured MKr release Two defects are probably involved leading
to an average moisture-induced release of 28 % of the particle kernel inventory Moisture-
induced increase in ̂ Kr release only occurred with the second higher-level injection for the fuel
elementmFig 4 Dunngthefirst10hourmjectionofwatervapourat1 kPapartial pressure,the
water probably did not diffuse deeply enough into the matrix graphite to reach the free fuel
Although the releaseissimilann comparison to the fuel elementin Fig. 3,itissignificantlysmaller
amounting to only 16 % These values as well as the following results from tests with UO2 kernels
support the theory that more than one particle defect was present in the fuel element in Fig 3

To better allocate the number and type of defects to moisture-induced fission gas release,
UOj fuel kernels obtained by cracking particles from deconsolidated fuel elements were also
investigated The results from two of three experiments with five kernels each with an average
bum-up of 4 7 % FIMA and five kernels with a high bum-up of 9 2 % FIMA are shown in Figs 5
and 6

It can be seen from Fig 5 that a 8SKr fraction of about 4 % (19 % of the particle inventory)
relative to the sample is released in a burst dunng the heating process to 800' C within 4 hours
Dunng the first injection of water vapour, only 2 6 % is released from the five UO2 kernels for
a brief period at a high rate The two subsequent injections with a high water vapour level show
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Fig g. "Kr release from 5 UO, kernels (Fuel element AVR 92/29a, type GLE3,

Table III Total "Kr release from fuel kernel in KORA and in heating tests

9 2 % FIMA)

Fuel
kernels

AVR 73/8a

AVR 73/8D

AVR 92/29a

HFR, tray 3-7a

HFR, tray 3-7b

Fuel
type

UO2

UO2

UO2

UCO

UCO

Bumup

(% FIMA)

47

47

92

195

195

Kr-85 release fraction (%)

Before test
(internal
release)

-

-

57

-

-

Attest
before

1 injection

39

47

07

291

784

1 Injection
1 kPa H2O
at 800'C

26

04

166

656

169

2 Injection
50 kPa H2O

at 800'C

1

06

03

1 6

noinj

Heating
test

at 2060' C

896

942

247

25

21



a relatively small release effect. In order to balance the total 65Kr inventory, the sample was
heated in a different apparatus for 2.5 hours at 2060'C following the 800'C test. In this
experiment the residual inventory of 90 % was heated out of the fuel samples. Table 111 gives
a survey of the fractional releases during the heating experiments. The fractional release from
the kernels with higher bum-up in Fig. 6 during heating is significantly smaller than in Fig. 5. In
contrast, the "Kr release relative to the inventory of the five kernels is higher for the first addition
of water vapour, amounting to approx. 16 %. The subsequent two high-level injections did not
lead to any further significant releases with this sample either. The sample was also heated for
four hours at 2060'C following the 800'C test.

The fractional releases listed in Table III show that 18 % of the calculated "Kr inventory
was released in theSOO'Cwatervapourtestand 25 %inthesubsequent206Q'Cannealingtest.
This would mean an internal release of 57 % during irradiation. This fission gas fraction was
already released during particle cracking. This very high value can be attributed to high fuel
temperatures (> 1350'C) in individual spherical fuel elements during irradiation in the AVR.

3.2. Samples with U CO kernels

The HFR-B1 irradiation experiment was carried out with UCOTRISO fissile particles, ThO2
TRISO fertile particles and additionally 10 % UCO designed-to-fail bum-up particles in the
compacts. Almost complete 133Xe release from the designed-to-fail UCO particles in the HFR-
B1 compacts was measured at the end of irradiation as a consequence of high temperatures
up to 1230'C in cell 2 and water vapour injection of 1 kPa into cell 3. For this reason, only 1 to
2 % of the MKr residual inventory was released in the KORA heating experiments at 800'C and
1 to 50 kPa water vapour partial pressures [7,8]. It was found thatthe SiC coatings completely
prevented fission gas release, although matrix graphite of the compacts and outer pyrocarbon
layers of intact particles were oxidized after nine water vapour injections for 24 and 48 hours,
respectively (Fig. 7). No caesium release from the designed-to-fail particles was measured
(detection limit ± 2 %).

For comparison and improved quantifiability of the KKr release as a function of the water
vapour partial pressure, two experiments were also carried out with HFR-B1 UCO fissile fuel
kernels obtained by cracking particles from cell 3 only exposed to a maximum of 900' C. The KKr
release from the first sample with five kernels is shown in Fig. 8. It was found that in both
experiments kernels apparently already broke apart during the heating phase and at the
beginning of the 800'C drying phase, one in Fig. 8 and four in the second experiment, which
resulted in 90 % MKr release. Almost the entire residual inventory was released during the
subsequent first addition of water vapour. Both samples were then heated in a different
apparatus for 2.5 hours at 2060'C, and the residual inventory of 2.5 and 2.1 % was released
(Table III).

3.3 Evaluation and comparison of results

Heating experiments with fuel samples already containing defective particles during
irradiation are indispensable for evaluating the influence of water vapour on fission gas and
iodine release, although the interpretation of measured values poses problems since only long-
lived MKr is measured. It is evident that the increase in 85Kr release from the spherical fuel
elements examined is attributable to particle defects (Fig. 3), but it cannot be stated how much
of the 85Kr inventory was still contained in the defective particles and what fraction was released
from how many defective particles.

Fig. 7: Part of the coating of an unheated particle (left) and a particle heated intermittently
with moisture displaying a corroded outer pyrolyfjc carbon layer (right) from HFR-B1
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Fig. 8: MKr release from 5 fissile UCO kernels (HFR-B1, from tray 3-7a, 19.5% Fl MA)
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Fig. 9: UO, TRISO particle from fuel element AVR 71/19 (type GLE3) 100-1 9% FIMA 500:1

Fig. 11- UCO TRISO fissile particle (left) and enlarged kernel section (right)
from particles irradiated in HFR-B1/2.2.1
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Fig. 10: UO2 TRISO particle (left) and enlarged kernel section (right)
from particles in fuel element AVR 80/32 (type GLE3)

The results from the experiments with five fuel kernels obtained by cracking intact particles
are a valuable aid for interpretation, because the final high-temperature test causes complete
85Kr release and enables balancing. However, kernels from fabrication-related particle damage
may differ from these kernels, which may influence the release behaviour of water vapour. The
results from all tests with fuel kernels are compiled in Table III.

Moisture-induced release clearly increases with bum-up. The highest °*Kr releases for
kernels with an average bum-up (the MODUL target value is 9 % FIMA) was measured during
the heating process and in the initiât 800'C phase, whereas the increase in release due to water
vapour is comparatively small, l n the case of fuel kernels from the fuel element AVR 92729, only
43 % of the calculated inventory was still present in the kernel at the beginning of the experiment
due to high internal 85Kr release (see also Chapter 3.1). Release during the first water vapour
injection is 16 6 instead of 38 6 % relative to the available 85Kr.

The high releases from the UCO kernels, which were also obtained by cracking intact
particles, are apparently attributable in all cases to simultaneous bursting of the kernels due to
high internal gas pressure. It is not clear whether kernels of the designed-to-fail particles in the
HFR-B1 compacts also burst during irradiation. Since water vapour was injected eight times into
cell 3 of the HFR-B1 experiment during the entire irradiation period, for six hours in the first
instance and then for 4 to 8 days at 0 2 to 1 4 kPa, it is highly probable that the UCO fuel of the
designed-to-fail particles was largely converted into UO2 There is agreement with the KORA
experiments on UCO kernels insofar as 133Xe was completely released from these "UO2 kernels"
within a short time prior to the end of irradiation after injecting 1.2 kPa water vapour (Table III)



The burn-up dependence of 85Kr release under the influence of water vapour can thus be
correlated with the appearance pattern of fuel kernels with different bum-up (Fig 9 to 11 ) It can
be observed that the kernel structure is significantly changed with increasing bum-up and in
particular, pores are increasingly formed as a consequence of increasing fission gas inventory
The formation of gas pores and possibly also the changed chemical composition seem to be
major reasons forthe fact that fission gas releasef rom the UCO (UO2) kernels is almost complete
during irradiation and in the heating test at corresponding temperature and/or moisture levels

Investigations with unirradiated UO2 under water vapour did not indicate any structural
changes which could lead to increased fission gas release This result is in line with the
comparatively good ̂ Kr retention in UO, kernels with 4 7 % bum-up

3 4 Further experimental requirements

The irradiation expenments and heating tests with intermittent water vapour injections
have provided new important insights, but also raised a number of questions To answer these
questions, further heating tests in KORA are required in the temperature range from 600 to
1200' C with intermittent water vapour injections (Table IV) The water vapour levels currently
achievable only range from 1 to 80 kPa partial pressure, but tests at water vapour pressures
below 1 kPa will also be possible with a measurement extension of the apparatus Further
expenments with AVR-GLE3 fuel elements are intended to provide additional information about
the moisture-induced release from fabrication-related defective particles as a function of bum-
up, where the UO2 kernels were probably partially carbunsed dunng fabncation due to the final
1950'C treatment

The influence of water vapour on structural changes, and thus on the increase in fission
gas / iodine release, is probably greater for carbide kernels as compared to oxide kernels
Moreover, the influence of temperatures in the range from 600 to 1000', and even up to 1200* C,

Table IV Planned 600-1200'C KORA expenments with irradiated fuel samples
and intermittent water injections of 1 to 100 kPa

Experiment

AVR-GLE 3

FRJ2-K15

HFR-K5

HFR-K6

HFR-B1

FRJ2-KA2,
FRJ2-KA3

Sample

Sphere
Kernel
Sphere

Sphere

Sphere *

Compact *

Kernel

Graphite
sphere with
kernels

Fuel

U02
UO,
UO,

UO,

UO,

UCO

UCO

UO,

Bumup

(% FIMA)
2 6 - 9 5
26-95
148160

10

72 97

195-21 8

19 5-21 8

4 7 / 9 2

Fluence
E>0 1MeV
lu^rn2)
0 3 - 2 7

02

3

3 2 - 4 8

5 1 - 6 6

5 1 - 6 6

0 8 / 2 7

Defect particle

Due to manufacture '
Coating removal
Due to manufacture ?

Due to manufacture '

Due to manufacture 7

10% d-t-f particles

Coating removal

Coating removal

* Water vapour in/actions in two resp one cell dunng irradiation d-t-f designed-tofail

will be studied for these fuel elements The reaction between fuel and water vapour increases
at elevated temperatures, as does the reaction between graphite and water vapour, so that
above 10OO'C water vapour can no longer penetrate deeply enough into the matnx graphite to
reach the fuel particles protected by the 5 mm thick fuel-free zone [6] Expenments with UO2 fuel
kernels are also intended to demonstrate bum-up and temperature dependence of the fission
gas I iodine release under the influence of different water vapour concentrations and will allow
a better interpretation of the data obtained with sphencal fuel elements Moreover, these kernels
obtained by cracking intact particles correspond to irradiation-induced defects, i e to UO,
kernels which were not carbunsed

The aim of HFR-K5/K6 post-irradiation studies, complemented by the FRJ2-K15 expen-
ment, is to finally determine the quality of sphencal fuel elements with UO2-TRISO fuel particles
achieved in Germany The expenmental results serve as a reference for future HTR planning
and as a reference standard in resuming HTR fuel element production or supply from foreign
manufacturers The plant-specific HFR-K5/K6 reference tests simulate fuel element exposure
in the HTR-MODUL core as realistically as possible The aim of post-irradiation studies is to
provide the evidence required for the fuel elements of the HTR-MODUL The investigations are
centred on fuel element behaviour under the extreme conditions of the design-basis core heat-
up and water ingress accident The KORA tests specified for 600 to 1000'C are intended to
demonstrate complete fission gas / iodine release with water vapour injections and the release
from fuel elements with fabncation-related defects (HFR-K6/4 wrth 2 particle defects) Further-
more, fuel elements will also be heated in KORA with intenmittentwater vapouraddition following
the 1600/1800' C annealing test in which the threshold for the occurrence of particle defects is
to be reached Since water vapour has already been injected into the sweep gas in two HFR-
K6 cells dunng reactor operation, compansons are possible between the release of short-lived
"̂ Kr and 133Xe dunng irradiation and long-lived MKr dunng KORA test annealing

These compansons can also be made for tests with compacts from cell 3 of the HFR-B1
experiment, which was also exposed to water vapour dunng irradiation

Of significance for KORA tests is also the very high bum-up and the known number of
designed-to-fail particles in the HFR-B1 compacts Expenments with UCO kernels obtained by
cracking the coating will also help to interpret the results from the expenments with compacts
Unlike the designed-to-fail particles, kernels of particles from cell 3 exposed to comparably low
irradiation temperatures still contain nearly the entire ^Kr inventory, which approximately
corresponds to the inventory of short-lived fission products dunng a reactor accident

Of particular significance for the verification of KORA results is the direct measurement of
short-lived fission gas / iodine nuchdes in KORA The activation expenments FRJ2-KA2 and -
KA3 have been planned and prepared forthis purpose Five particle kernels each from sphencal
fuel elements with 4 7 and 9 2 % FIMA are placed in two times three A3 matrix spheres The
experiments will be activated in the DIDO reactor up to 133Xe and 131I production / decay
equilibrium and subsequently examined in KORA Whereas in the FRJ2-KA3 expenment the
kernels are placed with a spacing of 5 mm from the sphere surface in all three spheres, the
spacing is 15 mm in two spheres of the FRJ2-KA4 expenment so that temperature- and time-
dependent statements on the penetration depth of water vapour into the matnx graphite can be
obtained

4 SUMMARY

Initial expenments on fuel samples with U02 and UCO kernels and designed-to-fail
particles at 800'C in a special annealing apparatus (KORA) revealed that 85Kr release is



increased if water vapour is added In contrast intact particles are not damaged even by
extremely long water vapour injections

UO2 kernels obtained by cracking particles from spherical fuel elements, which would
correspond to irradiation-induced failures, showed the following release fractions at 800" C after
repeated injections of water vapour
with a medium bum-up of 5 % FIMA release of 0 4 to 2 6 % of the 8SKr inventory,
with a high bum-up of 9 % FIMA release of 17 % of the S5Kr inventory

Complete moisture-induced release was observed from high-bum-up particles and
designed-to-fail particles with over 20 % FIMA

Together with the knowledge that unirradiated UO2 kernels show practically no changes
due to moisture, the moisture-induced fission gas release, and similarly the iodine release from
fuel kernels is a burn-up dependent effect Both the changed structure of the kernel and the
chemical composition may be of significance

In the case of fabncation-related damage to UO2-TRISO particles in spherical fuel
elements, which would dominate release in an HTR-MODUL, some of the free fuel may have
been carbunsed in the fabrication process dunng final heat treatment at 1950'C, which could
lead to the changed release behaviour of fission gases and iodine Further studies will have to
show whether the release due to the influence of water vapounssirnilartothatfromUOj kernels
or possibly higher
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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
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Abstract

Most HTR systems are significantly under moderated for economic reasons, so
that accidental water or steam ingress, e g due to rapture of a steam generator
tube, can increase the reactivity of the system significantly The reactivity increase
depends on the system size and geometry, the moderator-to-fuel ratio, the reactor
temperature, the fuel type (HEU or LEU) and the burnup status An additional
effect of water ingress is to reduce the worth of absorbers, and hence of any control
rods, located m the reflector region This, in conjunction with the increase in system
reactivity, can have serious implications on available shutdown margins A series
of new critical experiments, in the framework of an IAEA Coordinated Research
Programme on "Validation of Safety Related Reactor Physics Calculations for Low
Enriched HTRs", is being earned out at the zero power facility, PROTEUS The
main aim of the experiments is the generation of safety related physics data to
reduce the design and licensing uncertainties for small and medium sized, highly
reflected, helium cooled reactors The main parameters being investigated m the
programme are critical masses, streaming effects, and changes in reactivity, neutron
balance components and control rod effectiveness caused by water ingress into the
reactor Different deterministic pebble loading arrangements are being investigated
in PROTEUS This allows access to the core centre and the insertion of polyethylene
rods for the simulation of water ingress LEU fuel elements (German AVR type)
of 16 7% 23SU enrichment and graphite elements, are being used to cover a range
of moderator to-fuel ratios A first water ingress experiment was carried oat with
small amounts of plastic in HTR PROTEUS Core 1 (an under moderated close-
packed hexagonal lattice with a carbon to-uramum atom ratio of about 960) The
reactivity increase m this case was small enough to be compensated by movement of
the control rods Good agreement was obtained between measured and calculated
values Investigations in progress include a case with a much larger amount of
plastic in this same type of core with cnticality maintained by reduction of the
core height Experiments with plastic contents up to the amount corresponding
to a maximal reactivity increase are planned in subsequent HTR PROTEUS cores
(a different core lattice arrangement is required to allow the introduction of the
required amount of plastic in the form of rods)



1 INTRODUCTION
Gas cooled, high temperature reactors (HTRs) represent a valuable option for the future
development of nuclear technology [1]. Their inherent safety characteristics, due to unique
features such as multiple fission product barriers up to very high temperatures [2] and
high heat capacity in the core, make them especially suitable for sites close to densely
populated areas. Although HTRs have been extensively investigated in the past [3],
the shift towards low enrichments and away from the mixed thorium/uranium fuel cycle,
reveals a lack of experimental data, against which design and safety evaluation procedures
can be validated. In addition, some effects, such as reactivity increase caused by water
ingress, are more important in the smaller HTRs of current interest.

In order to reduce the design and licencing uncertainties for small- and medium-
sized, highly reflected, helium cooled reactors using low enriched uranium (LEU) and
graphite high temperature fuel, a new series of critical experiments, in the framework
of an IAEA Coordinated Research Programme on "Validation of Safety Related Reactor
Physics Calculations for Low Enriched HTRs", is being carried out at the zero power
facility, PROTEUS. Apart from Switzerland the members of the co-operative research
agreement are Germany, Japan, the Peoples' Republic of China, Russia, the United States
of America, France and the Netherlands.

The main objectives of the experiments are to provide first-of-a-kind, high quality
experimental data on [4]:

• The criticality of simple, easy-to-interpret, single core region, LEU HTR systems
for several moderator-to-fuel ratios and several lattice geometries;

• The changes in reactivity, neutron balance components and control rod effectiveness
caused by water ingress into the core;

• The effects of boron and/or hafnium absorbers used to modify the reactivity and
the power distribution in typical HTR systems.

About 5400 LEU fuel elements, originally manufactured for the German AYR reactor
[5], each containing 6 grams of 16.7% enriched uranium, and 12000 graphite elements,
originally manufactured for use in the THTR reactor, are being used for the first phase of
the experiments. These spherical elements have an outer diameter of 60 mm. In addition
to the usual stochastic loading, alternative deterministic pebble loading arrangements for
a range of moderator-to-fuel pebble ratios will be investigated.

2 EFFECTS OF WATER INGRESS
Most HTR systems are significantly under-moderated for economic reasons, so that ac-
cidental water or steam ingress, e.g. steam generator or liner cooling system leaks, can
increase the reactivity of the system significantly[6]. This reactivity change has three
components!?]:

• a negative contribution from the absorption by hydrogen

• a positive contribution from the softening of the neutron energy spectrum, which
increases the effective fission cross section and reduces resonance capture in the
fertile material

• a positive contribution due to reduced neutron leakage out of the core region caused
by the presence of water in the coolant channels.

Water ingress into the primary circuit of an HTR is a considerable hazard for the
following reasons:

• the reactivity increase can result in a power excursion which could lead to fuel
damage if it is not balanced technically by shutdown rod systems or inherently
by the negative temperature coefficient [8]; in addition to the maximum possible
ke// increase the initial slope of the reactivity versus water density curve is also
important for safety assessment.

• the hot graphite structures and the hot graphite fuel elements can react with water
or steam; the graphite-water reaction is endothermic and is therefore not so relevant
from the corrosion point of view, but it may pose a considerable hazard with regard
to pressure increase and production of explosive gas mixtures [9].
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Figure 1: Variation of reactivity (k t//) and rod worths with water density in the inter
pebble space in a PROTEUS configuration with filling factor 0.60



Graphite Reflector

Pebble Bed
Figure 2: Vertical sectional view of a HTR-PROTEUS configuration. The cavity has a
diameter of 1 2 m .

The reactivity increase depends on system size and geometry, the moderator-to-fuel
ratio, the reactor temperature, the fuel type (HEU or LEU) [7] and the burnup status.
An additional effect of water ingress is to reduce the worth of absorbers, and hence of
any control rods, located in the reflector region. This reduction in control rod worth,
in conjunction with the increase in system reactivity, can have serious implications on
available shutdown margins, both for real HTR systems and for the HTR-PROTEUS
critical experiments. Fig. 1 shows the effects of water ingress on k,.// and safety rod bank
worth (at constant core height), calculated for a moderator-to-fuel pebble ratio of 1:2 and
a point-on-point (orthorhombic) core loading arrangement

3 THE EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
The PROTEUS reactor is zero power reactor that is characterised by a modular construc-
tion which allows rapid adaptation to new research conditions. The bottom-, side- and
top-reflectors are composed of layers of nuclear grade graphite blocks and leave the inside
of the test zone empty. The side reflector consists of three concentric rings of graphite
blocks. The blocks in the outermost ring use wedges and bolts for greater structural
stability. This type of construction allows the inner side reflector rings to be modified or
removed as necessary for different experimental conditions.

The side-, bottom- and top reflectors form a 24 sided, almost cylindrical vessel, which
holds the pebble bed (Fig. 2). The bed diameter is about 1.2 m. Reactivity control
is achieved via independent groups of safety, shutdown and control rods, all of which
are located in the ring-shaped side reflector. There are 4 safety rods, 4 shutdown rods,
4 control rods and 1 special fine control rod. The borated steel safety- and shutdown-
rods drop freely on demand into holes in the side reflector located near the core-reflector
boundary. The four control rods in the HTR-PROTEUS Core 1 were of the "zebra" type
with changes in neutron absorption being effected by the relative movement of co-axial
cadmium segments. After the first series of water ingress experiments, which will be
reported here, the "zebra" type control rods were replaced by conventional withdrawable
control rods in order to eliminate the significant minimum (rest) reactivity perturbation
caused by the "zebra" type control rods and to obtain greater operational flexibility. The
new control rods consist of stainless steel tubes, which can be filled with various absorbers.
The new control rods may be placed in holes in the side reflector at two different distances
from the core boundary thereby providing an additional mechanism for adjusting the rod
worth in the various core configurations (no single position or composition was found to
be adequate because of the large changes in control rod worth caused by changes in core
height and composition, particularly during the water ingress simulation experiments).

Criticality of the reactor is achieved with the safety and shutdown rods fully with-
drawn and the control rods in an intermediate position. A special fine control rod, also
located in the side reflector, consists of a wedge shaped copper blade with an almost linear
characteristic. The fine control rod is mainly used for experimental purposes (reactivity
worth measurements) but may also be used for automatic servo-control of the reactor
power level.

4 HTR-PROTEUS CORE 1 CONFIGURATION
For the first HTR-PROTEUS core, an easy-to-load deterministic pebble loading was cho-
sen, viz. a close-packed hexagonal lattice with a filling factor of 0.74 and a moderator-
to-fuel pebble ratio of 1:2, corresponding to a carbon-to-uranium atom ratio of about
960. This core is significantly under-moderated and shows large changes in kc// due to
simulated water ingress.

The reactor contains 5181 fuel elements and 2585 moderator elements in 22 layers
(critical loading 21.8 layers) corresponding to a core height of 108.9 cm. There were
two different types of layers with 361 and 345 pebbles (Fig. 3) respectively, the latter
containing 6 horizontal graphite filler pieces at the core-reflector boundary to fix the
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Figure 3- HTR-PROTEUS core 1 The odd numbered layers contain 361 pebbles (top)
and the even numbered layers 345 pebbles (bottom)

pebbles. Between the top of the core and the upper reflector is a 0.6 m thick voided
region (cavity). Access to the core centre is limited to small vertical 9 mm diameter
channels, which allows the insertion of small fission chambers or polyethylene plastic rods
for the simulation of water ingress. The graphite side (radial) reflector is 100 cm thick
whereas the graphite upper- and lower-axial reflectors are 78 cm thick.

5 WATER INGRESS SIMULATION
Water ingress experiments with water are not feasible in most of the HTR-PROTEUS core
configurations because of the difficulty in obtaining precisely controlled amounts of water
in the core, the difficulty in later removing water from the graphite and because of safety
considerations. The use of polyethylene (CHj) plastic rods allows accurate simulation
of water ingress effects, provided that adequate precautions are taken to minimise the
impurity levels in the polyethylene during manufacture and an experimental comparison
of the reactivity changes caused by polyethylene and water samples is possible. For the
water ingress experiments reported here, the reactivity increase caused by the insertion
of small diameter CH2 rods was compensated by movement of the control rods.

Investigations in progress include a case with a much larger amount of plastic in this
same type of core with criticality maintained by reduction of the core height. Without
adjustment of the core height, the reactivity could be compensated by inserting plastic
in the side reflector or by inserting an absorber in the core (e.g. by using plastic rods
with copper wires along the axis). The procurement of suitable hollow CH2 rods is in
progress. Experiments with plastic contents up to the amount corresponding to a maximal
reactivity increase are planned in subsequent HTR-PROTEUS cores as well as the direct
comparison of the reactivity effects caused by water and polyethylene samples at different
core locations (a different core lattice arrangement (orthorhombic) is required to allow
the introduction of the required amount of plastic in the form of rods and/or adequately
large sample holders containing water or polyethylene).

In a first series of experiments, small amounts of plastic have been inserted in HTR-
PROTEUS Core 1, both in a homogeneous and heterogeneous manner (Fig. 4). The CH2
rods had an outer diameter of 3 mm and a length of 110 cm, slightly more than the actual
core height. The insertion of the CH? rods was made in five steps. In each of the first
three steps, the insertion was carried out for approximately 1/6 of the open holes in order
to fill, respectively, 1/6, 1/3 and 1/2 of the holes in the core in an as nearly homogeneous
pattern as possible. In the fourth step, the core was emptied of plastic, and the rods
from the first step were inserted into every open hole in the central region of the core.
Finally, in the last (fifth) step, a second rod was added to each hole filled in the fourth
step, thereby achieving a value of 0.45% for the percent of the core volume occupied by
plastic in this central region (note that for a maximum reactivity increase in this type of
core, a plastic volume percent of about 5.2% would be required according to the present
calculations).
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Figure 4 Watei ingress simulation with 3 mm polyethylene rods in HTR-PROTEUS
Core 1 Homogeneous loading pattern with 162 rods (top), heterogeneous loading pattern
w i t h " j ' l / IOT rods (bottom)

6 CALCULATIONAL METHODS AND DATA
The methods and data used to compute the reactivity effects of simulated water ingress
via addition of polyethylene to the core are described in this section. JEF, the Joint
European File, is administered by the Data Bank of the Nuclear Energy Agency [10].
Version JEF-1 of JEF nuclear data library was used in the calculations reported in this
work. The JEF-1 data was processed with the cross section generation system NJOY [11].
The PSI version of NJOY contains a special reformatting module named MICROR [12]
which was written to produce the nuclear data files used by the MICROX-2 cell code [13].

Thermal neutron scattering by graphite, hydrogen in water and hydrogen in polyethy-
lene is very important in water ingress simulation calculations The thermal neutron
scattering kernels (S(a,ß) matrices) in the JEF-1 library are the same as those in the
ENDF/B-IV and ENDF/B-V nuclear data libraries. New thermal neutron scattering
kernels (matrices) for graphite, for hydrogen in polyethylene and for hydrogen in water
were prepared from the JEF-1 library with version 89.62 of the NJOY code during the
course of the work described here. The new hydrogen in water scattering kernel gave very
slightly different ke^y results than the older hydrogen in water scattering kernel prepared
by Vontobel and Pelloni [13], presumably because of improvements in the NJOY code.

The MICROX-2 integral transport theory spectrum code [14, 15] was used to prepare
the necessary broad group neutron cross sections. The fuel micro-particle heterogeneity is
explicitly treated in the MICROX-2 code which was specifically developed for the analysis
of block- or pebble-type HTR systems.

The TWODANT code [16] was used to compute ke// values and neutron flux distri-
butions. The TWODANT code uses the discrete ordinales approximation for treating
the angular variation of the particle distribution and the diamond difference scheme for
the space-angle discretization. Both inner and outer iterations are accelerated using a
multi-grid, diffusion synthetic acceleration method. The air gap between the core and the
upper axial reflector in the HTR-PROTEUS reactor configurations noticeably slows the
convergence of the TWODANT code. Reliable convergence of HTR-PROTEUS problems
is obtained within allowable computer times only when suitably chosen spatial meshing-
and material zoning-structures are used.

The PERT-V code [17, 18] is a first-order perturbation theory code that was used
to compute the effective delayed neutron fraction, the neutron generation time and the
conversion factor between inhours and Ak needed for the analysis of the experimental
data reported in this work. The PERT-V code reads the broad-group direct and adjoint
fluxes, cross sections and atom densities directly from the TWODANT standard output
files.

The R-Z geometry TWODANT calculations of the HTR-PROTEUS cores reported
here used modified (e.g., transport corrected) P0 and Pj core and reflector region cross
sections obtained from separate critically buckled core region and and zero buckling re-
flector region MICROX-2 calculations. A modified version of the 13 neutron energy group
structure given in the LEU-HTR PROTEUS calculational benchmark specifications [19]
was used, in which the 111 keV energy boundary was replaced by a 498 keV energy
boundary for better accuracy in ßejj calculations. The TWODANT calculations used a
S_4 angular quadrature and an overall convergence criterion of 1.0-10~6.



7 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND COMPAR-
ISONS WITH CALCULATIONS

Table 1 shows the measured reactivity increases for the 5 core configurations containing
3 mm diameter CH2 rods which were described in Sec. 5.

The reactivity increases were compensated with the four control rods which were re-
calibrated with a. stable period technique for each different plastic loading. As expected,
the control rods showed decreasing worths with increasing amounts of plastic as shown in
the control rod reactivity worth correction factors given in Table 1.

Taking into account the experimental errors, the calculated values show a reasonably
good agreement with the experimental ones (Tab. 2).

Table 1: WATER INGRESS SIMULATION WITH 3 MM POLYETHYLENE RODS.
The measured reactivity change is corrected for the reduced worth of the four control
rods. A ßcjj value of 0.007231 was used to convert changes in ke// to reactivity in $.

No. of
OH, Rods

0

55
108
162

54
107

CHj Rod
Distribution

homo,
homo,
homo.

central
central

Measured
Reactivity
Change ($)

0.0

0.312±0.003
0.617±0.006
0.955±0.009

0.528±0.005
0.963±0.009

Control Rod
Worth Corr.

Factor
1.0

0.98±0.01
0.97±0.01
0.95±0.02

0.98±0.01
0.96±0.02

Corrected
Reactivity
Change ($)

0.0

0.307±0.012
0.597±0.017
0.907±0.024

0.517±0.014
0.924±0.023

Table 2: WATER INGRESS SIMULATION WITH 3 MM POLYETHYLENE RODS.
Comparison of calculated and experimental values

No. of
CH2 Rods

55
108
162

54
107

CH2Rod
Distribution

homo.
homo.
homo.

central
central

Reactivity Change ($)
Calculation

0.295
0.572
0.849

0.487
0.936

Experiment
0.307±0.012
0.597±0.017
0.907±0.024

0.517±0.014
0.924±0.023

C/E
0.96±0.04
0.96±0.03
0.94±0.03

0.94±0.03
1.01±0.03

8 CONCLUSIONS
An initial water ingress experiment has been carried out in HTR-PROTEUS Core 1 with
simulation of small amounts of water. The polyethylene rods were inserted both in uni-
form and nonuniform patterns. Taking into account the experimental errors, reasonable
agreement between calculations and experimental results was obtained. These first re-
sults serve to validate the calculational methods for use in the planning of future, more
extensive water ingress simulation experiments in the HTR-PROTEUS facility.

Future experiments will simulate water ingress for maximal ke// increase with and
without reduction of the core height. In the latter case, the reactivity increase will be
compensated with plastic rods in the side reflector or by introducing plastic rods together
with absorbers in the core.

In addition to ke// changes, the effects of water ingress on reaction rate ratios and
distributions will be investigated as well, thus providing valuable checks on the calculated
variations of individual neutron balance components. Effects on control rod worths will
also be studied. The full range of investigations planned in the the HTR-PROTEUS
programme should thus provide a "first-of-its-kind" data base for assessing water ingress
physics in a detailed manner.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF AIR INGRESS
IN HEATED GRAPHITE CHANNELS:
A SUMMARY OF AMERICAN ANALYSES OF
THE WINDSCALE AND CHERNOBYL ACCIDENTS

D G SCHWEITZER
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Upton, New York,
United States of America

Abstract

Shortly after the Windscale Accident, the British released reports' ' '
speculating on the causes of the graphite fire at Windscale Because of the
similanty m construction of the Windscale Reactor to Amencan reactors at
Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) and Oak Ridge, the Atomic Energy
Commission requested that the graphite specialists at BNL evaluate and respond
to these reports

A program was initiated at BNL, in which a series of extensive full scale air
ingress expenments were performed in 10 ft. long graphite channels in the
temperature range from 300°C-800°C The expenments addressed the generic
question of under what conditions "graphite burning" would or would not occur

Several hundred measurements were made' , in which temperature-
time-gas composition changes along the 10 ft channels were studied as functions
of the air flow rates, air composition, channel geometry, graphite reactivity, Wigner
energy etc The conditions under which CO-O2 explosions occurred were
determined experimentally In some cases the temperature-gas composition
changes with position in the graphite channels were followed for several days
before individual expenments were concluded

Both the experimental work and the analyses developed at BNL were in
conflict with the original speculation by the Bntish that the Windscale accident was
initiated by a stored energy (Wigner energy) release in the graphite Eventually
parliamentry reports' ' ' were issued attributing the cause of the Windscale
accident to a broken fuel cap which resulted in an uranium fire

After concluding the "graphite burning"" '' studies, BNL initiated an
experimental program on the consequences of high temperature fuel failure in
HTCRs for the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)

Following the Chernobyl accident, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
requested that the members of the BNL staff who were involved in the Windscale



accident analyses and the HTCR accident evaluation program re evaluate the
safety of all reactors in the USA that contained graphite

A safety evaluation was initiated and completed' "' which addressed, in
detail, the generic (design independent) conditions under which air ingress and
Wigner energy releases could lead to self-sustained graphite fires in nuclear
reactors

The two programs' '' produced comprehensive experimental and
analytical investigations of the conditions under which air ingress and Wigner
releases could lead to "graphite burning' in nuclear reactors

INTRODUCTION

Both the accidents at Wmdscale and at Chernobyl involved fires due to air
ingress in nuclear reactors containing graphite In early reports' ' ' on the
Windscale Accident, the British mistakenly assumed that the accident might have
been initiated by a stored energy release that took place during the anneal of the
reactor Subsequent work by both the team at Brookhaven National Laboratory*
7'1°) and the British'11) showed that this was not true, and that the accident was
tnggered by an uranium fire In the 1957 Prime Minister's report to Parliament'̂ ,
the following statement was made,

"... the most likely cause of the accident was
the combined effect of the rapid (nuclear) heating»
and the high temperature reached by the fuel
elements in the lower front part of the pile. In all
probability, one or more end caps of the cans of fuel
elements were pushed off, and uranium exposed."

Because of the similarity in construction of the Windscale Reactor to
American reactors, the Atomic Energy Commission requested that a team at BNL
address the generic question of under what conditions 'graphite burning" or self-
sustained combustion of graphite would or would not occur

GRAPHITE BURNING

For reasons that are well understood, graphite is considerably more dificult
to burn than is coal, coke, or charcoal Graphite has a much higher thermal
conductivity than have coals, cokes or charcoals, making it easier dissipate the heat

produced by the burning and consequently making it more difficult to keep the
graphite hot Concomitantly, coals, cokes and charcoal develop a porous white ash
on the burning surfaces which greatly reduces radiation heat losses while
simultaneously allowing air to reach the carbon surfaces and maintain the burning
In addition, coals, cokes and charcoals are heavily loaded with impurities which
catalyze the oxidation processes Nuclear graphite is one of the purest substances
produced in massive quantities

The literature on the oxidation of graphite under a very wide range of
conditions is extensive Effects of temperature, radiation, impurities, porosity, etc,
have been studied in great detail for many different types of graphites and
carbons' ' This information served as a foundation for the full scale detailed
studies on graphite burning accidents in air-cooled reactors initiated and completed
at Brookhaven National Laboratory After Bntish experimenters at Harwell' '
confirmed the results obtained at BNL there appeared to be no new conclusions
from additional work in this field

Burning, as used here, is defined as self-sustained combustion of graphite
Combustion is defined as rapid oxidation of graphite at high temperatures Self-
sustained combustion produces enough heat to maintain the reacting species at a
fixed temperature or is sufficient to increase the temperature under actual
conditions where heat can be lost by conduction, convection, and radiation In the
case where the temperature of the reaction increases, the temperature will
continue to rise until the rate of heat loss is just equal to the rate of heat
production Sustained combustion is distinguished from self-sustained combustion
when, in the first case, the combustion is sustained by a heat source other than the
graphite-oxygen reactions (eg, decay heat from reactor fuel)

Some 50 experiments on graphite burning and oxidation were carried out m
10-foot long graphite channels at temperatures from 600°C to above 800°c'3"7'
To obtain a lower bound on the minimum temperature at which burning could
occur, the expenments were specifically designed to minimize heat losses from
radiation, conduction, and convection

The objectives of the full scale channel experiments were to determine
under what conditions burning might initiate in the Brookhaven Graphite Research
Reactor (BGRR) and how it could be controlled if it did start Channels 2-10 feet
long were machined from the standard 4 in x 4 in blocks of AGOT graphite used
in the original construction The internal diameter of the BGRR channel was 2 63
inches Expenments were also earned out on channel diameters of one to three
inches on 10 foot long test channels in order to obtain generic information The full
length of the channels was heated by a temperature controlled furnace and was
insulated from conductive heat losses At intervals along the length there were
penetrations in the furnace through which thermocouples used to read the
temperature of the graphite and air were introduced, and from which air and air



to
combustion products were sampled. A preheater at the inlet of the graphite
channel was used to adjust the air to the desired temperature The volume of air
was controlled and monitored by flow meters to allow flow measurements in both
laminar and turbulent flow conditions.ln a typical experimental run the graphite
was first heated to a preselected temperature. The external heaters were kept on
to minimize heat losses by conduction and radiation The temperature changes
along the graphite channel were then measured for each flow rate as a function of
time with the heaters kept on. It was observed that below 675°C it was not
possible to obtain temperature nses along the channel if the heat transfer
coefficient (h) was greater than 10~4 cal/cm-sec-°C. Below 650°C it was not
possible to get large temperature nses along the channel with 30°C inlet air
temperatures at any flow rate. For h values lower than 10~4 cal/cm-sec-°C
maximum temperature nses were 0-50°C and remained essentially constant for
long periods of time (five hours) For h values greater than 10~4 cal/cm-sec-°C the
full length of the channel was cooled rapidly.

There were two chemical reactions occurring along channels. At low
temperatures the reaction C +02 to form CC>2 predominated As the temperature
increased along the channel CO formed either directly at the surface of the
channel or by the reaction CC>2 + C. At temperatures above 700°C, CO reacts m
the gaseous phase to form CÛ2 with accompaniment of a visible flame. It was
observed that the unstable conditions which were accompanied by large and rapid
increases in temperature involved the gas phase reaction CO + Û2 and occurred
only for h values below 10~4 cal/cm-sec-°C below 750°C Temperature nses
associated with the formation of CO2 from C + 02 were smaller than those due to
CO + Û2 and decreased with time. They too occurred at h values below 10
cal/cm-sec-°C

In a channel which was held above 650°C there was an entrance region
running some distance down the channel which was always cooled A position was
reached where the heat lost to the flowing gas and the heat lost by radial
conduction through the graphite was exactly equal to the heat generated by the
oxidation of the graphite and of the CO. This position remained essentially constant
with time Beyond this point rapid oxidation of graphite occurred with the
accompaniment of a flame (due to the CO-O2 gas phase reaction). Under
conditions of burning, the phenomena were essentially independent of the bulk
graphite chemical reactivity. Rate controlling reactions during burning were
determined by surface mass transport of reactants and products.

The experiments were used to develop an explicit relationship'"' which
expressed the length of channel that can be cooled as a function of temperature,
flow rate (heat transfer coefficient), diameter and reactivity of the graphite. It was
found that the maximum temperature at which thermal equilibrium (between heat
generated by graphite oxidation and heat removed by the air stream) will occur in
a channel can be predicted from the heat transfer coefficient, the energy of

activation and a single value of the graphite reactivity at any temperature Above
this maximum temperature the total length of channel is unstable and graphite will
burn The studies show that the bounding conditions needed to initiate burning
are:

1 Graphite must be heated to at least 650°C

2 This temperature must be maintained either by the heat
of combustion or some outside energy source

3 There must be an adequate supply of oxidant (air or
oxygen)

4 The gaseous source of oxidant must flow at a rate capable
of removing gaseous reaction products without excessive cooling of
the graphite surface

5 In the case of a channel cooled by air these conditions
can be met However, where such a configuration is not built into
the structure it is necessary for a geometry to develop to maintain an
adequate flow of oxidant and removal of the combustion products
from the reacting surface (re, some form of chimney effect)
Otherwise, the reaction ceases

SUMMARY OF THE WINDSCALE AND CHERNOBYL ACCIDENTS

"ACCIDENT AT WINDSCALE NO I PILE ON 10th OF OCTOBER,
1957»*(8)

Windscale Pile No 1, was a graphite moderated, air cooled reactor, fueled
by natural uranium metal encased in sealed aluminum cans to prevent the
uranium from reacting with the components of the air and to contain the gaseous
and solid fission products produced by fission. In 1952, the Wigner (stored) energy
was found to be releasing on a shutdown of this reactor because the graphite
temperature rose above its normal operating temperature when the forced cooling
was reduced on reactor shutdown

To avoid a recurrence of such an incident the Windscale piles were
therefore regularly heated above their normal operating temperature (annealed) to
bring about a controlled release of the Wigner energy. The accident developed
dunng the course of one of these controlled releases on October 7th, the day of
the start of the Wigner release. Nuclear heating was used, but with cooling
essentially shut down to increase the temperature of the graphite above its normal



operating temperature. In this instance the first nuclear heating was thought to
have inadequately heated enough of the core graphite. To bring about a more
uniform temperature throughout the graphite structure the reactor was "pulsed
again".

According to the investigators of the accident the rate of increase of nuclear
energy input was too rapid and caused the cladding on the uranium to break and
expose uranium to air. Uranium is an extremely reactive metal. It reacts readily
with oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen with the release of a large amount of heat.

There is also the possibility that the initiating event in this accident may
have been the failure of some aluminum clad magnesium lithium cartridges which
were in the reactor at the time.

The operator of the reactor was not aware of the cladding failure due to an
inadequate number of thermocouples and inadequate radioactive sensing devices
at the outlet of the cooling channels. Radioactivity sensing was done at a point
some distance from the channel. Since the anneal procedure required allowing the
heat to be conducted through the graphite structure by maintaining the cooling
shutdown for a day or longer, the failed slugs heated adjacent ones and they too
failed.

Finally, after a couple of days during which the temperatures of portions of
the reactor were noted to be rising, efforts were made to cool the reactor by
admitting air. These efforts failed to cool the hot sections of the reactor. On
October 10th a plug in the charging wall of the reactor was removed. The uranium
cartridges in the four channels which could be viewed were at red heat. Water was
finally used to cool down the reactor after other efforts failed.

Title of a report presented to Parliament by the Prime
Minister by command of Her Majesty, November 7957. Other
sources on this accident ™"Final Report of the Committee
Appointed by the Prime Minister to Make a Technical Evaluation of
Information Relating to the Design and Operation of the Windscale
Piles and to Review the Factors Involved in the Controlled Release of
Wigner £ne/gy." Presented to Parliament by the Prime Minister by
command of Her Majesty, July 1958.

THE CHERNOBYL ACCIDENT

[The accident summary described here has been taken from Kouts'"'J

On April 25-26, 1985, "The accident took place during an experiment
conducted at the start of a normal reactor shutdown scheduled for routine
maintenance. The operating staff had prepared to do what they considered to be a

test of some electrical control equipment that was meant to serve a safety
purpose."

The objective of the experiment was to see whether the coastdown of the
turbine of the nuclear reactor system would supply power long enough to allow for
start-up of the standby diesels. The test required that the reactor power had to be
reduced to a level (700 MW[th]) just above the value which was known to be low
enough to become unstable. In approaching this level, a series of unfortunate
operations were carried out in which many safety systems were intentionally by-
passed for unknown reasons. In one of these operations, the power level began to
decrease rapidly, and fell to an estimated 30 MW(th) before the operator could halt
the drop by control rod motion. After the operator had stopped the rapid drop, he
managed to achieve some measure of control at 200 MW(th). At this point, the
number of control rods in the reactor were far less than regulations permitted.

Further manipulation of the cooling and feed-water systems resulted in
other problems eventually leading to a rapid power surge estimated at 300,000
MW(th). Six violations of safety requirements, eventually resulted in a steam
explosion that blew off the top of the reactor. The explosion disintegrated the fuel
elements, fragmented the graphite, and exposed the graphite and fuel to air. The
force of the steam explosion blew pieces of the core and fuel through the roof of
the reactor building. A second explosion lifted the cover plate shearing the fuel
channels releasing primary system steam pressure to the exterior. Falling hot
projectiles ignited asphalt roofing materials causing extensive fires.

Graphite burned for many days supported by asphalt fires and decay heat
from the buried fuel. Soviet teams tried to put out the fires by dropping massive
amounts of materials from helicopters. The attempts were not successful,
presumably because the dropped material insulated the hot debris. Eventually
liquid nitrogen was used to cool and inert the burning debris.

CONCLUSIONS

The factors needed to determine whether or not graphite can burn in air are
the graphite temperature, the air temperature, the air flow rates, and the ratio of
heat lost by all possible mechanisms to the heat produced by the burning
reactions In the absence of adequate air flow, graphite will not burn at any
temperature. Rapid graphite oxidation in air removes oxygen and produces CÛ2
and CO which, along with the residual nitrogen, suffocate the reaction causing the
graphite to cool through unavoidable heat loss mechanisms. Self-sustained rapid
graphite oxidation cannot occur unless a geometry is maintained that allows the
gaseous reaction products to be removed from the surface of the graphite and be
replaced by fresh reactant. This necessary gas flow of incoming reactant and
outgoing products is intrinsically associated with a heat transfer mechanism. When



the incoming air is lower in temperature than the reacting graphite, the flow rate is
a deciding factor in determining whether the graphite cools or continues to heat.
Experimental studies on graphite burning have shown that for all the geometries
tested which involved the conditions of small radiation and conduction heat losses,
it was not possible to develop self-sustained rapid oxidation for graphite
temperatures below about 650°C when the air temperatures were below the
graphite temperature At both high and low flow rates, the graphite was cooled by
heat losses to the gas stream even under conditions where other heat loss
mechanisms such as radiation and conduction were negligible

At temperatures above about 650°C, in realistic geometries where radiation
is a major heat loss mechanism, graphite will burn only in a limited range of flow
rates of air and only when the air temperatures are high. At low flow rates,
inadequate ingress of air restricts burning At high flow rates, the rate of cooling by
the flowing gas can exceed the rate of heat produced by oxidation Since the
experiments were pseudo-adiabatic in that they were designed to minimize all
heat losses other than those associated with the air flow, 650°C can be considered
a lower bound for "burning" or self-sustained combustion in air
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Abstract
KFA is setting up an experiment to study the ingress of air into the core, with the

subsequent formation of an airflow driven by natural convection, for the hypothetical
accident of a complete rupture of the coaxial hot gas duct The experiment will have an
active height for the natural convection of 7,50 m and a maximum temperature of 1 200 *C.
The main aims are to determine the onset time of the convection depending on various
parameters, the mass flow and the locally dependent corrosion phenomena caused by the
draft. By this means the theoretical models can be validated. The layout of the experiment
as well as theoretical investigations to predict the expected performance are reported.

1. GENERAL AIM OF THE EXPERIMENT

Actual safety considerations require proven knowledge even on hypothetical accidents like
the complete rupture of the coaxial hot gas duct. In this case, air can penetrate and be
driven through the core by natural convection.

Based on this accident situation the following questions are of safety-engineering
relevance:

• How long does it take until enough air has penetrated by diffusion into the reactor
pressure vessel to produce an air flow through the core driven by natural convection?

• What is the volume of this air flow as a function of different parameters, e.g.
temperature differences?

• Which corrosion phenomena are caused by this draft of air (corrosion of the fuel
elements and reflectors, formation of reaction gases such as CO, <X>2).

These questions have already been dealt with in experiments carried out at JAERI and at
the university of Duisburg. As, however, the results are influenced considerably by the size
and geometry of the experiments, KFA is setting up an experiment to investigate these
questions at a large scale, with a maximum active height for the natural convection of 7,50
m, real-size fuel elements and realistic representation of the bottom reflector. This
experiment is named NACOK, an abbreviation of the german words for "Natural Convection
in the Core with Corrosion".

In short, NACOK serves as a proof experiment for air ingress accidents and it will be used
to validate the theoretical models for the description of those accidents.

2. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT

Fig. 1 shows the experimental model selected to study the phenomena described. A 300 x
300 mm segment of an HTR core comprising the bottom reflector, fuel sphere packing
(original sphere size, d = 60 mm) void space over the packing and top reflector is built up on
a support table. The gas ducts are also largely designed in conformity with real conditions.
Air supply to the sphere packing is effected through the inner channel of a coaxial duct The
air flows from the core through a return pipe constituting the cooling gas channels of the
side reflector to the outer channel of the coaxial duct. The latter ends in a room specifically
built for this purpose at the outer wall of the hall.

The sphere packing arranged in the experimental channel as well as the bottom and top
reflectors and the return pipe can be heated to accident-relevant temperatures and
temperature distributions by heating elements arranged concentrically around these
components, the maximum temperature is Tmax = 1 200 *C.

The experimental channel and heating elements are composed of 800 mm high elements
so that different core levels can be realized, the maximum sphere packing being approx.
5.5 m. Fig. 2 shows a plexiglas model of an 800 mm-section of the experimental channel
with the fuel sphere packing, and Fig. 3 a sectional view of the bottom part of the
experiment with the coaxial duct and the bottom reflector.

The NACOK test device is surrounded by a steel structure with three working platforms.

Air flowing through the bottom reflector and sphere packing causes various chemical
reactions to take place, which greatly depend on temperature, but also on the flow rate, and
may essentially lead to the formation of CO and CC>2. The concentrations of these gases as
well as those of 02 and N2 are measured in up to 26 positions in the experiment.
Furthermore, the incoming and outgoing gas flow rates are measured.

The main data of the experiment are listed in Fig. 4.

3. THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS ON THE EXPERIMENTS TO BE PERFORMED
WITH NACOK

3.1 Massflow, Temperatures and Gas Compositions

Theoretical investigations have been performed to predict the performance of
NACOK. For the calculation of the natural draft of air and of the corrosion dependent
temperature and gas distribution the 2-dimensional TINTE-code has been used, /1/, /27. The
massflow of air due to natural convection is shown in Fig. 5. For different, uniform
temperatures in the experimental channel massflow rates have been calculated for two
temperatures assumed for the upper horizontal part and for the vertical part of the return
pipe. The combination 600 °C in the horizontal part and 400 'C in the vertical, downflow
part of the return pipe simulates an HTR accident case, whereas 20/20 "C would occur, if by
failure the electric heating of the return pipe does not work. The results reflect generally the
increase of natural convection with increasing temperature difference between core
(experimental channel) and reflector (return pipe), and the decline of the massflow at high
core temperatures. This is due to the fact, that the buoyancy forces rise degressively, while
the pressure losses rise linearly with temperature. The massflow calculations do not
consider the chemical reactions. The influence of the gas composition on the massflow is
relatively weak. The influence of different gas compositions is depicted in Fig. 5, too.
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Fig. 1:NACOK experimental facility

Fig. 2: Plexiglas model of a 800 mm section
of the experimental channel with
sphere packing

Fig. 6 to 9 show calculated distributions of the temperatures in the graphite structures and
of the gases 1 hour after the onset of the natural convection, with a starting temperature of
820 *C in the sphere packing and 400 *C in the return pipe. In the calculation the bottom re-
flector, which extends from height + 100 to 0, is inert, i.e. makes no chemical reactions. The
conversion of 02 to CC>2 takes place in a small region of about 50 cm above the upper
surface of the bottom reflector, within the lower 10-12 layers of the sphere packing, see Fig.
7. The related temperature rise of 200 *C due to the exothermal reaction is restricted to the
same region, Fig. 6. The CO2-concentration, Fig. 8, shows a small decrease with height It
stems from the conversion of the upsteaming CC>2 to CO by the Boudouard reaction, Fig. 9.

3.2 Onset Time of the Natural Convection

An air diffusion model has been developed to calculate the onset time of the natural
convection, depending on various parameters like temperatures, flow resistance, diffusion



Fig 3 NACOK, lower pan with coaxial duct

coefficient etc. /3/. The new one-dimensional diffusion-convection model has been
successfully validated by the evaluation of experiments performed by JAERI.

The diffusion of air (represented here by Nj) into the experimental channel and into the
return pipe, which are filled with 1 bar Helium at 820 *C and 400 *C, respectively, has been
calculated. Fig. 10 shows the time-dependent ingress at a point in the middle of the
experimental channel, and the complete subsitutionof He by N2 about 14 hours after start
of the diffusion.

The onset time can be influenced by pressure disturbances outside of the openings of the
coaxial duct, e.g. by environmental noise. This pressure disturbances exhibit a strong
influence on the onset time, see Fig. 11: noise levels <, 40 (dB) have no influence on the
onset time, and noise levels of about 100 (dB) have the effect, that the natural convection
starts after a very short delay.

fext conl on page 60

Main Data of the NACOK-Experiment

Maximum Temperature in the Experimental Channel

Maximum Temperature in the Return Pipe

Expected Natural Convection Air Flow Rate

Equivalent Flow Rate in the HTR-Modul

Maximum Generation Rate of CO

Max. Number of Temperature Measuring Points

Max. Number of Gas Analysis Measuring Points

Gas Velocity Measuring Points

Total Electric Heat Input

Total Height

1200

600
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Fig. 4: Main Data
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Fig 5: Dependence of natural convection mass flow from temperature and gas composition
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4 EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME

4.1 Construction and Commissioning

Actually, the experiment is in the construction and commissioning phase, illustrated
by Fig 12 and 13 Fig 13 shows a provisional arrangement of the support table and the
lower section of the experimental channel, (NACOK-V), see also Fig 14 It serves for
testing the functional efficiency of the main components of NACOK.

• power supply and power control ind temperature measuring techniques
• sealing between the elements
• gas analysis

4 2 Experimental Phase I- Natural Convection

After completion of the preliminary tests, the NACOK expenment will be set up using
all mam components from NACOK-V The NACOK test conditions, expenmental techniques
and safety engmeenng are thus based on experiences gained in the experiments earned
out in Duisburg as well as on the preliminary testing of all essential components in
NACOK V

Phase I serves to study the phenomenon of natural convection neglecting graphite
corrosion Accordingly, inert materials are exclusively used for the bottom reflector and
sphere packing and no CO and CO2 formation takes place

It is the aim of this phase I to determine the beginning and flow rate of natural air convection
through the NACOK device as a function of

the temperature distnbution m the expenmental channel Fmax = 1200 *C)

the temperature in the return pipe fjmax = 700 *C)

the height h of the sphere packing, h = 0 8 5 60 m

the type of gases m the expenmental channel and return pipe at the beginning of a test.
air, N2,

Fig 14 Pre-test facility NACOK-V

• the external pressure disturbances

In addition to the tests with a sphere packing in the expenmental channel, other
configurations can be tested, e g men* bodies with cooling channels like the JEARI-HTTR
fuel element

4 3 Expenmental Phase II: Natural Convection with Simultaneous Graphite
Corrosion

It is the aim of phase II, to determine the onset and flow rate of natural air convection
accompanied by chemical reactions, i e by using graphite for the bottom reflector and the
sphere packing
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Fig. 15: Time schedule for the NACOK programme

Trie investigations will be carried out as a function of the same parameters as in phase I,
but the parameters naturally will be selected on the basis of results obtained in phase I.
The time schedule for the entire NACOK programme ist shown in Fig. 15.
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Abstract

VGM modular gas cooled reactors have been developed in Russia for production of
electricity and high temperature process heat. Experimental facilities have been constructed
and operated to substantiate the safe behaviour of the VGM reactor to accidental air or water
ingress. Also, computer programmes have been developed to predict reactor response to
these conditions.

1. INTRODUCTION

The accidents associated with Modular Reactor primary circuit loss-of-integrity can lead
to worst radiological consequences and are significant with point view of safety. This is
associated bolh with worsening of temperature operation condition for fuel elements and
the possibility of their oxidation due to the ingress of air into the core. The increase of
temperature and corrosion of graphite fuel elements can lead to release of fission products
and at primary circuit ioss-of-integrity they can escape beyond its boundary.

When substantiating safety of Russian VGM reactor design an analysis of emergency
processes associated with primary circuit loss-of-integrity and their consequences was done.
In the framework of the above analysis the experimental investigation is performed and
calculation programs developed.

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF VCM REACTOR.
APPROACH TO SUBSTANTIATION OF SAFETY

AT PRIMARY CIRCUIT LOSS-OF-INTEGRITY

The pilot-industrial VGM reactor with spherical fuel elements is intended for production
of high potential heat, substantiation of safety characteristics and solution of scientific and
engineering problems associated with creation of a new reactor trend. The general view
of the reactor and the list of main equipment is given in Fig.l.
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FIG 1 VGM reactor plant

Table 1 Mam characteristics of the VGM and VGM P reactor plants

PARAMETER

Thermal power, MW
Power control range of, % of nominal
power level
Average power density, MW/m3

Parameters of the primary circuit helium
temperature at core inlet, °C
temperature at core outlet, °C
pressure, MPa

Type of fuel element

Fuel enrichment, (% on U-235)
Average depletion of fuel, %
Number of reflector rods
Number of small absorber balls
system (SABS) channels
Number of heat exchange loops

Number of emergency cooldown
system (ECS) channels
Parameters of intermediate circuit helium

temperature at IHX inlet, «C
temperature at IHX outlet, °C
pressure, MPa

Plant service life, years

VALUE
VGM RP

200

50-100
3

300
750 950

50
60 mm diameter

sphere
8

85 89
24

22
1 mam and
1 auxihaty

3

290
900
52

up to 40

VGM-P RP

215

50-100
3 2

300
750
60

60 mm diame-
ter
sphere

10
10
13
22

1 mam

2

210
670
62
40

At present the detail design of the reactor plant has been developed The engineering
decisions assure the operation of the reactor at 750 °C and 950 °C temperature level At
750 °C the entire heat from the reactor is removed m steam generator and the steam is
supplied to steam turbine plant At 950 °C the high temperature intermediate heat exchanger
is put into operation with intermediate circuit for high potential heat utilization

The mam characteristics of the reactor plant are given in Table 1.
The following two statements were assumed as safety criteria when solving the problems

of assuring the reactor plant safety and station m general
- at normal operation and anticipated design occurences the radiological impact on the

environment should not lead to essential increase of radiation level compared to natural
radiation,

- at beyond design accidents accompanied by multiple failures of safety items with the
probability of their realization not more than 107 I /year the interruption of normal life
of population should be excluded

The plant safety is based on the principle of "defence in depth" which provides for
barriers in the way of radioactivity propagation into the environment, protection of these
barriers against damage, exclusion of the influence of the operating personnel errors

The system of the barriers includes fuel kernel, multilayer coating of fuel particles,
graphite matrix and fuel elements cladding, primary circuit boundary (vessels block, heat
exchangers, pipelines), station confining systems (air t ight rooms, filters)



In the VOM plant safety analysis the spectrum of the accidents included both design
and beyond design accidents and was limited by the intensity of their realization of not
less than 10' 1/vear The intensity was assumed to be by two orders of magnitude less
than the value prescribed by RF Regulatory Bodies for the accidents with maximally
allowable radio activity release into the environment

In accordance with stress analysis for vessels block elements in normal and emergency
operation modes their loss-of-mtegnty is excluded during design operation Nonetheless
for estimation of fission products release and with account of available failure statistics for
analogous equipment the rupture of maximum cross section pipeline which is beyond the
vessels blocks boundary is postulated The primary circuit pipelines maximum diameter does
not exceed 65 mm Therefore, in the analysis of the accident 65 mm equivalent diameter
(ED) cross section was assumed as the maximum diameter for primary circuit loss-of-mtegrity

In the analysis of the accident the most characteristic loss-of-mtegrity locations (regarding
their consequences) were considered

The most dangerous accident is the situation with loss-of-mtegnty of fuel loading tube
because in this case the air enters directly into the core and the intense oxidation of fuel
elements occurs To exclude this situation of design accidents category the fuel loading
tube is provided with double cut-off valves and sections after cat-off valves - with protective
sleeves

When analyzing the reactor behavior in the accidents associated with primary circuit loss-
of integrity the situation with the reactor shutdown system failure was considered

The situation with primary circuit loss-of-mtegnty at simultaneous availability of ED 65
mm orifices m the lower and upper parts of the reactor ("chimney effect") was consideret
as an ultimate accident

3. STAGES AND CONDITIONS OF THE ACCIDENT

At the primary circuit loss-of-mtegnty ihe helium eniers the reactor pit and the surrounding
rooms

In the analysis of the accident the process of mass transfer is divided into three stages
* outflow till equalization of pressures,
* mass transfer "helium - air",
* mass transfer "air - gas mixture" (nitrogen and oxygen-graphite interaction products)
On the first stage of the accident when the helium is outflowing a non uniform variation

of gas pressure occurs along the primary circuit, this variation does not exclude the arising
of ultimate pressure drops from the viewpoint of the equipment integrity

After pressure equalization (2nd and 3rd stages) between the primary circuit and the
rooms the mass transfer will take place in the form of convection, diffusion and displacement
(entering) of gases when the reactor temperature vanes

The intensity of convective mass transfer depends mainly on the difference of gases
densities, availability of forced circulation in the primary circuit, hydraulic charactenstics
and heat exchange along the circulation path

Molecular diffusion for stationary gas is defined mainly by mixture concentration and
physics properties of gases Turbulent diffusion as a separate mass transfer mechanism was
not considered as the convective gas transfer does include this component

The intensity of displacement (entering) of gases at primary circuit temperature variation
is determined by the value of its volume, by gas physics properties, level and variation
rate of gas temperature When heated the gas is displaced and when cooled it enters the
circuit

The correlation between the above named mjss transfer mechanisms depends on the
location of the circuit loss-of-mtegnty If it is in the upper part of the vessel block then
all mass transfer mechanisms act at the determinative role of convection At loss of integrity

in the lower pan of the circuit there are no conditions for convective mass transfer The
arrangement of core and heat exchange equipment excludes the development of natural
circulation in the primary circuit

Since it is difficult to account for the mutual influence of mass transfer mechanisms the
principle of elementary superposition was applied in the analysis Such approach gives the
upper estimate of air amount which entered the primary circuit

The ingress of air into the primary circuit will result m corrosion of graphite structures
and fuel elements The reactor is shutdown and the gas blower is shutdown and isolated
by the signals of emergency protection system The core cooling is effected by heat removal
from the reactor vessel surface After 20 days the temperature of fuel elements in the core
decreases down to 600 C and the corrosion will considerably dimmish Further cooling
down of the reactor can be effected using the main heat exchange loop

4. REVIEW OF EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS

The experimental facility TIGR is developed to studv primary circuit parameters in the
course of coolant outflow for determination of distribution of gas temperatures and pressures,
and pressure drops along the circulation path The working medium is air, its volume is
1 m3, air pressure is up to 5 MPa The experimental facility represents a system of connected
volumes including specific features of the HTGR primary circuit such as pebble bed, circular
gap, flow area change, turns The general view of the facility is given in Fig 2

The first stage of experimental works was completed in 1990 The validation of calculation
programs is being earned out With account of experimental data obtained the section of
loss-of-mtegnty was determined in the case of which the lifting of the core from its support
occurs For the VGM reactor this case is realized at the reactor cover loss-of-mtegnty of
ED 75 mm

The investigation of "helium air" mass transfer through orifices and tubes were performed
in the MASEX facility Tubes of up to 1 6 m length with various inclination angle to the
horizon was used
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FIG 2 TIGR experimental facility for investigation of primary circuit parameters during loss
of integrity
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FIG 3 MASEX experimental facility for mass transfer investigations

The influence of gas circulator operation on the mass transfer was also studied The
scheme of MASEX facility is shown in Fig 3 The facility represents a tank of 0 4 m3

capacity communicating with the atmosphere through ED 65 mm tube, the filling system,
connected lines, valves, measuring complex Blower and healer are placed in the tank Gas
mixture Chromatographie analysis is laid into the basis of investigation method The
experiments were performed in 1991

CT-1565 experimental facility has being operated since 1979 and was created for testing
of plate-type high temperature heaters, graphite spheres (in the form of pebble bed), valves,
insulation, mixer models, performing investigations concerning helium technology,
development of modular variant of steam generator using one-tube model

At present it is planned to conduct safety investigations using the facilities, namely removal
of residual heat during reactor cooling down, mass transfer at coaxial duct loss-of-mtegnty
and at "chimney effect", the processes of water ingress mlo the primary circuit at steam
generator leakage The scheme of the facility is represented in Fig 4

Rating of electric heater is up to 500 KW, coolant is helium of up to 5 MPa pressure
Helium flow is 0 1 kg/s, temperature at the heater outlet is up to 1000 °C

For validation of programs to calculate graphite corrosion it is necessary to perform
experimental investigations concerning the distribution of corrosion in pebble bed Moreover,
when calculating the graphite corrosion the information is needed concerning kinetic
characteristics of the process

For the investigations concerning distributed graphite corrosion drawings of the
experimental facility have been developed

The kinetic characteristics were investigated at the interaction of graphite with helium
mixtures with C02, O2 and air The experiments were performed at CO2 concentrations
from IS to 15% (volume), O2 from 5% to 238% and air - 54% and 84%

The temperature is varied in the range of 970 - 2200 °K
Spherical panicles of 15 mm diameter were the object of the investigations Heating was

performed by inductance method with the help of high frequency generator The
investigations were completed in 1991

1 H igh tempera ture electric heater

2 Main cooler

3 Cooler

4 Circula tor

5 Healer

FIG 4 Outline of the high temperature helium test facility



5. REVIEW OF CALCULATION PROGRAMS

In the calculational analysis of emergency situations connected with primary circuit loss-
of-integrity the following programs besides neutron physical and thermophysical
programs.were used for calculation of mass transfer and graphite corrosion.

T1GR program is used for non-stationary calculation of heat-mass transfer in the process
of gas outflow from the primary circuit in the loss-of-integrity. In the calculations the flowrate
and temperature of outflowing gas, distribution of temperatures, velocities and pressures
of gas along the primary circuit, pressure drops on the structure elements were determined.
The primary circuit path was broken down in characteristic units conventionally named
collectors and legs. The collector is an element common for a series of legs. Thermophysical
parameters of gas are calculated on the basis of joint solution of continuity, energy, motion,
and state equations. One-dimensional description of a process is assumed for a leg and
gas-dynamic processes in the collector are modelled in point approximation. The distributed
gas-dynamic pressure losses were substituted for local ones equal in value. Coefficients of
gas-dynamic resistance were assumed constant in time.

The program was used for substantiation of the operability of primary circuit structure
elements on the stage of VGM reactor plant conseptual design. Comparison of data obtained
by calculation and as the result of experiments using TIGR facility at gas velocities which
correspond to design reactor leakage gave positive results with some conservatism of
calculation data.

DUPT program is intended for performing non-stationary thermo-hydraulic calculations
in axis-symmetrical and planar regions of complex geometry with variable properties.
Thereby axis-symmetrical set of heat transfer equations is solved in Bussinesk approximation.
In calculation of mass transfer "helium-air" in vertical tube a method of modelling isothermal
process of mass transfer was realized by transfer of thermal energy .

When modelling the mass transfer by heat transfer the helium-air mixture is substituted
by one gas of averaged thermo-physical properties which density corresponds to the mixture
density at the specific temperature. The degree of the conservatism of the calculation
technique was estimated using the factor of "re-esiimation" of experimental results obtained
in MASEX facility. This factor is equal to the ratio of design-to-experimental gas flowrate
and amounted approximately to 50.

MASEX program is intended for calculation of mass transfer in tubes. The program realizes
the equations of energy, concentration diffusion, motion, continuity and state of gas in
the following premises. An axis-symmetrical non-stationary problem is considered. There
are no heat releases in the gas mixture. There is no generation of mass. Transfer of energy
and in axial direction is done by moving gas. Diffusion in this direction was neglected.
The radial velocity of gas is equal to zero. Transfer of mass and energy in radial direction
is accounted for by the introduction of turbulent coefficients of transfer.

Validation of the program was done on the MASEX experimental facility. The factor
of "re-estimation" of the experimental results amounted to approximately 2.

A1RCOR program is intended for calculation of the interaction of air-helium mixture
with fuel elements and core graphite structures. The program base is two-temperature two-
dimensional model of porous body for calculation of heat exchange and two-dimensional
model of convective dispersion in chaotic pebble beds for determination of concentration
of gas components. Although non-stationary problem is solved due to considerable difference
in characteristic thermal times only solid phase is described by the non-stationary equation.
Equations of diffusion and energy for the gas are solved in stationary formulation.

6. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VGM REACTOR
PLANT BEHAVIOR AT PRIMARY CIRCUIT LOSS-OF-INTEGRITY

All mechanisms of mass transfer represented in Section 3 were accounted for in the
calculation of air ingress into the primary circuit. The results of calculation of air ingress

Table 2. Results of Air Ingress Calculation to Core

Loss of integrity
location

Spheres moving
charging tubes

Loss-of-integrity of
main vessel joint,
SABS, etc.

Direct cou-
pling with
core

yes

no

Mass transfer mechanisms

Convection + diffusion +
displacement

Convection + displace-
ment (Convection at air
ingress into lower plenum
at the loss-of-integrity in
the upper vessel pan )

Mass of air
entered the
core, kg

700

35

Mass of
ox id i zed
graphite, kg

120

6

100 c

heigt M

FIG. 5. Distribution of degree of graphite oxidation in the region of axis of discharge
channel which has lost its integrity.



into the core at the loss-of-mtegnty of ED 65 mm are given in Table 2 The Table contains
conservative values which were assumed in the analysis of the emergency situation According
to experimental and calculation data the mass of air entered at convective mass transfer
will be less by approximately two times than assumed in the project

The distribution of a degree of graphite oxidation in the region of the axis of discharge
channel which has lost its integrity is given in Fig 5 The general amount of fuel elements
the volume of burnt graphite in which exceeds in various degree the volume of fuel-free
coating is 175 It is equivalent in number of fuel particles to approximately 95 fully burnt
fuel elements

At simultaneous loss of-integnty of ED 65 mm in the upper and lower reactor parts
("chimney effect") the air flow will not exceed 0015 kg/s Thereby during the first 5
hours of the process the fuel elements corrosion will not exceed the volume of fuel-free
coating what does not lead to oxidation of coated fuel particles This is explained by
screening the high temperature part of the pebble bed by spherical fuel elements in the
discharge channel After 24 hours the equivalent amount of burnt fuel elements will be
approximately 500 and after 20 days their number will be 3500

In the accidents considered the worst radiological consequences has the situation with
simultaneous loss-of integrity in the upper and lower pans of the reactor The probability
of the realization of such an accident is characterized by the value of 10 8 I/year The
value of the emergency release of radioactive products into the atmosphere is less than
the release allowable at beyond design accidents

7 CONCLUSION

The report contains the review of experimental facilities and calculation programs which
were used for substantiation of VGM reactor plant safety in accidents with the ingress
of air into the primary circuit The first stage of investigations has been completed On
the second stage it is planned to continue the experimental investigations, improve calculation
programs and verify them with account of experimental data obtained The mam scope of
investigation is planned to perform on ST 1565 facility The preliminary experiments have
been performed which confirmed the possibility of using this facility for investigations
connected with the substantiation of safety at primary circuit loss of integrity
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Abstract

The high temperature gas-cooled last reactor HTR-10 is » modular pebble bed
core reactor The spherical fuel elements are loaded and discharged continuously
from the top to the bottom of the reactor pressure vessetlRPV) in operation. The
rupture of a fuel handling tube is classified as one of the design basis accidents
of HTR-10 reactor. After the accident of the rupture of a fuel handing tube.
The KPV depressurizes speetSry to the atmosphere in 3 minutes. Following the
cooled helium of the reactor, air enters into the RPV and a natural convection wm
be built up A numerical simulation of graphite oxidation is carried out by the
OXIDE-RE code to analyze the consequences of the accident The graphite oxidate
reaction produces carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The concentration
distributions of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide and the graphite structure in
the reactor are analyzed. Because of the relative lower temperature in the core
throughout this accident, the amount of dioxide and oxygen production can meet
the safety requirements It is impossible to initiate detonation in HTR-10 reactor.

1 INTRODUCTION

HTR-10 is a high temperature gas cooled test reactor with a pebble bed core to be built at
Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology. Tsinghua University in BeijinQ.China, which uses graphite as
moderator and structure material and helium as the coolant The primary system consists of the
reactor pressure vessel(RPV), the hot gas duct vessel and the steam generator vessel(SGV) When a
pipe rupture accident occures in the primary system, high pressure helium gas coolant spurts from
the broken pipe into the reactor cavity, and the pressure in the RPV drops rapidly in the first stage
of the accident The pressure in the RPV is expected to balance with that in the reactor cavity in
3 minutes After the balance process ends, the heavier gas air in the reactor cavity enters into the
RPV via the molecular diffusion and the buoyancy force, then the accident enters its second stage
The chemical reaction of graphite oxidation can take place, and the primary system is filled with the
gas mixture (He,02,N2,CO,C02) gradually Finally, a natural circulation will be built up by the
buoyancy force caused by a temperature difference The significant graphite corrosion process is
very important for reactor safety It wiR reduce the mechanical strength of the graphite structure
in the reactor and increase the fission product release from the fuel elements in the reactor core

The transient consequences of two air ingress accidents are presented m this paper One is the
rupture of a fuel handling tube which is one of the design basis accidents of HTR-10, another is the
rupture of the hot gas duct connecting the RPV and the SGV which is an hypothetical air ingress
accident with very low probability
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-Jo 2. REACTOR DESCRIPTION

HTR-10 is designed for developing the relevant technology of HTR-MODULE, generating
electricity and the application of process heat, fig.1. shows the primary system of HTR-10 reactor,
which consists of three vessels, i.e., a RPV, a SGV and a hot gas duct vessel. The RPV and SGV
are arranged side by side. The reactor core consists of about 27000 spherical fuel elements with
6 cm OD, and the graphite reflectors surround the core. The core has a cylindrical body with a
cone bottom, whose diameter and effective height are 1.9m and 1.76m respectively. The fuel
elements are loaded continually from the upper three fuel handling tubes and removed from the
bottom suction tube by gas dynamic transport in more through then out manner (MEDUU. The
helium coolant flows through reactor core in a downward direction. The inlet and the outlet
temperatures of the core are about 250 °C and 700 °C respectively. The primary system operates at
pressure 30 bar.

There are three typical accidents of the primary system pipe rupture events of HTH-10 reactor,
i.e., the rupture accident of the fuel handling tube with 0.065 m ID, the rupture accident of the
instrument measurement pipe with 0.010 m ID, and the rupture accident of the coaxial hot gas
duct with a 0.35 m ID inner tube and a D0.56m/D0.57m annular duct, which is the most severe air
ingress accident. In following sections, the transient consequences of the fuel handling tube
rupture accident and the hot gas duct rupture accident are presented. The consequence of the air
ingress accident strongly depends on the graphite temperature, the amount of ingress air and the
position of the broken tube. By making use of the THERMIX and OXIDE-RE codes, the parameters of
the depressurization of the primary system and the graphite corrosion of the air ingress accidents are
calculated.

3. FUEL HANDUNG TUBE RUPTURE ACCIDENT

3.1 Depressurization of primary system

The reactor operates at 105% rated power, its main parameters are shown at TABLE 1. The
numerical simulating model of the primary system of HTR-10 is shown in fig.2.

After the tube rupture accident occurs, the high pressure hot helium gas coolant containing
radioactive substances spurts from the broken tube into the reactor cavity whose initial mass
flow rate is 7 kg/s. A few second later, the pressure in the reactor cavity is higher than 1.1 bar,
so that the isolated film of the reactor cavity will break, the air and helium mixture flows through

TABLE 1 primary parameters of HTR-10 at 105% rated load

thermal power Mw

pressure of helium in primary loop M Pa

core volume m3

average temperature of core inlet helium "C

average temperature of core outlet helium °C

mass flow of helium at rated load kg/s

outlet steam pressure of steam generator M Pa

outlet steam temperature of steam generator °C

10.5

3.0

5.0

250

722

4.3

40

440

Rg.2. numerical stimulating model of HTR-10 primary system

the chimney directly into the atmosphere without being filtered, and leads radioactivity leakage to
the atmosphere. When the pressure in reactor cavity is less than 1.1 bar, the reactor cavity keeps
its integrity. The accident will be detected by the reactor protection system with the signals that
the decrease rate of the pressure in the primary system is too large and the mass flow ratio
between the primary and the secondary system is less than its limited value, and the reactor
protection system will give a series of important and suitable actions, i.e., to shutdown the reactor
rapidly, to take off the primary helium blower, to isolate the primary system, to close blower valve
and so on. At the first stage of the accident, the pressure in the RPV drops rapidly, shown in Fig.3.
It shows that the pressure in the RPV is expected to balance with that in the reactor cavity within
3 minutes after the accident.

3.2 Graphite oxidation corrosion in HTR-10

After depressurization of the primary system and closure of the helium blower, the reactor is
in heating-up state. The residual heat of the reactor core can be removed from the core, side
reflector and RPV to the reactor cavity cooling system via the passive mechanisms of heat
conduction and heat radiation. The peak temperature of the fuel elements and the core average
temperature are shown in Fig.4-5. As a small test reactor, HTR-10 has a huge heat absorption
capacity. During this accident process, the fuel peak temperature is only 5.6 »C over the initial
temperature condition. The fuel average temperature increases to 578 °C after 1.24 hours, then
decreases gradually. The average temperature of reactor core is higher than 500 °C until 22.7 hours
of the accident. Following the reduction of the reactor temperature, relative heavier air of the
reactor cavity will squeezes into the RPV and helium flows out of the RPV into the reactor cavity.
Air gradually ingresses the reactor and replaces helium from the upper of the broken tube of the
RPV. Natural convection and a natural circulation of the gas mixture will be built up very slowly,
which is caused by molecular diffusion and buoyancy force via the temperature difference in the
reactor, and the chemical oxidation reaction between the gas mixture and the graphite can take
place. When the valve of blower is closed, the RPV is like a hot open stove with a blocked
entrance. The graphite corrosion take place until that the air inside the RPV burn out. If it
conservatively assumed that the RPV is filled with pure air at the beginning, the total amount of
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corrosion graphite is only 4 3 kg In order to estimate the ultimate consequence the hypothetical
condition is analyzed with these considerable conservative assumptions

a the reactor cavity is filled with cold pure air
b the natural circulation of the primary system with opening blower valve is built up

immediately after the accident, the flow rate of the natural circulation is about 0 0094 kg/s
c the oxidative corrosion reaction is kept until the air inside of the reactor cavity burns

out The capacity of the reactor cavity is about 1 007 m3

The burnup of graphite in the reactor the maximum fuel corrosion rate and the maximum fuel
corrosion flux are given in Fig 68 Fig 9 shows the heat generation owing to chemical oxidative
reaction of the graphite During this hypothetical accident the total amount of the corrosive
graphite is about 105kg About 31 6% of the burn-off graphite is found in the core and 68 4 % in
the bottom reflector The maximum corrosion rate of the fuel elements is 323 9 mol/m* the
exposure of the fuel coated particles does not occur

4 HOT GAS DUCT RUPTURE ACCIDENT

At the first stage of the hot gas duct rupture accident depressunzation of the RPV is
analogous to that of the fuel handling tube rupture accident but the transient process is faster
than the former When the pressure balance is reached between the RPV and the reactor
cavtty the air ingresses into the RPV via molecular diffusion and natural convection of the gas
mixture, caused by the temperature difference The lighter helium concentrates on the upper of the
RPV, and the heavier air sedimentates at the tower part A natural circulation of the gas mixture is
gradually built up The relevant experiment resultlll shows that the natural circular takes place
about 30 to 80 hours after the duct rupture As the former illustration, the average temperature
of the reactor is lower enough, and the chemical corrosive reaction is not significant Because of
some uncertainties in the transient consequence only the hypothetical massive air ingress accident
is analyzed The conservative assumptions are the same as the former, and the air ingress rate is
0 04 kg/s only After about 9 hours of the accident, the graphite corrosion process ends owing to
burn out of the air in the reactor cavity The burnup of graphite in the reactor the maximum fuel
corrosion rate and the maximum fuel corrosion flux are given on Rg 1 0 1 2 Fig 1 3 shows the heat
generation caused by the chemical oxidative reaction of graphite During this hypothetical
accident the maximum corrosion flux of the fuel elements is 199 1mol/m2 exposure of the coated
fuel particles does not occur At the end of the graphite corrosion process of this accident the
graphite burn off 1 14 0 kg About 22 2% of the burn off graphite is found in the core and 77 8 %
in the bottom reflector The damage to the core supporter and the fission product released out of
the fuel elements have been taken into account

5 CONCLUSION

The presented analytical results show that even the consequence of the most severe
hypothetical accident has no safety danger The maximum fuel temperature remains less than 818
°C The maximum graphite burn off of fuel elements is 32 9 kg and the maximum graphite burn off
flux is up to 328 8 mol/m2 The exposure of fuel coated particles will not occur
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Abstract

The High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) is a graphite-
moderated and helium gas-cooled reactor with prismatic fuel elements of hexagonal
blocks Each fuel element consists of graphite sleeves containing fuel compacts and
a graphite block holding graphite sleeves A support post is a cylindrical component
and the most essential element to support the core There are two kinds of accidents
classified as an air ingress accident in the safety design of the HTTR one is the
rupture of the primary concentric hot gas duct at the reactor pressure vessel (RPV)
inlet nozzle, the other the rupture of a stand pipe attached to the top head closure of
the RPV The graphite structures will be oxidized during the air ingress accidents
It was found from this study that the air ingress accident of the guillotine rupture of the
primary concentric hot gas duct was the severest from the graphite oxidation point of
view and the oxidized graphite structures maintained the structural integrity after the
accident There is also no possibility of detonation induced by the produced carbon
monoxide in the containment vessel

1 INTRODUCTION

The High Temperature Engmeenng Test Reactor (HTTR) is a graphite-
moderated and helium gas-cooled reactor with prismatic fuel elements of hexagonal
blocks[1] The reactor pressure vessel (RPV) is 13 2 m in height and 5 5 m in inner
diameter, and contains the 30 MWt core, the core support graphite structures(i e , hot
plenum blocks, support posts and carbon blocks) and so on as shown in Fig 1 A
stand pipe attached to the top head closure of the RPV contains reactivity control and
shut-down systems including control rods A concentric hot gas duct is adopted in the
primary and auxiliary coolant outlet pipes Cold gas of about 400 °C flows the annual
gap between the inner and outer pipes of the concentric hot gas duct toward reactor
inlet and hot gas from the reactor flows inside of the inner pipe The RPV and primary
cooling system (PCS) are housed in the containment vessel (CV) Each fuel element
consists of graphite sleeves containing fuel compacts and a graphite block holding
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graphite sleeves as shown in Fig.2. A support post is a cylindrical component and the
most essential element to support the core.

The graphite structures will be oxidized under an air ingress accident. There
are two kinds of accidents classified as the air ingress accident in the safety design
of the HTTR; one is the rupture of the primary concentric hot gas duct at the RPV inlet
nozzle, the other the rupture of a stand pipe attached to the top head closure of the
RPV.

The safety requirements against the air ingress accident are that the reactor
core shall not be seriously damaged and must be coolable sufficiently; this means that
the support posts must have sufficient strength to support the core and the fuel
compacts shall not fall down to the hot plenum region through the coolant channel,
that is, shall remain in the graphite block[2]. In order to evaluate the safety of the
HTTR during the air ingress accident, it is, therefore, required to calculate the
oxidation amount of the graphite sleeve and support post. On the other hand, the
oxidation process produces a gas mixture of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide.
The carbon monoxide has a possibility to detonate in the CV. Therefore, it is also
important to calculate the gas concentration of produced carbon monoxide.
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Fig.2 Structure of HTTR fuel element

In order to evaluate the structural integrity of the graphite structures against the
effect of the air ingress accidents, the graphite oxidation analyses were made using
the GRACE code. The GRACE code analyzes concentration distribution of oxygen
in gas and in the pores of graphite structures and oxidation distribution in graphite
materials.

This paper describes the oxidation analysis results for the air ingress accidents
of the HTTR. Effective measures taken in the HTTR design are also presented in this
paper to reduce the amount of graphite oxidation.

2. SCENARIO OF AIR INGRESS ACCIDENT

2.1 Rupture of stand pipe

Figure 3 shows schematic drawing of the rupture of a stand pipe. It is assumed
in this accident that a stand pipe attached to the top head closure of the RPV ruptured
during the partial or rated power operation and the reactivity is inserted abnormally
consequently by the control rod ejection. The reactor is scrammed due to the reactor
power increase. Primary coolant is released through the break to the CV outside of
the PCS and the PCS is depressurized rapidly. After the primary coolant pressure is
balanced with that of the air/helium gas mixture in the CV, the air in the CV enters the
core due to natural convection and oxidizes the graphite structures. The core
temperature decreases gradually by the vessel cooling system (VCS) heat removal
and finally oxidation reaction is terminated.
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2 2 Rupture of concentric hog gas duct

This accident is initiated by the guillotine rupture of the primary concentric hot
gas duct as shown in Fig 4 Primary coolant is released through the break to the CV
outside of the PCS and the PCS is depressunzed rapidly After the primary coolant
pressure is balanced with that of the air/helium gas mixture in the CV, the air in the
CV enters the core due to natural convection and oxidizes the graphite structures
The core is cooled by the VCS, similar to the accident of the rupture of a stand pipe

3. OXIDATION ANALYSIS

3 1 General oxidation behavior

Graphite is porous material with most of the accessible surface in the mtenor
of the pores In general, graphite oxidation is controlled by the following three major
steps[3].
(1) Mass transfer through the boundary layer between the exterior surface of the solid
and the mam gas stream
(2) Diffusion through the internal pores
(3) Chemical reaction in the pores

Figure 5 shows the three regimes representing the change of relative reaction
rate of a porous graphite in accordance with temperature Thus, the temperature is
of prime importance in determining which of these steps determines the oxygen-
graphite reactions

3 2 Governing equations

The fundamental equations of the GRACE code take into account the graphite
oxidation behavior as mentioned above Figure 6 shows the basic analysis model of
the GRACE code The GRACE code was validated on the basis of the oxidation
test[4]

The mass diffusion equation for oxygen species flow within the graphite
structures perpendicular to the coolant channel flow is

'" dx* "

where CG Oxygen species mole fraction in graphite(mol/cm3)
Defi Oxygen diffusion coefficient in graphite(m2/s)
K Chemical reaction rate(1/s)
x Co-ordinate perpendicular to the coolant flow(m)

The boundary condition at the coolant channel surface is,

'Detf—^: -Hr^ss^CP~CFO>
"•* v»n

(2 )

The left-hand side of equation(2) is the mass transfer rate of a mass species per unit
area, CF and CFO are the coolant bulk and wall oxygen species mole fractions,
respectively The mass transfer film coefficient, Hmass(m/s), quantitatively describes the
resistance to mass transfer across the coolant fluid boundary layer The mass transfer
film coefficient is estimated from the heat transfer coefficient on the basis of the
analogy between heat and mass transfer phenomena This estimation was verified
for the HTTR graphite components]

The mass species inventory of the coolant flowing through the coolant channel
can be described by the classical differential equation for conservation of mass

(3)

where S(1/m) and v(m/s) are coolant surface area per coolant channel volume and
gas velocity, respectively

Reoctor pressure vessel __ __
i_Cos flow
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Fig 7 Graphite oxidation analysis model



The following two types of reaction, which occur in the graphite-oxygen system
can be chosen by user's option in the GRACE code

(4)
(5)

3 3 Analysis condition and model

The residual and decay heat of the core are transferred to the VCS through the
RPV mainly by conduction and radiation The natural convection flow into the core
takes place due to the buoyancy force caused by temperature difference in the core
The air/helium gas mixture flows in the RPV as shown in Figs 3 and 4 The
temperature transients for each graphite component and natural convection flow rate
were analyzed using the TAC-NC code[6]

The graphite sleeve and support post are the most important structures from
a safety point of view Thus, these graphite structures are modeled so as to estimate
the oxidation amount conservatively Figure 7 shows the graphite oxidation analysis
model for the rupture of the primary concentric hot gas duct The support post and
graphite sleeve are located upstream and downstream of the gas flow, respectively
The chemical reaction rate of these graphite structures are 50 % higher than those
of the other graphite structures in the safety analysis Since the reaction in
equaton(4) consumes twice as much graphite compared with the reaction in
equaton(5), the oxidation analyses are made conservatively adopting the equaton(4),
which is the most severe condition from the viewpoint of graphite oxidation and
detonation evaluaton

10
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Fig 8 Typical preliminary analysis result

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4 1 Preliminary evaluation

If the graphite structures are oxidized continuously, the oxidized graphite
structures may loose the structural integrity and the produced carbon monoxide may
datonate Thus, preliminary evaluaton was made to reduce the amount of graphite
oxidation As the result of preliminary evaluaton, adopton of a small CV in the HTTR
is the most effectve measures to reduce the amount of graphite oxidation against the
effect of the air ingress accidents Rgure 8 shows the typical analysis result The
amount of graphite oxidation, namely an equivalent corrosion thickness, for the
graphite sleeve depends on the free volume in the CV as shown in Fig 8 It can be
found that the free volume in the CV should be determined less than 4500 m3 to
satisfy the allowable value On the other hand, it is requested a large CV to maintain
the structural integrity of the CV against the pressure effect of a depressunzed
accident The CV was designed by taking into account of the preliminary evaluation
results The free volume of the CV in the HTTR is determined to be 3000 m3

4 2 Selection of the severest accident

The graphite oxidation analyses were made for both accidents, the rupture of
a stand pipe and the rupture of the primary concentre hot gas duct, to select the
severest accident from the graphite oxidation point of view Rgure 9 shows the tme-
history for oxygen species mole fraction in the CV The oxygen species in the CV are
consumed rapidly during the early stage for both accidents because the core is cooled
slowly The oxygen consumption rate due to the graphite oxidation is greater in case
of the rupture of the concentric hot gas duct than that of the rupture of a stand pipe
The most important graphite structures to secure the safety are the graphite sleeve
and support post Table I shows comparison of the maximum amount of the oxidation
for these graphite structures during both air ingress accidents As shown in the table,
it was clarified that the air ingress accident of the rupture of the primary concentric
hot gas duct was the severest from the graphite oxidation point of view

TABLE I COMPARISON OF OXIDATION AMOUNT
FOR AIR INGRESS ACCIDENTS

Accident

Rupture of primary
concentric hot gas duct

Rupture of stand pipe

Normalized oxidation amount*

Graphite sleeve

10

056

Support post

1 0

033



4 3 Safety analysis for rupture of primary concentric hot gas duct

The oxidation behavior of the graphite structures is influenced mainly by
graphite temperature and gas flow condition. The thermal conductivity of a graphite
matenal decreases progressively with irradiation. As a result, the EOL (End of Life)
core cooled slower than that of the BOL (Beginning of Life) core during the accident
Since graphite is oxidized seriously at high temperatures, the safety analysis was
made using the graphite temperature at EOL condition Figure 10 shows the long-
term behavior of the graphite temperature at EOL condition[7] Dunng the early stage
of this accident the air/helium gas mixture enters the core by the conjugate
phenomena of transient molecular diffusion and natural convection, and the initiation
time of natural convection begins with some delay after the accident[8] Since the
support post is located in an upstream region as shown in Fig 7 and the temperature
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decreases monotonously as shown in Fig 10, the support post is oxidized seriously
when the gas enters the core immediately after the accident On the contrary, the
graphite sleeve was oxidized seriously when the initiation of the natural convection
was delayed by 4 days[2]
The safety analysis during this accident was made conservatively by taking into
consideration the above items The profile of graphite density change, corresponds
to a burn-off induced by oxidation, for the most oxidized support post is shown in
Fig 11 The support post is oxidized mainly on the surface region This means that
the oxidation of the support post is mainly governed by the mass transfer at high
temperature The total burn-off of the maximum oxidized support post is about 15 %
If the severest earthquake should occur after this accident, the oxidized support post
still has enough structural integnty[9] It can be found from the Fig 8 that the oxidized
graphite sleeve has enough structural integnty to maintain the fuel compacts within the
core region Figure 12 shows the detonation evaluation result caused by the produced
carbon monoxide in the CV The point A, B and C in the figure stand for the before
accident, ]ust after the accident and termination of the accident conditions, respective-
ly It can be clarified from the figure that the produced carbon monoxide will not
detonate in the CV

5 CONCLUSION

The main conclusions obtained from this study are summarized as follows
(1 ) It was found that the air ingress accident of the rupture of primary concentric hot
gas duct was the severest from the graphite oxidation point of view
(2) It was confirmed that the oxidized graphite structures after the accident maintained
the structural integnty because of limited amount of oxygen, which was achieved by
limiting free volume in the CV
(3) There is no possibility of detonation in the CV induced by the produced carbon
monoxide
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Abstract

The ingress of larger amounts of water, steam or air into the primary circuit of a high
temperature reactor is seen to be an accident of considerable safety relevance. The
overall destructive potential of these effects depends strongly on the quantities of the
invading material as well as on the physical and operational boundary conditions of the
reactor system at the time of the ingress. The safety analysis of water and air ingress
accidents therefore is based on scenarios depending on the plant's conditions and
considering different levels of protection systems failures. With respect to a
catastrophe-free nuclear technology scenarios in the hypothetical area without any
protection system action are of special interest. Starting from the knowledge on design
basis accident behaviour of the german modular HTR this paper discusses some
scenarios in the hypothetic accident field that should be analyzed in detail to find the
limitations of the inherent safety features of this type of reactor. For some cases
preliminary answers on the basis of less sophisticated computer models are given and
suggestions for further developments and improvements of the reactor design are
formulated.

1 . Introduction

The ingress of larger amounts of water, steam or air into the primary circuit of a high
temperature reactor is seen to be an accident of considerable safety relevance. The
impact of these media to the graphite structures of core and fuel elements is twofold: By
changing the concentration of moderating nuclei the neutron balance is affected and by
chemical oxidation of the graphite the structural integrity of the core is attacked and
explosive gases may be produced. The overall destructive potential of these effects
depends strongly on the quantities of the invading material as well as on the physical
and operational boundary conditions of the reactor system at the time of the ingress.

The safety analysis of water and air ingress accidents therefore is based on scenarios
depending on the plant's conditions and considering different levels of protection
systems failures. With respect to a catastrophe-free nuclear technology scenarios in the
hypothetical area without any protection system action are of special interest.

Water ingress may be caused by ruptures inside the steamgenerator as a consequence
of the much higher pressure in the secondary loop. The core can only be affected if
larger amounts of steam or water will be transported from the steamgenerator to the
reactor. The status of the primary blower plays an important role in this field and the
condensation of steam on cold surfaces and within the gas volume is of major
significance. The system pressure will increase and passive safety valves or burst-disks
actions come into play. The neutronic reaction depends strongly on the fuel element
design, i.e. moderation ratio of the core. In extreme scenarios positive reactivity
feedback effects by temperature induced steam concentration reductions in the core
after massive water ingress can be thought of. Finally a heavy corrosion of the fuel
elements will change the geometry of the core and thereby influence the reactivity
behaviour additionally. Of course these effects will depend on the effectiveness of the
shutdown systems.

Air ingress is possible only after a depressurization accident has already taken place
and has to be looked at as an accident with a very low probability. Nevertheless,
scenarios of ruptures of pipes in the fuel handling system (pebble-bed) or in the
shutdown system construction and other penetrations of the primary vessels (all
designs) can be thought of. Without a self-sustained air massflow through the core, e.g.
activated by the chimney effect, there is no larger damage to be expected. If ruptures of
vessels like the large connection between reactor and steamgenerator are no longer
excluded, air ingress scenarios of much larger safety relevance have to be analyzed.
The corrosion of larger parts of the core at least for the pebble-bed design will change
the core geometry and thereby the surface to volume ratio might be decreased with a
significant impact on the decay heat transport to the environment.

Up to now impacts of water and air ingress have been analyzed in detail in the design
basis area and in hypothetical situations assuming the integrity of at least part of the
reactor protection systems. The results are encouraging showing the positive effects of
the HTGR's self-stabilizing safety features. However, to ensure the final goal of a
catastrophe-free nuclear energy technology, additional analyses of extreme hypothetical
accident scenarios have to be performed and in parallel all activities in enhancing the
passive corrosion protection of the graphitic fuel elements and structures should be
enforced.

2. Wafer Ingress as a design basis accident

Within the scope of the Safety Report for the german MOOUL-HTR as designed by the
SIEMENS company [1] the water ingress is discussed with respect to reactivity effects
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and fuel element corrosion The reactivity analysts is based on calculations assuming a
homogeneous distribution of steam over the core Static neutronics calculation then
show that the reactivity introduced by the steam depends on the steam concentration
as given in fig 1 Because of the slightly undermoderation of the pebble bed core low
steam concentrations increase the neutron multiplication as a consequence of better
moderation At a certain steam concentration depending on the fuel design and loading
scheme a maximum reactivity is reached Further increase of the concentration will
decrease the reactivity as a consequence of the neutron absorption in the steam

The figure shows that a maximum reactivity of about 3 5% is reached for a steam
concentration that is equivalent to about 1000 kg water inside the reactor core
Assuming the break of one steamgenerator heating pipe and taking into account the
activities of the reactor safety systems a maximum steam ingress rate of 5 3 kg/s and a
maximum amount of less than 600 kg of steam/water was found for the primary circuit
As the core gas volume takes only a small part of the primary loop the maximum water
ingress into the core itself was calculated to be less than 60 kg This implies a reactiviy
effect of about 0 4% which is easily compensated by the control rods Neutron dynamics
effects were found to be much less severe than others already shown to be covered by
the safety analysis As 60 kg of steam will corrode no more than 40 kg of graphite the
corrosive impact of this water ingress scenario is negleghble

Additional analyses of certain hypothetic scenarios [2] assuming partially failure of the
reactor safety systems showed that even there no severe damage of the fuel elements
will occur From the point of view of todays licensing procedures which include the
discussion of hypothetic accidents the design of the MODUL-HTR assures a maximum
safety behaviour against water ingress from steamgenerator heating pipe rupture

3 Hypothetic Massive Water Ingress with complete Failure of the Reactor Protection
Systems

Within the scope of a catastrophe-free nuclear energy hypothetic events have to be
analyzed to understand the general response of the nuclear system on such accidents
and to determine the limitations neccessary to prevent the environment from any
damage

With respect to water ingress the maximum amount of available water and the maximum
pressure of the primary circuit that can be thought of define the ultimate limitations for
this type of accident Assuming that the water may enter the core but as steam either
the safety valves and burst-discs or the failure of the reactor pressure vessel will define
an upper limit for the water concentration in the reactor core If the possibility of
introducing liquid water (e g as droplets in the cooling gas) is not ruled out then even
higher concentrations might be possible The amount of water available is in the order
of some hundred m3 (feedwater tanks) This is a very large quantity compared to what
has been discussed in licensing talks More over it is theoretically enough to have the
potential to corrode the complete fuel element graphite Keeping this in mind it becomes
evident that the progress within a given time plays the main part in answering the
question of whether this could be a really dangerous situation To give at least some (in
the moment naturally preliminary) answers some simple boundary conditions have been
defined To get a feeling for the differences in the dynamics of what has been discussed
in the licensing talks and a extrem hypothetical event two scenarios are compared Let
us assume that we have a steamgenerator leackage by a broken pipe This causes a
water ingress at a rate of about 5 kg/s The reactor safety system is assumed to fail
partially, i e no shut-down rods will move in and the primary helium blower will continue
to operate If the total amount of water entering into the primary loop is limited to 600
kg, the basic response of the reactor will be as shown in the following figures

Because of the positive reactivity of the mgressing steam (fig 2) the reactor power will
raise (fig 3), which causes the temperatures to raise either (fig 4) and thus compensate
the exess reactivity Because of the thermal inertia the induced reactivity is
overcompensated (fig 2) After 120 seconds the water ingress stops and so does the
power excursion As the nuclear power is still used to heat and evaporate the feedwater,
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there is no automatic shut-down of the reactor. After some time the pressure in the
primary system reaches the safety valve action level (tig. 5). By opening of the valve the
pressure will stay at that level and the helium cooling gas together with some of the
steam is removed through the valve.

The nuclear dynamics is characterized by a power excursion with automatic power
•limitation and reduction due to the negative temperature feedback. The temperatures
will raise in a very moderate way and so does the system pressure. There will be no
short-time damage of the fuel elements. The average chemical corrosion is a very slow
process (fig. 6) and there is a lot of time for accident management activities.

In the second example the complete reactor safety system is assumed to fail, i.e.
additionally to the previous assumptions the feedwater pump will fail to stop, too.. A
total mass of 90000 kg of water may enter the primary loop at a rate of 50 kg/s which is
close to the nominal feedwater rate (77 kg/s) and may simulate a rupture of many steam
pipes.

In this case after the safety valve has opened, by and by the complete helium in the
system is exchanged by steam (fig. 10). If the safety valve and burst-discs are assumed
to fail too, the increasing pressure finally will cause a massive failure of the pressure
vessels which then is the limiting reason for further steam concentration increase.
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The reactivity (fig 7) and nuclear power transients (fig 8) now are much larger and
faster The maximum power reaches values of about five times the rated power and
temperatures increase correspondingly faster (fig. 9)

Even in this scenario the short-time effects are not desastrous The average graphite
corrosion reaches values around 1% after many hours However, the detailed corrosion
distribution inside the core volume has still to be analyzed

In both situations mentioned the reactor core stays at elevated temperatures So the
corrosion of the graphitic material keeps running until a temperature reduction becomes
possible This is the case (neglecting all activities of the safety system and by
management) if about 20% of the core graphite has been corroded thereby reducing the
graphite moderation of the neutrons and thus compensating the additional steam
moderation After this temperatures can decrease and the reactor power will
automatically adjust to the heat removal rate from the reactor system

The details of these scenarios ask for very elaborated modelling and computer codes
Especially the details of the corrosion process have already been investigated in the
past by experimental activities [3,4] and are subject to extended computer modelling
and code systems [5]

4 Hypothetic Air Ingress Scenarios

As already mentioned above the ingress of air into the primary loop of a modular HTGR
is always an extremly hypothetic event with a very low probability For such a situation
to happen a complete loss of helium pressure must have preceded Whether the
consequences of air ingress are to be considered as severe or not depends strongly on
the details of the scenario under discussion For larger corrosion damage of the core
and reflector graphite a continuous flow of air through the system with continuous
removing of the reaction gases is neccessary This can be realized if position and size
of a vessel leakage support a steady state natural convection (chimney effect) through
the primary system Detailed investigations in this field have been initiated [6] and
principal results are already known from experimental work [7]

The natural convection flow moves upward through the core, passing first the bottom
reflector and later on the active core The oxigen of the incoming air therefore reacts
mostly with the reflector graphite, the chemical reaction of the remaining oxigen
reaching the core takes place within half a meter of core material [8] (fig 12). In this
region a strongly peaked corrosion of graphite is observed Depending on the flow rate
and duration of the air ingress for a pebble bed reactor the corrosion may reach the fuel
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pellet and a movement of coated particles cannot be ruled out The coated particles
themselves however will not be attacked severely because of their SiC protection layer

In this part of the core CC>2 is produced as reaction product In the upper parts of the
core this gas is partly reduced to CO thereby corroding additional graphite masses
However this reaction (Boudouard) is spread over a wide volume and so the additional
corrosion per fuel element will remain small

As examples for scenarios that could be thought of, the ruptures of pipes which are
connected to the pressure vessels or even larger breaks in the vessels themselves
should be mentioned [9]

For the case of anticipated ruptures in at least two connecting pipes (chimney effect)
investigations show [10] the possibility of about 400 kg/day graphite corrosion The
relative homogeneous corrosion in the middle and upper core region is far less than 1
mm/day for pebble bed elements

Assuming larger breaks in the pressure vessels for the pebble bed MODUL-HTR the
rupture of the so called connecting vessel is of interest Although in this case both ends
of the chimney' are on the same height it was shown by theoretical and experimental
analyses [11] that a natural convection is established that will lead to a corrosion of up
to 1400 kg/day of graphite In this case estimations show a corrosion of about 150-250
fuel pebbles per day in the most critical lower core region The dynamics of a rupture of
the Modul HTR's connecting vessel will be subject to the NACOK experiment [6] now
under construction in the Juhch Research Center The impact of such a scenario on the
questions of coated particle movement through core and reflector and fission product
release has to be analyzed in the future

5 Conclusions

Water and air ingress into the primary loop of modular HTGRs lead to safety relevant
consequences or larger damages only if extremly hypothetic scenarios are considered
These include the complete failure of the reactor safety and component protection
systems and (for the water ingress) assume the operation of blowers and pumps under
conditions far away from any design point Even in such scenarios the reactivity
increase induced by the additional moderation of the water does not lead to power or
temperature excursions of major consequences Optimizing the fuel element design the
reactivity effect of ingressing water may be minimized or completely avoided [12]
However there are situations where the reactor does not automatically shut down
although the power and temperatures are inherent limited This is due to the further



operating heat sink Supported by temperatures stabilized close to the design point the
chemical attack to the graphite core and reflector structures stays for a long time and
may cause major damage

Concerning the hypothetical air ingress long term massive corrosion of a relative small
number of fuel elements with liberation of coated particles cannot be ruled out at the
todays level of knowledge Although there are additional inherent mechanism that will
prevent larger amounts of radioactive products to leave the reactor (e g. the adsorption
of fission products in the colder graphite structures) technologies now in development
to overcoat the fuel elements (esp. fuel pebbles) with a thin layer of SiC [13] will be able
to dimmish the corrosion rates by orders of magnitude and thus serve as the best
design answer to overcome even the remaining hazard of the hypothetical scenarios as
discussed here
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Abstract

A core of high temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR) consists of coated fuel
particles, graphite and absorber of boron carbide (B4C) Silicon carbide (SiC) as well as
pyrolytic carbon (PyC) are used as coating materials for TRISO-coatcd fuel particles
Zirconium carbide (ZrC) is a candidate coating material which is expected to be used at
higher temperatures than SiC Therrnodynamic analysis was carried out to understand the
chemical behavior of these materials and fission products under accidental air or water ingress
conditions The analysis on the systems of SiC-C-(O2 or H2O)-He, ZrC-C-(O2 or H2O)-He,
and B4C-C-(O2 or H2O)-He showed that the active-to-passive transitions of oxidation of
SiC+C, ZrC+C and B4C+C occurred at lower temperatures than those of SiC, ZrC and B4C,
respectively, at a given initial O2 or H,O pressure Under most of the accident conditions the
passive oxidation of these materials was expected to occur In the passive oxidation of SiC+C,
ZrC+C and B4C+C preferential oxidation of SiC, ZrC and B4C occurred, respectively, while
C was not oxidized as long as SiC, ZrC and B4C were present B4C was oxidized to B,O3
under the conditions of interest, where B^ was liquid with high vapor pressure of B-
containmg species The analysis on the system of Cs-I-B4C-C-(O2 or H2O)-He showed that
cesium would form CsBO2 if boron was available Melting point of CsBO2 is 989 7 K, which
is higher than those of Cs and CsOH This suggests that cesium should be deposited as CsBO2
at higher temperature regions than as Cs or CsOH, which results in decrease in cesium release
to the environment

depends on their chemical forms, so that the chemical forms under accident conditions should
be clarified Therrnodynamic analysis can give fundamental information about the chemical
reactions, which is needed to understand the behavior of the fuel and fission products under
the accident conditions

In the present investigation chemical reactions of graphite, SiC, ZrC and B4C with O,
and H2O were analyzed thermodynamically under accidental air or water ingress conditions
The chemical forms of cesium were also analyzed in the presence of boron, it has been shown
that boron plays an important role in determining chemical forms of cesium under severe light
water reactor accident conditions [3,4] Since the reactions of cesium with boron may
influence the chemical forms of iodine which reacts with cesium to form Csl, iodine was
taken into consideration in the analysis Although the present calculation conditions may not
be always consistent with the current design based accident scenario [5-7], this kind of
calculation is also useful to understand the features of the accident progression

2 PROCEDURE

Therrnodynamic analysis was earned out on the systems of SiC-C-(O2 or H2O)-He,
ZrC-C-(O2 or H2O)-He, B4C-C-(O2 or H2O)-He, and Cs-I-B4C-C-(O2 or H2O)-He In the
analysis the computer code ChemSage [8] was used, which calculates thermodynamic
equilibrium of a multiphase and multicomponent system by minimizing the total Gibbs energy
of the system The thermodynamic data of chemical species considered in the calculations
were taken from the SGTE database [9] and the compilation by Cordfunke and Konmgs [10]

Parameters in the calculations were temperature, total system pressure and relative
amounts of the elements The parameters were varied m wide ranges to examine the
dependence of the thermodynamic equilibrium on each parameter The temperature was
chosen from 1000 to 2000 K, and the total system pressure from 0 1 to 10 MPa The initial
partial pressure of O2 and H2O were varied from 1x10"* to IxlO6 Pa The amounts of C, SiC,
ZrC and B4C were much larger than those of O2, H2O, Cs and I The mole ratio Cs/I was
selected to be 125 [11] In the calculations it was assumed that cesium and iodine were
released from the fuel as atomic form or compounds of these elements No other fission
product elements were considered [12,13]

1 INTRODUCTION

The components of the core region of high temperature gas-cooled reactor (HTGR)
are moderator and structural material of graphite, absorber and burnable poison of boron
carbide (B4C), fuel kernels and coating layers of pyrolytic carbon (PyC) and silicon carbide
(SiC) in the TRISO-coating [1] Zirconium carbide (ZrC) is a candidate coating material
which is expected to be used at higher temperatures than SiC [2] The coolant of the HTGR
is helium (He) which is inert and has no phase changes

Although these ceramic materials are chemically stable at high temperatures of normal
operating conditions, they would react with air and water under some conditions It is
important to understand the behavior of the core component materials under accidental air or
water ingress conditions Moreover, the release and transport behavior of fission products

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. SiC-C-(O2 or H2O)-He system

The oxidation behavior of SiC has been studied well and is characterized by two
modes [14-23] the active oxidation where a loss m mass occurs by the reaction

acts) + o2(g) - siofe) + cofe) (i)
and the passive oxidation resulting in a net mass increase according to

SiC(s) + 3/202(g) - Si02(s) + C0(g) (2)
However, the present analysis showed that the oxidation behavior of SiC in the presence of
graphite is different from that in the absence of graphite

Figure 1 shows the oxidation behavior of SiC and SiCfC calculated m the SiC-C-O,-
He system as a function of temperature and initial O, pressure, together with the literature
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Fig. 1. Active-to-passive oxidation transitions for SiC and SiC+C calculated in the
SiC-C-O2-He system as a function of temperature and initial O2 pressure.
Literature data for SiC [16-22] are presented for comparison.

data of SiC oxidation [16-22] for comparison. The results of calculation in the SiC-C-H2O-
He system and the experimental results [23] are presented in Fig. 2. As can be seen in the
figures, the present analysis showed that the active-to-passive transition of oxidation of
SiC+C occurred at lower temperatures than that of SiC at a given initial O2 or H2O pressure.
This statement is also valid when the term of SiC is replaced by ZrC or B4C. The deviation
of the experimental results from the present thermodynamic prediction may be caused by
kinetic factors of the experiments [14].

Equilibrium pressures of gas species calculated in the SiC-C-H2O-He system as a
function of initial H2O pressure are shown in Fig. 3, where the total system pressure is 4 MPa
and the temperature 1600 K. In the SiC-C-O2-Hc system behavior of the gas species was
similar to that in the SiC-C-H2O-He system though the H-containing species were absent
in the SiC-C-O2-He system. Based on the magnitudes of the calculated partial pressures in
the SiC-C-H2O-He system, the reactions expressed by

C(s) + H20(g) - 00(0 + H2(g) (3)
SiQs) + 2H20(g) -» SiO(g) + C0(g) + 2H2(g) (4)

were predicted to be important in the active oxidation region. The behavior of SiC(s) in
Eq. (4) is essentially the same as that in Eq. (1). In the passive oxidation of SiC-t-C the net
reaction

SiC(s) + 2H20(g) — Si02(s) + C(s) + 2H2(g) (5)
was predicted to occur with a definite CO(g) pressure. This reaction indicates an important
result that SiC(s) should be oxidized preferentially and C(s) should not be oxidized to CO(g)
as long as SiQ» is present. The passive oxidation behavior of SiC+C expressed by Eq. (5)
is different from that of SiC in Eq. (2).

The active oxidation would result in decreasing in the thickness of the SiC coating
layer, which further leads to the coating failure or loss of coatings together with extensive
fission product release. On the other hand, under the passive oxidation conditions, which may
be attained in the air or water ingress accident, protective layer of SiO2(s) would be formed
on the SiC coating layer below the melting point (1996 K [24]) of SiOj(s).
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Fig. 2. Active-to-passive oxidation transitions for SiC and SiC+C calculated in the
SiC-C-H2O-He system as a function of temperature and initial H2O pressure.
Literature data for SiC (23] are presented for comparison.
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Fig 3 Equilibrium pressures of gas species calculated in the SiC-C-H2O-He system as
a function of initial H2O pressure, where the total system pressure is 4 MPa and
the temperature 1600 K

3.2. ZrC-C-(O2 or H2O)-He system

Figure 4 shows the oxidation behavior of ZrC+C calculated in the ZrC-C-H2O-Hc
system as a function of temperature and initial H2O pressure, together with those of B„C+C
and SiC+C The oxidation behavior of ZrC+C was similar to that of SiOC though the
active-to-passive transition of oxidation of ZrC+C occurred at higher temperatures than that
of SiC+C at a given initial O2 or H2O pressure

Calculated equilibrium pressures of gas species, as shown in Fig 5, indicate that the
active oxidation of ZrC should be negligible since the partial pressure of ZrO(g) was less than
2xlO'9 Pa at 1600 K The net reaction of the passive oxidation of ZrC+C in the ZrC-C-H20-
He system can be expressed by

ZrC(s) + 2H,0(g) - Zr02(s) + C(s) + 2H2(g) (6)

with a definite CO(g) pressure Equation (6) shows the similar behavior of ZrC+C to that of
SiC+C expressed by Eq (5) Although the H-contaming species were absent in the ZrC-C-
O2-He system, the oxidation behavior of ZrC+C by O2 was practically the same as that by
HoO in the thermodynamic analysis.

Under the passive oxidation conditions, in contrast with the case of SiC, protective
layer of ZrO2(s) would not be formed on the ZrC coating layer, the preferential oxidation
along gram boundaries would cause the mtercrystallme fracture of ZrC due to stresses [24]
From this point of view, ZrC is not a retentive layer in air or water ingress accidents

33. B4C-C-(O2 or H2O)-He system

The oxidation behavior of B4C+C was similar to that of SiCtC, as shown in Fig. 4
Equilibrium pressures of gas species calculated in the B4C-C-H2O-He system as a function
of initial H,O pressure are shown in Fig 6, where the total system pressure is 4 MPa and the
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Fig 4 Active-to-passive oxidation transitions for ZrC+C, B4C+C and SiC+C calculated
in the (ZrC, B4C or SiC)-C-H2O-He system as a function of temperature and
initial H2O pressure
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Fig. 5. Equilibrium pressures of gas species calculated in the ZrC-C-H2O-He system as
a function of initial H2O pressure, where the total system pressure is 4 MPa and
the temperature 1600 K.

temperature 1600 K. In the active oxidation of B4C+C by HjO the important reactions are
expressed by

C(s) + H20(g) - C0(g) + H2(g) (7)
B4C(s) + 7H20(g) - 2BA(g) + C0(g) + 7H2(g) (8)
BA(g) + H20(g) - 2HB02(g). (9)

In the passive oxidation of B4C+C the net reaction
B4C(s) + 6H20(g) -* 2BAO) + C(s) + 6H2(g) (10)

was predicted to occur with a definite CO(g) pressure. In this case the condensed oxide is not
solid but liquid above 723 K [10]. This means that the protective oxide layer would not be
formed on B4C at temperatures of interest. The analysis revealed that the oxidation of B4C
results in producing the volatile B-containing species.

3.4. Cs-I-B4C-C-(O2 or H2O)-He system

Chemical forms of cesium calculated in the Cs-I-C-H2O-He system as a function of
temperature are shown in Fig. 7. It is seen that in the absence of boron the main chemical
form of cesium was CsOH(g) or Cs(e) depending on temperature. Most of iodine was
combined with cesium to form Csl(g or 1). When B4C was taken into account, chemical forms
of cesium were influenced, as shown in Fig. 8. The analysis revealed that the main chemical
form of cesium was CsBO2(g or 1). Under these conditions Csl(g or 1) was still stable
compound.

The melting point of CsBO2(s) is 989.7 K [10], which is higher than those of Cs(s)
(301.6 K [10]) and CsOH(s) (615.5 K [10]). This suggests that cesium should be deposited
as CsBO2 at higher temperature regions than as Cs or CsOH, which results in decrease in
cesium release to the environment.
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Fig. 6. Equilibrium pressures of gas species calculated in the B4C-C-H2O-He system as
a function of initial H2O pressure, where the total system pressure is 4 MPa and
the temperature 1600 K.
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Fig. 8. Chemical forms of cesium calculated in the Cs-I-B4C-C-H2O-Hc system as a
function of temperature, where the total system pressure is 4 MPa, the initial H2O
pressure 0.1 MPa, and the mole ratio Cs/I 12.5.

4. CONCLUSIONS

To understand the behavior of the core component materials of graphite, SiC, ZrC and
B4C, and the fission product cesium under accidental air or water ingress conditions,
thermodynamic analysis was carried out. The following was concluded:
(1) The active-to-passive transitions of oxidation of SiC+C, ZrC+C and B4C+C occur at

lower temperatures than those of SiC, ZrC and B4C, respectively, at a given initial O2
or H2O pressure.

(2) In the passive oxidation of SiC+C, ZrC-t-C and B4C+C preferential oxidation of SiC, ZrC
and B4C occurs, respectively, while C is not oxidized as long as SiC, ZrC and B4C are
present.

(3) The oxidation of B4C results in producing the volatile B-containing species of B^Oj
which is liquid under the accident conditions.

(4) Cesium would form CsBO2 if boron is available. This suggests that cesium should be
deposited as CsBO2at higher temperature regions than as Cs or CsOH, which results in
decrease of cesium release to the environment.
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Abstract
The high temperature gas-cooled test reactor HTR-10 is* graphite moderated

and helium cooled reactor with * pebble bed core of spherical fuel elements. The
primary system consists of reactor pressure vessel, steem generator vessel end hot
gas duct vessel The water ingress nto HTR 10 reactor pressure vessel cm occur
for the accident of the rupture of the heat transfer tube of the steam genentor. The
mixtun of helium end steem witt enter the reactor with the stream The transient
behavior of reactivity increase and graphite corrosion of both fuel elements and
graphite structure caused by chemical reaction between graphite and steam are
analyzed in order to evaluate the safety feature The water ingress rate, reactivity
increase, pressure and temperature transients in the primary system and graphite
oxidation are analyzed by malting use of the RETRAN code, THERMIX code and
OXIOEJtE cod». With the analytic»! results that the fuel element and graphite
structure corrosion a not significant, the overpressunzation of the reactor vessel is
only for hypothetical accident

1 Introduction

HTR 10 is a high temperature gas cooled test reactor with a pebble bed core to be built at
Institute of Nuclear Energy Technology, Tsinghua University in Beijmg. China, which uses graphite
as moderator and structure matenal and helium as coolant The primary system consists of a reactor
pressure vessel(RPV), a hot gas duct vessel and a steam generator vessel(SGV) The RPV and SGV
are arranged side by side The steam generator(SG) consists of 37 small coil pipes isolated each
other which are located in an annular cavity of the SGV The pressure in the coil heat transfer pipe
of the SG is higher than the pressure of the helium outside the pipe

When the rupture accident of coil pipes of the SGV occurs, the water and steam in the coil pipe
will ingress into the primary system, and then the helium blower will force the steam-helium gas
mixture into the reactor The steam helium gas mixture flows pass through the side reflector coolant
channels, the reactor operates in an insufficient moderated state, a water and steam ingress into the
reactor core will cause an increase of reactivity and lead to nses of the reactor power and the fuel
temperature, besides the graphite oxidation corrosion have to be taken into account The graphite
oxidation corrosion reaction will product oxy carbon dioxide, thus it will increase pressure of the
primary system and the possibility of radioactive release The water ingress accident has a safety
significance In order to mitigate the consequences of the water ingress accident, the uranium per
fuel sphere is limited to 5g The consequence of this accident depend on the amount of ingress
water and the temperature of the reactor strongly Two mhomogeneous oxidation between graphite
and water are considered, i e ,

C + H20 <-> CO + H2 ( dHr = 131 31 kJ/mol I
C + C02 <-> 2CO ( dHr = 172 47 kJ/mol )

The graphite oxidation corrosion reaction will take place unless the temperature is greater than
600 °C The water ingress accident will be detected by the signals, the high moisture and a power

or a pressure increase , so that the reactor protection system is designed to provide the signals to
shut down the reactor, to stop blower, to isolate SG and to discharge water from the SG The
transient analysis of the water ingress accident is divided into three different stages The first stage
is that the water mgresses from the SG into the primary system It is obvious that the keypoint of
study is the amount of ingress water The reactivity effects of water inoress depends on the amount
of water ingress The reactivity effects of water ingress into the core is analyzed at the second
stage At the final long-time stage, the pressure, temperature and graphite oxidation corrosion are
analyzed by making use of the THERMIX and OXIDE RE codes The transient consequences of two
credible water ingress accidents are presented in this paper, i e , one coil pipe rupture and two coil
pipe rupture accidents

2 Reactor Description

The designation of HTR-10 is used for development of the relevant technology of HTR MODULE,
electricity generation and process heat application Rg 1 shows the primary system of the reactor
which consists of three vessels the RPV, the hot gas duct vessel and the SGV The RPV and the
SGV are arranged side by side, shown in fig 1 The reactor core consists of about 27000 spherical
fuel elements with 6 cm OD The graphite reflectors surround the core The core has a cylinder body
with a cone bottom, which has a 1 9 m diameter and a 1 76 m effective height The fuel elements
are loaded continually from the upper three fuel handling tubes and removed from the bottom
suction tube by dynamic gas transport in more through then out manner (MEDUL) The helium
coolant flows through the reactor core m downward direction The temperatures of inlet and outlet
helium of the core are about 250 °C and 700 »C respectively The primary system operates at a
pressure 30 bar The steam generator consists of 37 small coil pipes located in the annular cavity of
the SG The inner and outside diameters of a pipe are 12mm and 18mm respectively, shown in
Fig 2 A resistance piece with a 4 mm hole is located at the entrance of each of the pipes to
increase stability and reduce water ingress during this accident The mam design parameters of the
SG is shown in the TABLE 1

Three scram signals, i e. the moisture and pressure of the primary system, the reactor power,
are provided by reactor protective system to detect a water ingress, such as

moisture of primary system > = 800 vpm delay time =10 sec
pressure of primary system > = 3 3 MPa delay time = 2 sec
relative power > = 1 2 delay time = 1 sec

Besides, some of the accident management are provided by the reactor protective system after a
water ingress accident has been detected They are

a shutting down the reactor rapidly,
b stopping helium blower,
c closing valve of helium blower,
d isolating the SGIclosing water supply valve and steam valve),
e discharging water of steam generator,
f starting helium punfication system

3 Water Ingress Process

The reactor is operated at 105% rated power, the main parameters are shows in ' —
A water ingress accident can be caused by a rupture of one or two heat exchange pipes of

the SG with 2F(twice pipe area) The locations of the rupture are assumed at the superheating part
and the water preheating part After the rupture of one or two pipes occurs, water and steam m the
pipes will ingress into the primary system, and then the helium blower will force the steam helium
gas mixture into the reactor Th« water ingress process is analyzed by making use of the RETRAN
02 code. The numerical simulating model of the SG is shown in fig 3 , which includes the volumes
and pipes representing biffèrent parts of the SG The broken pipe and the normal pipes are simulated
separately After 15 seconds of the accident, the moisture at a measuring point exceeds 800 vpm,
the reactor protective system detects the water ingress accident delaying 10 seconds, then the
protective managements are put into start with different delay time It is assumed that the mass
flows of helium and water remain constant within the first 25 seconds, then reduce exponentially
and open the discharging valve of the SG In the following, the part of the broken pipe between the
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TABLE 1 MAIN DESIGN PARAMETERS OF STEAM GENERATOR Table 3 SUMMARY OF WATER INGRESS OF RUPTURE OF HEAT EXCHANGE PIPS

primary system pressure MPa

second pressure loss MPa

primary flow rate kg

30

1 2

4 3

second flow rate kg/s

primary mlet temperature °C

primary outlet temperature °C

second inlet temperature °C

3 47

250

7OO

104

second outlet temperature °C 440

heat exchange tube ID & 00 m & m 00012'00018

heat exchange tube number 37

bundle center diameter m

axial space m

heat transport tube length m

0 136

00225

bundle number 37

bundle height m

rangement mode of cluster

type of heat exchange tube mode

heat transport area

3 4

parallel

small coil tube

56

TABLE 2 OPERATION PARAMETERS OF HTR 10 AT 105% RATTING LOAD

thermal power Mw 105

pnmary system pressure MPa

mass flow rate kg/s

core inlet temperature °C 250

core outlet temperature °c

average life time of transient neutron sec 7 656x1(H

delay neutron fraction 6 748x1OJ

temperature reactivity coefficient of fuel 1/ °C 25x10-s

temperature reactivity coefficient of moderator 1/°c -60X10-5

temperature reactivity coefficient of refleclors 1/ °C »34x10-5

numbr of rupture pipes

initial water ingress rate kg/sec

total water ingress kg

total water ingress kg
(discharging failure)

rupture at super rupture at pre
heating part heating part

1

0 59

17

2 1

1 18 0 43

34 12

2

0 86

24

87 104 82 94

rupture position and the entrance of feedwater is defined as "cold leg", the other part as "hot leg"
Fig 4 5 show the mass flow resulting from the rupture of one coil pipe at the preheating part and
the superheating part The initial total mass flow rates are 0 59 kg/s and 0 43 kg/s corresponding to
the rupture positions of the preheating part and superheating part At 29 seconds of the accident
the water and steam m the steam generator is drained off as soon as the discharge valve of the SG
open The amount of water ingress into the pnmary system are 17 kg and 12 kg corresponding to
both the different rupture positions If a discharge failure is assumed the results have analogy to the
former results, but the duration is up to 45 seconds after accident shown Fig 6 7 The pressure
inside the rupture pipe is expected to balance with outside the rupture pipe The amount of the
residual water and steam in the isolated SG is about 70 kg and it will be vaporized by the hot SG
gradually and finally ingress into the pnmary system The summary of water ingress is given in
Table 3

4 Reactivity and Power Transients

The water and steam ingresses into the primary system and the steam and helium gas mixture
will be forced pass through the reactor by blower resulting an additional reactivity and power
increase The water ingress rate are given m former section, which are 0 59 kg/s and 1 18 kg/s
corresponding to one. rupture pipe and two rupture pipes It is assumed that the gas mixture is
homogenous in the reactor core Point neutron kinetics is used to analyze the effect of reactor
fission power, the additional reactivity is considered as an equivalent external reactivity that is
+ 0 24 $ and +0 48 S in 30 seconds corresponding to one and two rupture pipes At time 25
second after initiation of water ingress, fall down the control rods in side reflector for 10 seconds
causing 12 0 $ reactivity, the reactor will be shut down rapidly The normalized reactor power
and the maximum fuel element temperature are shown in fig 8 9 and fig 10-11 for the two
different rupture conditions The maximum normalized reactor power is 1 7 and 2 8 both after 25 0
seconds the maximum temperature is up to 866 2 °C and 874 3 °C after 46 4 seconds and 97 0
seconds corresponding the two conditions This value is far from safety limited value 1600 °C

5 Graphite Oxidation Corrosion and Pressure Transient

In this section the responces of graphite oxidation corrosion and pressure increase owing to
water ingress into the pnmary system and reactor core are presented For the normal accident
transient such as closing blower valve starting helium purification system and pressure control
system ingress water can be removed by helium purification system and the pressure of primary
system can be controlled by reactor pressure control system at normal level The pnmary system is
isolated and the radioactivity product can be inhibited at very low level dunng this accident process
The total corrosion graphite is limited to a few hundred gramme If it is assumed that the blower
valve opens the helium purification system fails at the same time and a natural circulation is
immediately built up at the maximum mass flow rate 0 29 kg/s the graphite oxidation process will
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maximum graphite burn-off of fuel elements is only 2 20 kg When the essential protection actions
for the water ingress accident are failed and the ruptures of a few coil pipe occur simultaneously,
the released radioactivity is limited at a lower level, and the exposure of fuel coated particles will not
be occur
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take place and last until that the fuel element temperature is less than 600 °C Fig 12 13 are the
maximum fuel element temperature and the graphite burnup After about 3 hours after the initiation
of the accident, the reactor temperature is too lower to maintain the oxidation reaction Fig 14 16
are the fuel corrosion flux, chemical reaction heat generation and pressure of the primary system
Because of the chemical reactions between steam and graphite are heat absorption reactions, the
reactor temperature reduces faster

As shown in Rg 16 , the pressure of the primary system exceeds its limited value 35 bar, the
first safety valve will open after 5 6 hours, the gas mixture will discharges from it then the pressure
will decrease speedily until the pressure is lower than 29 bar, which is the lower limited value of the
safety valve the safety valve will be closed The total discharge amount is about 51 2 kg of the gas
mixture for about 2000 seconds

6 Conclusion

The presented analytical results show that even the consequence of the most severe hypothetical
accident has no safety danger The maximum fuel temperature remains less than 874 3°C The
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Abstract
The High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) is a graphite-

moderated and helium gas-cooled reactor with prismatic fuel elements of hexagonal
blocks The graphite oxidation is one of the major concerns in the water ingress
accident with respect to the structural mtegnty of the core The water ingress accident
is initiated by the rupture of a heat transfer tube in the primary pressurized water
cooler After the steam enters the core, it reacts with graphite structures In order to
evaluate the structural mtegnty of the graphite structures in the HTTR, the graphite
oxidation analysis was made using the OXIDE-3F code In the present study, it was
confirmed that the graphite structures were not oxidized significantly because of rapid
temperature decrease due to forced cooling by the auxiliary cooling system It was
also clanfied that the water ingressed into the primary cooling system (PCS) did not
lead significant pressure increment which could cause safety valve opening and
consequent fission products release outside the PCS

1. INTRODUCTION

The High Temperature Engineering Test Reactor (HTTR) is a graphite-
moderated and helium gas-cooled reactor with prismatic fuel elements of hexagonal
blocks[1] The HTTR consists of a reactor pressure vessel (RPV), a primary cooling
system (PCS) with an intermediate helium-helium heat exchanger (IHX) and a
pressurized water cooler (PWC) in parallel, an auxiliary cooling system (ACS), reactor
vessel cooling system and relating components Figure 1 shows the reactor cooling
system of the HTTR The RPV contains the 30 MWt core, core support graphite
structures(i e, hot plenum blocks, support posts and carbon blocks) and so on as
shown in Fig 2 Each fuel element consists of graphite sleeves containing fuel
compacts and a graphite block holding graphite sleeves as shown in Fig 3 A support
post, which is one of the core support graphite structures, is a cylindrical component
and the most essential element to support the core

The graphite oxidation is one of the major concerns in the water ingress
accident with respect to the structural mtegnty of the core The water ingress accident
is initiated by the rupture of a heat transfer tube in the primary PWC (PPWC) After
the steam enters the core, it reacts with the graphite structures
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Auxiliary water
pump

Containment vessel
vessel cooling panel

PGC Primary gas circulator
AHX Auxiliary heat exchanger
AGC Auxiliary ga> circulator

Pressurized
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Fig 1 Reactor cooling system of HTTR
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Rg 2 Reactor pressure vessel and reactor internals
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The safety requirements against the effect of the water ingress accident are that
the reactor core shall not be seriously damaged and must be coolable sufficiently, this
means that the support posts must have sufficient strength to support the core and the
graphite sleeves must be kept in a coolable geometry[2] In order to evaluate the
structural integrity of the graphite structures, it is necessary to analyze the graphite
oxidation Thus, the oxidation analysis was made using the OXIDE-3F code The
OXIDE-3F code analyzes the oxidation reaction of graphite structures with steam
ingressed into the PCS, considering heat and mass transfer in the core

This paper describes the sequence of the water ingress accident and discusses
the oxidation analysis results

2. SCENARIO OF WATER INGRESS ACCIDENT

Pnmary helium gas is transferred from the core to the IHX and PPWC through
a primary concentric hot gas duct as shown in Fig 1 The IHX and PPWC operate
simultaneously during a parallel loaded operation On the other hand, only the PPWC
operates dunng a single loaded operation The maximum heat transfer capacity of the
PPWC is 30 MWt during a single loaded operation The PPWC is a reversed U-
shaped tube heat exchanger In case of the rupture of a heat transfer tube in the
PPWC, pressurized water ingresses into the PCS and evaporates due to the residual
heat in internal structures of the PPWC The evaporated water is transferred to the
reactor core, resulting in oxidation of the graphite structures and reactivity addition

Figure 4 summarizes the sequence of the water ingress accident The reactor
is scrammed by detecting the decrease in the differential pressure between the
primary helium gas and the pressurized water Simultaneously the PPWC is isolated
from the pressurized water pump by isolation valves so as to prevent additional water
ingress into the reactor core The core is cooled by the ACS after the reactor scram

3. OXIDATION ANALYSIS

3 1 Analysis flow

Figure 5 shows the oxidation analysis flow The amount of evaporated water
is calculated by the relationship between the vertical location of the break and the
residual heat of the PPWC internals locating below the break The transient behavior
of reactor inlet temperature and mass flow rate is analyzed using the THETA-HTGR
code [3]

The OXIDE-3F code is used to analyze the oxidation reaction of graphite
structures with steam ingressed in the PCS by the rupture of a heat transfer tube in
the PPWC, considering heat transfer in the core This code is originated in OXIDE-3
code which was developed to analyze the oxidation by steam or air in the core of the
multi-hole-type fuel assembly[4] The OXIDE-3F code is a modification version of the
OXIDE-3 code to treat the configuration of the HTTR reactor core and core support
structures On the basis of estimated amount of the steam concentration in gas, the
partial pressure of the steam and total pressure in the PCS are obtained by solving
the two-dimensional axi-symmetnc transient diffusion equations
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3 2 Analytical assumption and model

In the safety analysis, the following assumption is made conservatively
Pressurized water is pushed into the PPWC through the break by the

pressurized water pump as long as the isolation valves are open That is, the
pressurized water mgresses into the PCS for the period of 30 seconds until the
isolation valves are closed completely In the next, the residual pressurized water
remaining above the break drops into the PCS due to gravity after the isolation valves
are closed Eventually, pressurized water of 175 kg is calculated to be evaporated as
a result of the residual heat of the internal structures of the PPWC and the steam is
transferred to the reactor core in a moment after water mgresses into the PCS The
Water ingress assumed is depicted schematically in Fig 6

A flow of the gas mixture of helium and steam during the accident is shown in
Fig 7 The reactor core was modeled by dividing it into several regions of representa-
tive fuel channels A fuel channel in the reactor core was modeled using a cylindrical
channel Analytical models of the PCS and the containment vessel (CV) are shown
in Fig 8 The gas mixture is released into the CV in the case the pressure of the gas
mixture and fission products in the PCS exceed the pre-set pressure for the safety
valve

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4 1 Preliminary evaluation

Oxidation of graphite structures is caused by the reaction between graphite and
active gas (H20) diffused into the graphite Important factors in estimating the
oxidation amount are the mass transfer coefficient and chemical reaction rate Pnor
to the safety analysis, thus, evaluation of these two factors was made to estimate the
amount of graphite oxidation conservatively

4 1 1 Mass transfer coefficient

The mass transfer coefficient obtained from the expenment is generally in good
agreement with the value derived from the heat transfer correlations[5] Correlation
between the mass and heat transfer coefficient is obtained from graphite oxidation
experiments Thus, mass transfer coefficient can be derived from the experiments for
heat transfer correlations

The mass transfer coefficient for the graphite sleeve is based on the heat
transfer coefficient obtained from the expenment using the fuel stack test section of
the Helium Engineering Demonstration Loop, which is a mock-up of fuel for the HTTR

The mass transfer coefficient used in the safety analysis is assumed
conservatively to be 15% larger than the nominal value obtained from the expenment
The correlation is expressed as follows

026
T l ° 5

-? Rea 8Sc°Tb\
(1 )

where, h Mass transfer coefficient(m/s)
D„ Diffusion coefficient(m2/s)
d Hydraulic diameter(m)
Re Reynolds number
Se Schmidt number
Tw, Tb Temperatures of wall and coolant(K)
D,, D0 Inner and outer diameter in annular channel(m)

The gas mixture flows at the nght angles with the support post The following
local mass transfer coefficient at the stagnation point is used in the oxidation analysis
of the support post, because it is maximum at the stagnation point,

n ._
>Sc° *] ( 2 )

4 1 2 Chemical reaction rate

Analyzing methods for the reactions of steam with the graphite structures
are based on the Langmuir-Hmshelwood equation for the reaction rate[6]

K=- ( 3 )

where, K Chemical reaction rate(1/s)
PH20,PH2 Partial pressure of steam and hydrogen(Pa)
k,,k2,k3 Temperature-dependent Arrhenius type equations
n Constant
Fb Modification factor for burn-off effect

The graphite sleeve and support post, which are the most important structures
from a safety point of view, are made of the IG-110 graphite(IG-110) originated from
petroleum coke The parameters on the chemical reaction rate of the IG-110 are
based on the expenmental data on the H-451 graphite (H-451), which are also made
from petroleum coke Table I shows the comparison of the chemical reaction rate
between the H-451 and the IG-110 The chemical reaction rate of the H-451 is
approximately twice as large as that of the IG-110 Therefore, to estimate the
chemical reaction rate of the IG-110 conservatively, k, and k3 for the IG-110 are
replaced by those for the H-451 and k2 by zero to neglect the retardant effect by
hydrogen

TABLE I COMPARISON OF CHEMICAL REACTION RATE
BETWEEN H-451 AND IG-110 GRAPHITE

Temperature
(°C)

800

900

1000

Chemical reaction rate
(KIO HO/K« «il

04

05

05
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4 2 Safety analysis

The safety analysis for the graphite oxidation was made conservatively by
taking into consideration the above mentioned preliminary evaluation results Figure
9 shows the long term transients of the block temperature The core temperature
decreases rapidly due to forced cooling by the ACS

Figure 10 shows the transient pressure response of the PCS during this event
The maximum pressure is approximately 45 kg/cm2(4 4MPa) which is lower than the
pre-set value for opening the safety valve of 47 kg/cm2(4 6MPa) Since the gas
mixture remains in the PCS, there is no possibility of detonation in the CV induced by
the produced carbon monoxide Figure 11 shows the maximum pressure of the PCS
as a function of the amount of the steam It is clarified from the figure that the safety
valve opens when the amount of the steam exceeds 280 kg

Figure 12 shows the transient response of the steam amount in the PCS The
steam is consumed during the early stage of the transient due to the reaction
Approximately 100 kg of the steam remains because the oxidation reaction terminates
due to the rapid cooling of the core Even for the maximum steam amount of 175 kg,
reactivity addition is only approximately 2 5x10"3 A k/k, which does not cause
significant reactivity insertion

The most important graphite structures to secure the safety requirement are the
graphite sleeve and support post Figure 13 shows the axial corrosion thickness
distribution of the graphite sleeve The reason why the graphite sleeve located in the
bottom fuel element was oxidized largely as compared with the other graphite sleeves
is that the temperature of the bottom fuel element was higher than those of the other
fuel elements throughout the accident as shown in Fig 9 The maximum corrosion
thickness of the graphite sleeve is less than 1 mm The remaining thickness of the
graphite sleeve is more than 3 mm, therefore the graphite sleeve has sufficient
strength to support the fuel compacts The profile of graphite density change, which
corresponds to a burn-off induced by oxidation, for the most oxidized support post is
shown in Fig 14 The total burn-off of the support post is about 5 % The support
post is oxidized mainly in the surface region, that is, the oxidation of the support post
is mainly governed by the mass transfer at high temperatures The decrease in the
radius is 2 mm which is small enough compared to the initial radius of the support post
of 75mm Therefore, the remaining support post diameter is 146 mm which satisfies
the minimum diameter of 80 mm to secure the structural integnty of the support post

5. CONCLUSION

As a result of the graphite oxidation analysis, it was confirmed that the graphite
structures were not oxidized significantly because of rapid temperature decrease due
to forced cooling by the ACS It was also clarified that the water ingressed into the
PCS did not lead significant pressure increment which could cause safety valve
opening and fission products release, because the amount of the ingressed water is
limited by the isolation valve closure
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Abstract

The graphite has excdkat nudear and high temperature performance, and is used in atomic
reactors with enormous quantities. The oxidation resistance of graphhe is very poor, therefore, the
application of graphite is only in lestrked environment SiC presents excellent ability of the
oxidation resistance™ . It is reported in this paper that the uniform and dense SiC coating is
formed by the reaction of the graphite matrix and melted silicon. Oxidation experiments show that,
when samples were heated to 1000t: in air for 8 his, the graphite was burnt off 68 wt %,whereas
the coated graphite only 1.7 wt.%, and 1.0wL% at 15001 in air for 2 hrs.

Key words: reaction-coating, silicon carbide, graphite, coating

1. Introduction
Graphite materials have been used as the reflectors of the HTGR core and matrix material for

the fuel elements owing to their excellent nudear and high temperature performance. However,
graphite exhibits a poor oxidation resistance in oxidative environment at high temperautre. Under
the air—ingress accidents, the oxidation of the core graphite materials has an influence on the
safety operation of HTGR. Therefore, the improvement of the oxidation resistance of the core
graphites must be advantageous to the safety design and coolant choice of HTGRs.

There have been a few of means to improve the oxidation resistance of the graphite. It is
reportd in this paper that the unifrom, continuous and dense SiC coating is formed on the surface
of the graphite by the reaction between the graphite and melted silicon. SiC behaves as the
excellent oxidation resistance. The oxidation experiments have shown that the graphite sample was
heated to 1000 "C in air for 8 hrs, it was burnt off 68 wt.%, whereas the coated graphite only
1.7 wL%, and 1.0 wt.% at 15001 in air for 2 hrs.

2. Principle
SiC coating is formed by the impregnation-reaction technique. The impregnation implys that

the melted silicon impregnates the surface of the graphite substrate through the micro pores in the
graphite. It enhances combination force between the formed SiC coating and graphite substrate. The
reaction means that the graphite materials react with the melted silicon:

Si(L)+C(S) — SiQS)

The melting point of the silicon is about 1410 "C . According to Si— C phase diagram(2) (see
the reaction between Si and C can be carried out over 1410 C .

3. Experimental Procedure
3.1 Materials

The isotropic nudear grade graphite was used for the substrate material Graphite samples were
balls of 30 mm in diamrtrr. which were formed by the Bostatic pressing. MonocystaHine silicon
powders of high purity were used as the source of the melted silicon.
3.2 Preparation of SiC coatng

The preparation of the SiC coating consists of the following steps (see Fig.2):(l) melting of
silicon in, vacuum or protection environment at the given temperature, (2) putting graphite sample
into melted silicon and keeping it in silicon liguid for the giving time, (3) drawing out sample after
(ïnkhîng the reaction between Si and C.
3 3 Examination and Testing of SiC Coating

The thickness, density, phase content and miaostructure of the SrC coating were examined, the
relation between these characteristics and the technical parameters was also studied.

The oxidation test for the SrC coating was canted out in air at 1000 "C and 1500 € .
Furthermore, thermal cyclic tests between 500 C and 1000 £ were conducted.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion
4.1 Thickness of SiC Coating

SiC coating on the graphite materials must meet the requirements of the densification, uniformity
and suitable thickness. The thickness of the SiC coating was measured by the microscope
through the polished coating section. The relation between the thjnknrs and reaction time is shown
in Fig. 3. 1* represents the range of the tnidrtKSS in the different position of a graphite ball
sample.

The curves. show:(l) the reaction temperature has a marked effect upon growing rate of the
SiC coating, and the higher experiment temperature is, the more quickly the SiC coating grows. (2)
the reaction was quickly conducted at the beginning of the experiment due to the direct contact
between Si and C, then reaction rate decreases gradually because the further reaction was conducted
depending on the diffusrvity of Si dement, which passes through the formed SiC coating. (3) vacuum
or Ar environment has no obvious effect on the growing rate of the SiC coating.
42 Phase ratio of SiC coating

The phase ratio of ß — SiC phase in the coating can be ditermined from the ratio of the
peaks in the diffractometer diagram. X — diffracted peaks show the SiC coating consists of Si and
ß — SiC phases. The relative weight ratio of ß — SiC in the coating at the different tet4™\r,]
conditions is listed in the Table 1.

With the increasing of temperature, the relative weight ratio of ß — SiC in the coating trends
toward increasing. Relative weight rat io of ß — SiC in the coating formed in Ar environmen is
less than in vacuum, because a small smount of the melted Si is attached to the surface of the SiC
coating has disappeared, and the relative werght ratio of SiC in the coating has increased after
annealing at vacumm.
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Tab. l relative weight ratio of ß— SiC in the coating at different >>«*nir»| conditions

Graphite
crucible

Si SiC

Fig.l C-Si phase diagran Fig.2 impregnation-reactior
schematic drawing

1550 C , vacuum
1500t .vacuum
1500t; ,/a
1450t , vacuum

2n .111 r,n nn ion i?n 140 ion ion time (min)
Fig.3 thickness diange of SiC coating with increase of reaction time

Sample No.

1
2
3
4

Technical Condition

impregnation at 1450 C , in vacuum for 80 Min
impregnation at 1550 C , in vacuum for 60 Min
impregnation at 1500 C , in Ar envir, for 60 Min
impregnation at 1500 1 > in Ar envir, for 60 Min.
then *rmra]eA for 60 Mm.

ß— SiC Ratio
(wt. %)
81.4
835
763
82.4

43 Denary of SiC coating
The density of the SiC coating was measured by the sinkfloat methods9. The theoretical density

of Si and SiC are p Si=2. 33g/cm3 and pSiC=3. 212g/cm3H respectively. The theoretical density
of the coating ( pT) can be calculated according to the relative weright ratio of Si and SiC in the
coating. The porosity of the coating ( n%) on be calculated approximately based on pT and density
pE measured by the sinkfloat methods. The remits aie listed in Table 2. The mutts nave shown
that the deity of the SiC coating is beyond 98% theoretical density of coating.
4.4 Microstructuie of SiC coating

Fig. 4, 5 and 6 are SEM mkrophotognphes of the SiC coating at different technical condi lions.
Fig. 4 shows that the uniform, continuons and dense SiC coating was formed on the surface
of the graphite substrate. Fig.5 and 6 show that with the increasing of reaction temperature and
time, the thnickness of the SiC coating increased gradually, and the surface of the graphite substrate
was ingressed with SiC formed by the reaction between C and Si impregnated along miaohoks in
the surface of the graphite substrate. It >*)<aiw* the combination force between the SiC coating
and graphite materials.
4.5 Ability of the Oxidation Resistance

The oxidation experiments were carried out in the muffle furnace in air environment Experi-
mental temperatures were 10001 and 1500t; respectively based on the normal operation and
accident temperature " ( 1SOOC is the maximum temperature of the used furnace) . The werght loss
curves of the SiC-coated and bare graphite balls are given in Fig.7.

Tab. 2 Porosity of SiC coating ( cakulaed value) at different technical conditions

Sample No.
1
2
3
4

Technical Condition
impregnation at 1450 t , in vacuum for 80 Min
impregnation at 1550 "C , in vacuum for 60 Min
impregnation at 1500 C , in Ar envir, for 60 Min
impregnation at 1500 C , in Ar envir, for 60 Min
then annealed for 60 Min.

pT(g/cm)
3.05
3.07
3.00
3.06

pE(g/cm)
3.01
3.05
2.98
3.03

n(%)
1.3
0.7
0.77
1.0
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Fig.4 impregnation at 1450 C Fig.5 impregnation at 1450 C Fig.6 impregnation at 15501
in vacuum for 80 Min in vacuum for 180 Min -m vacuum for 60 Min
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• SiC— coated

0 graphite ball

Fig.7 weight loss curves of SiC-coated and bare
graphite balls at 1000 C , in air

The weight loss curves show that the weight loss of both bare and SiC -coated graphite balls
increases with time. When the samples were heated to 1000 "C in air for 8 he, the graphite was
burn off 68 wt. %, whereas the SiC -coated graphite balls only 1. 7 wt %. The SiC— coated graphite .
balk were 1.0 wt% weight loss at 1500 tJ and in air for 2 his.
4.6 Thermal shock resistance of the SiC -coated graphite balls

Thermal shock experiments were carried out by thermal cydcs between both muffle furnaces of
1000 C and 500 "C respectively. The 18 thermal cycles were carried out The surface of the SiC
coating after 18 thermal cycles was flawless. Testing of 18 thermal cycles had been performed in air
for 9 his, and the weight loss of the coating was only 1.0 wt%.
4.7 Combination force between the SiC coating and graphite materials

There are many microholes in the graphite materials. When the graphite substrate is impreg-
nated into the melted silicon, Si permeates into the microholes in the graphite materials. Therefore,
the net SiC connected with the SiC layer is formed because of the reaction between Si in
microholes of the graphite and graphite around the mnoboles. It enhancr; the combination force
between the coating and graphite substrate. The net SiC-coated baDs $ee Fig. 5 and 6). The
peeling SiC coatings have not been observed in the SiC— coated graphite baDs broken by pressing.

5. Conclusion
5.1 The uniform, dense and continuous SiC coating has been manufactured on the surface of the
graphite substrate by the reaction between the graphite and the melted silicon. Reaction temperature
has the noticeable effect on the growing rate of the SiC coating. The growing rate and deepness
permeated into the graphite materials of the SiC coating increases with temperature.
5.2 The ß — SiC weight ratio in SiC coating B beyond 80%. The density of the SiC coating is
over 3.05g/on3 too. The net SiC layer in the microholes of the graphite materials enhances the
combination force between SiC coating and graphite substrate.
53 SiC coating improves the oxidation resistance of the graphite materials markedly. Oxidation
experiments show that, when samples aie heated to lOOOC in air for 8 ho, the graphite is burnt
off 68 wt%, whereas the coated graphite only 1.7 wL%, and 1.0 wt% at 1500 G in air for 2
his.
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Abstract

Severe Accident Guidelines (SAGS) are being produced in line with best
international practice for managing a severe accident in an AGR. Such an
accident would be extremely unlikely due to the long timescales for recovery
prior to core damage. A number of actions proposed in the SAGs are concerned
with the prevention of air ingress and the deliberate injection of water into
the core. Air ingress is minimised by sealing breaches and by the controlled
injection of inert gases into the vessel, although at high temperatures the
change in reactor gas from CO3 to CO provides a more inert atmosphere and
reduces any increasing oxygen. Consideration would be given to the injection
of water into the core if the installed cooling systems could not be recovered
sufficiently in a direct or improvised manner. In such cases sufficient
cooling should be possible by injecting water uniformly across the core into
a few tens of channels. Ideally the water would be injected before
significant fission product release had occurred and before the graphite had
become hot enough to oxidise in steam. This advice is reinforced by
experiments with a simulated fuel pin in the presence of reactor graphite
which showed that fission products released from the pin could be transported
on fine (0.1 pm) graphite aerosols.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nuclear Electric (NE) is implementing a comprehensive strategy for dealing
with hypothetical accidents in Advanced Gas~Cooled Reactors (AGRs-described
in the next Section) which extend beyond the design basis of the plant. Since
the power densities are relatively low, and the thermal capacity of the core
structures are high, there is adequate time (of order tens of hours) for the
Symptom-Based Emergency Response Guidelines (SBERGs) to be implemented to
prevent core damage. Nevertheless, Severe Accident Guidelines (SAGS) are also
being developed in line with best international practice to mitigate the
consequences of core damage; an overview of the SAGS is presented in Section
3.

AEA Technology and NE have been carrying out a considerable amount of research
into the phenomenology of severe accidents to underwrite the advice contained
in the SAGS. The work has been highly focused and is consistent with the
ALARP principle. Two areas of particular importance are: control of the gas
composition inside the vessel (Section 4) and injection of water into the core
(Section 5).

Section
through
reactor

1 Reactor core
2 Supporting grid
3 Gas baffle
4 Circulator outlet

gas duct
5 Boiler

6 Thermal
insulation

7 Reheater steam
penetrations

8 Main steam
penetrations

9 Boiler feed
penetrations

10 Cable stressing
gallery

11 Gas circulators

Figure 1. Schematic Diagram of an AGR (Hinkley Point 'B')



2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF AN AGR

A schematic diagram of an AGR is shown in Figure 1.
The graphite core contains about 300 fuel channels. The enriched hollow UOj
fuel pellets are contained within ribbed stainless steel cans of about l m in
length. 36 cans are arranged in three concentric rings (18-12:6) and held in
place in a graphite sleeve by a supporting grid and two braces. Eight such
fuel elements are fixed together vertically by means of a tie-bar to form a
stringer which is sealed at the top by a plug unit.
The boilers are contained within the concrete pressure vessel. Eight gas
circulators pump the carbon dioxide coolant at 4 MPa around the circuit.
After leaving the boilers the gas flow is split. Some coolant gas passes
directly upwards through the fuel channels, while the remainder is directed
between the outside of the core and the gas baffle before flowing downwards
through passages in the moderator to cool the graphite and then upwards
through the fuel channels.
The pre-stressed concrete pressure vessel is separated from the hot gas by an
insulated steel liner and contains its own system of cooling pipes.
3. OVERVIEW OF THE SAGS

The SAGs aim to preserve four Critical Safety Functions, sub-criticality,
cooling, containment and gas-composition. The advice is very broadly based
and does not rely on prior assumptions about the course of the accident.
The advice is divided into two separate sections covering a pressurised and
depressunsed primary circuit. This is because the need for specific actions,
and their feasibility and requirements, can depend strongly on whether or not
the vessel is pressurised. Dépressurisâtion is recommended at a relatively
early stage to delay or prevent failure of the primary circuit, and to
minimise dispersal of activity should the pressure boundary fail under the
extreme conditions.
3.1. Sub-Cnticality
Several measures are under consideration for controlling the shutdown margin.
These include the insertion of absorbers, the injection of solid and gaseous
absorbers, the removal of fuel and graphite, and cooling the moderator.
3.2. Cooling

The highest priority is obviously given to the recovery or improvised use of
installed cooling systems. Other techniques under consideration include the
use of cooling systems in the second reactor on site, the direct addition of
water to the core, and the use of the strongly endothermic reaction between
graphite and carbon dioxide. Although some of these strategies have
associated disadvantages as well as benefits, a full assessment is important
so that advice can be given on which actions should be avoided as well as
those which should be employed.
3.3. Containment
The pre-stressed concrete pressure vessel, which is over 6 m thick, provides
the basis of a very strong containment. Advice is given on methods of sealing
and preventing breaches and preserving the structural integrity of the
pressure vessel under the extreme conditions of a severe accident. Emphasis
is given to ad-hoc filtration of the off-gas using large gravel filters and
the station cooling ponds. The possibility of conflicting requirements
between cooling and containment is particulary important, since the direct
addition of coolant to the core could lead to the sweep-out of some active
species. The use of robotic equipment is also being addressed to assist
accident management actions in high dose rate areas.

3.4. Gas Composition
The aim is to maintain an inert atmosphere to prevent the oxidation of fuel
and graphite. Injection of gases needs to be conducted carefully in order to
minimise the sweep-out of fission products.
4. GAS COMPOSITION INSIDE THE VESSEL

4.1 Air Ingress Rates
Host of the pressure vessel penetrations are small, typically less than
250 mm in diameter. Thus air ingress rates from a single breach would be less
than 1% per hour. Nevertheless, actions to minimise the effects are given a
high priority to reduce fuel oxidation. Furthermore, provisions need to be
made against the possibility of higher air ingress rates should the accident
progress to the state where multiple breaches are formed.
4.2 Effects of Air Ingre»
AGR fuel is oxidised in air to form Up,:

3UO, + Oj -» OjO, AH = -306 kJ.mole1 of U,O,
The most serious consequence is the high release of the volatile fission
products. The values for air in Figure 2, which are based on measurements
[1], are broadly applicable over the timescales of a severe accident. Caesium
releases from AGR fuel are not shown, but follow the same broad trends as the
other volatile fission products.
Furthermore, U>Oj tends to become dislodged as particulate which provides a
mechanism for the release of non-volatile species; however more than 97% of
the particles are large enough to deposit within the vessel, and particle
formation at high temperatures tends to be prevented by sintering.
The exothermic reaction is capable of releasing up to 530 kJ of heat per pin,
which corresponds approximately to the decay heat produced over one hour.
4.3 Carbon Dioxide and Carbon Monoxide
Carbon dioxide oxidises the fuel by increasing its stoichiometry to
heat releases are not significant compared with the decay heat.

The

The general trends in fission product release from oxidation are an order of
magnitude lower than those in air (Figure 2). Thus the advice given in the
SAGs calls for the injection of carbon dioxide or nitrogen to prevent the
ingress of air during a depressurisation accident. The lowest necessary
injection levels are recommended to minimise the sweep-out of any activity in
the circuit. Carbon dioxide is chosen initially in those circumstances where
nitrogen injection is not immediately feasible, but changes to nitrogen are
recommended as soon as connections can be made during the accident since it
is almost totally inert to AGR core materials.
As temperatures increase, carbon dioxide is progressively converted to carbon
monoxide by reaction with the graphite (Figure 3 [2]). Above 800-900°C, when
the reaction rates are fast compared with core heat -up rates, the core
atmosphere would consist predominantly of carbon monoxide. Carbon monoxide
is effectively inert to core materials, and at this point there is no
advantage to be gained in replacing the reactor gas by nitrogen.
In fact, carbon monoxide has an advantage over nitrogen in that it will react
with ingressing air to form carbon dioxide before the air reaches the fuel.
Thus, the optimum strategy for replacing carbon dioxide by nitrogen may depend
on the balance between fuel oxidation in carbon dioxide and the ultimate risks
of air ingress at high temperatures. In addition, graphite oxidation at high
temperature may also remove much of the air before it can react with the fuel
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Fig. 2. Releases of the Volatile Fission Products from
UO2 in Air and CO2 for Interlinked Fuel.

The reaction between carbon dioxide and graphite Le strongly endothermic:
C + COj -» 2CO AH = +172 kJ.raole-1

This reaction can in principle be used to maintain a reactor at about 900°C
by absorbing the decay heat. However, it would require an injection rate of
order 1O te.h'' of carbon dioxide. This would expel about 13 te.h"' of hot
carbon monoxide which would require controlled combustion or inerting outside
the vessel, and erode the graphite at a rate of about 65 te.d'. In view of
these hazards and the high temperatures involved, this method does not
currently appear to be a desirable option.
5. WATER ADDITION

Hater injection strategies already exist for some AGRs as a tertiary shutdown
method. This provides further back-up to the nitrogen injection systems which
are engineered into the reactors to hold down reactivity should insufficient
control rods enter the core. However, water would not be injected until after
about two weeks when temperatures would have fallen sufficiently.

100 i-

650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1000 °C

Figure 3: C/CO/COj Equilibrium as a Function of Temperature and Pressure



The infection of water to cool a hot core, rather than to maintain a cold core
in a shut-down condition, IB less straightforward.

5.1. Requirements
Given the long tunescales prior to core damage, it is likley that sufficient
cooling would eventually be recovered, possibly by improvised means such as
the connection of fire hoses to the boilers. In fact, at pressures above
about 1 MPa, natural circulation is sufficient to transport heat from the core
to the boilers. Only if these measures failed would further actions need to
be considered.
In such extreme circumstances, one strategy would be to prepare for the
eventual interactions between core materials and the concrete base and for the
revolatisation of fission products such as iodine and caesium in the high
temperatures which would ultimately prevail within the vessel. Kelt-through
of the base would be very unlikely and measures could be taken to prevent or
control combustion of H2 or CO outside the vessel. Large gravel filters couldbe constructed to decontaminate the hot off-gas or the cooling pond could be
used as a pool scrubber. Such a strategy is feasible providing suitable steps
are also taken to strengthen vulnerable areas of the pressure vessel around
penetrations. Eventually, after about one year, a balance would be achieved
between decay heat and the losses from conduction through the vessel, but this
could be assisted by deliberately constructing special cooling systems.
An alternative approach is to inject water directly into the core to remove
the decay heat by feed and bleed. Water injection was used in the successful
termination of the Windscale accident in 1957, although there are several
differences which need to be taken into account when considering AGRs. Host
notably, (i) the water in an AGR would most probably be replacing a more inert
atmosphere compared with the highly oxidising air atmosphere at Windscale,
(11) there is the risk in an AGR of revalorising fission products which have
plated-out on the boilers, and (111) installed, high capacity filters were
available in the Windscale plant to decontaminate the off-gas.
Decay heat could be removed after some hours or days into the accident by
injecting only a few kilogrammes of water per second - assuming that it all
boiled. For accidents involving large breaches (> 0.2 m2) an order of
magnitude more than this could be provided by a single fire pump. However,
for scenarios involving small breaches (< 0.006 of), steam production would
result in significant pressurisation of the reactor due to choking of the flow
at the breach; this could limit the achievable water injection rates to less
than that required to remove the decay heat, in addition to increasing the
internal loadings on the pressure vessel boundary. In the case of a small
breach it may therefore be beneficial to open (say) the safety relief valves
to allow the water to be injected without undue pressurisation of the vessel,
though pressurisation would increase heat transfer and may help to cool the
core.
Once water is injected into the vessel it will initially cool the structures
on which it impinges, where it will boil to form steam. When these structures
have been cooled down to the saturation temperature, the water will no longer
boil there, but will run off to cool the structures below. This quenching
process will continue until a pathway has been cooled all the way to the liner
on the floor. At this point less steam may be produced and a water pool will
start to form on the floor. The pool will eventually grow until it reaches
structures below the core, at which time significant boiling will recommence.
The pool level will continue to rise and the core will eventually be flooded,
assuming the injection rate is adequate
It is necessary to determine how quickly the core can be cooled for a given
injection location to prevent significant channel degradation and fissionproduct release.
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Figure 5 Calculated Temperature Changes Due to Water Addition



^ 5.2. Location of Hater Injection
*». In order to estimate the effects of water addition a simple thermal-hydraulic

model was constructed consisting of two flow loops. One passes through the
fuel channels into the hot-box, then down the boilers, through the circulators
and back into the core via the diagrid. The other passes though the moderator
channels into the re-entrant chamber, down the boiler shield wall and then
joins the other loop before re-entering the core via the diagrid. Flow
resistances are associated with the various gas volumes in the model and the
flows are driven either by buoyancy or by steam pressurisation resulting from
the boiling of injected water. The gas is assumed to be in thermal
equilibrium with the heat sink structures in each volume. Once a channel
reaches a preset temperature it is assumed to become degraded and is then
treated as a rubble bed whose flow resistance is given by the Ergun
correlation.
Each channel is split into eight vertical sections, each representing a fuel
element, channels are grouped into three types: high, average and low power
The decay heat is different for each type of channel, and this gives an
indication of the likely spread of failure times for a given accident
scenario. For example. Figure 4 shows the mass flows in the fuel channels for
a scenario without water addition. In this case, the high and average power
channels are seen to fail after about 60,000s and 100,000s respectively,
whereas the low power channels have not failed by the end of the calculation
at 300,000s.
The location of the injection point(s) has an appreciable effect upon the
degree of cooling of the core. Injection outside the gas baffle is predicted
to delay the time of channel failure in those cases in which significant
pressurisation of the reactor occurs (approaching 1 MPa); however, the
transient is not arrested in such cases and channel degradation inevitably
occurs. The ideal situation would be to inject water uniformly over the top
of the core in the re-entrant chamber. In such cases it is predicted that the
core can be cooled by injection rates as low as 5 kg.s'. At 30 kg.s' the core
would be cooled from high temperatures in 2-3 h (see Fig. 5). In practice a
uniform injection rate would be difficult to achieve, but strategies are being
developed for injecting water into selected channels throughout the core.
Calculations taking account of radial heat transfer indicate that severe
degradation should be avoidable, providing water can be injected into a few
tens of channels.

5.3. Oxidation of the Graphite Moderator
One of the major side effects of the addition of water to the reactor core is
the oxidation of graphite by steam. At high temperatures (800-900°C and
above) the oxidation of graphite in steam or carbon dioxide becomes rapid.
Hence the passage of oxidising gas through the core could result in erosion
of the core along with production of the combustible gases CO and H,. If the
only source of oxidising gas is the CO, present in the depressurised vessel,
then at most 0.04% of the graphite moderator could be gasified. However, if
a continuous stream of oxidising gas is provided to the core, then larger
amounts of erosion could occur. The amount of erosion could be limited by the
gas supply; alternatively, due to the endothermic nature of the reactions with
CO, and steam, the extent of the oxidation could be limited by the decay heat
or by the amount of stored heat in the graphite

The likely extent of graphite oxidation due to water addition has been
estimated for two scenarios in which peak core temperatures were initially at
about 1000°C. For a water injection rate of 30 kg s' inside the gas-baffle
there is estimated to be a period of 2.8 hours (see Figure 5) during which
steam is likely to oxidise the graphite, after which the graphite will have
cooled sufficiently to prevent further oxidation. During this period up to
of order 1% of the graphite moderator could be gasified.
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For injection outside the gas-baffle the reaction with the graphite is limited
by the amount of steam which reaches the moderator. For the scenario analysed
there is a period of 3.6 hours after injectxon commences during which a
significant amount of steam 18 produced; beyond this time most of the water
accumulates in the pool on the floor and little steam is produced. Further
steam generation will occur as the core is quenched, but detailed calculations
of this process have not been performed for this analysis. During the initial
period of steam production most of the steam flows out through the breach and
only a modest 0.8 kg a' is assumed to be drawn inside the gas-baffle by
natural convection through the hot core. As a result the maximum amount of
graphite oxidation is limited to less than or of order 1% of the moderator.
5.4. Graphite Aerosol Production
It is recommended that water is injected at core temperatures below 800-900°C
to avoid significant graphite oxidation as well as sweep-out of fission
products. However, in order to investigate the consequences of water addition
at high temperature, a small series of experiments were performed to
investigate carbon aerosol production
Due to problems with condensation in the apparatus COj had to be used as the
oxidising gas rather than steam. Endothermic oxidation rates are high in both
gases and the mechanisms for the production of aerosols are believed to be
similar. Preliminary experiments with steam yielded aerosol particles of
similar size to the COj tests described below. Figure 6 is a diagram of the
apparatus, showing how the graphite was inductively heated in a flowing gas
stream. The gas flow rate and heating jackets were adjusted to give gas
residence times and temperatures appropriate to reactor plant conditions,
although it must be emphasised that it is difficult to achieve completely
prototypic conditions in such a small scale experiment



When the graphite was heated to 1330°C in an inert atmosphere no aerosol
production was observed When it was heated to 1330°C in a CO2 atmosphere
roughly half of the specimen was eroded and about 1% of the eroded material
was recovered as aerosol. The aerosol particles which were collected from the
flowing gas stream on filters were analysed using scanning electron microscopy
(SEM). The particles were found to have diameters of about 0.1 /m. When a
simulant fuel pin was heated to 1430°C alongside the graphite specimen similar
sized aerosol particles were produced. The aerosols were found to be mainly
composed of carbon but ICPES (Inductively Coupled Emission Spectroscopy)
revealed that they also contained simulant fission products originating from
the fuel.
These results emphasise the benefits of injecting water at graphite
temperatures below 800-900°c. Above this temperature range, in addition to
significant quantities of fission product released from the fuel (Figure 2),
fine (0.1 (tm) graphite aerosols could act as nucleation sites for fission
product deposition and transport. As 0.1 /im aerosols are difficult to filter,
extra care would be needed in the construction of any ad-hoc filtration device
to remove the activity swept out of the breach by the large quantities of
steam. If necessary, this could be achieved by the use of layers of fine
metal fibre in a gravel bed, or by submerging a number of Venturis in a water
pool.

S.S. Other Effects of Steam Generation
The presence of an oxidising steam atmosphere (as opposed to a reducing CO
atmosphere in the absence of water addition) will also change the magnitude
and character of the release from the degraded fuel as well as the speciation
of the material transported inside the vessel. However, it is worth noting
that the situation for oxidation in steam appears to be much closer to
oxidation in CO, than in air, tending to produce UO2+„ and V,O, rather than Up,
(3). Thus the consequences for fission product release in steam are likely
to be less severe than for release in air. If temperatures are sufficiently
high for graphite oxidation to occur, the reduction of steam to H2 and CO willlower the oxygen potential of the gas and hence the oxidation state of the
fuel.
A further consequence of water infection into a degraded AGR core is the
possible resuspension and/or revaporisation of previously deposited material.
The high gas flow rates generated by boiling the water may cause mechanical
»suspension of deposited materials. Significant resuspension only occurs in
the presence of turbulent flows. It is therefore important to establish
whether water injection will result in turbulent steam flows over structures
where aerosols are mostly likely to have deposited, such as the boiler tubes.
Alternatively a change in chemical form of deposited species, resulting from
the change in atmospheric composition may result in revaporisation. For
example, caesium deposited as caesium carbonate before injection, may be
converted to the more volatile caesium hydroxide in the presence of steam,
leading to its revaporisation. Such effects are being quantified for reactor
conditions.
5.6. Timing of Injection
The injection of water into a degraded AGR has been found to have implications
for fission product release, transport within the vessel, filtration of the
off-gas and the production of combustible gases. In general, however, most
of these problems can be avoided if the water is injected at core temperatures
below 800-900°C.
An alternative strategy would be to delay the injection of water until
degradation had proceeded to the point where core debris had accumulated on
the floor of the pressure vessel and initiated a core-concrete interaction
(CCI). Although penetration of the basemat would be unlikely to occur in an
AGR, water injection could reduce the release of fission products due to the

decontaminating effect of the overlying water pool and possibly also the
crust, although the magnitude of this effect is uncertain. However, AGR
calculations using the code CORCON (4) indicate that a water pool overlying
the melt would have little effect upon the CCI. Furthermore, the actual
behaviour of a CCI in the presence of water depends upon the stability of the
overlying crust which is a topic of current international research and
involves much uncertainty. It is therefore not possible to draw firm
conclusions at present upon the usefulness of water addition during this late
stage of an accident.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Water injection into a few tens of channels provides a promising method of
cooling the core under severe accident conditions. Ideally the water should
be injected before the core reaches 800-900°C, after which significant fission
product release and graphite oxidation could occur. The location of water
injection is important. Adequate cooling could be obtained by injection into
a few tens of channels spread evenly throughout the core.
Fission product releases could be reduced further by constructing ad-hoc
filters, particularly if they can be designed to remove sub-micron particles.
Gas injection can play a major role in inerting the reactor atmosphere, but
there is very limited scope for cooling the core compared with water addition.
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Abstract

Ceramic fad dement is one of the most important items of HTGR technology, and the
corrosion p^1«"" of its matrix materials is vital to the operational performance of HTGR. In the
paper, based on the oxidaton study of the matrix materials, it has been proposed that thecoaosion
resistance of the matrix materials might be improved through forming carbon—ceramiccomposite.
The experiment results have shown that the corrosion resistance of matrix materials has been
improved by addition of SiC superfine powders, and that the matrix materials containing SiC superfine
owders and heat-treated at 1600t: had a oxidation rate lower than the general onecontaining
no SiC superfine powder and heat-treated at 1950 t) .

Key words: oxidation; matrix materials of fuel dements; carbon; sibcon carbide; HTGR

1. Introduction
Ceramic fuel element is one of the most important items of HTGR technology01 , which makes

it possible that 1000 t of the exit temperature of coolant hdhim can be reached, and the net
thermal efficiency of HTGR power plant can be increased. So that vast vistas will be opened up
for the application of high quality nuclear process beat.

The oxidation resistance of matrix materials is vital to the safety operation of HTGR, because
of various impurity gases presenting in coolant helium during the period of the reactor operation.
In addition to, the spherical fud dements are finaly heat-treated at 1850-1950 C after
carbonization in order to increase the oxidation resistance. Schulze R.E. et al"1 have tried to de-
crease the temperature during heat treatment to 1600 t for simplfying the process. But the de-
crease in temperature causes a remarkable reduction of the corrosion resistance of the matrix. There-
fore it is significant to investigate method to improve the corrosion resistance of the matrix, or to
develop a corrosion-resistance fud element for the further development of HTGR.

2. Fundamental principles of matrix-gas reaction
The matrix materials is a porous solid. Heterogeneous reaction rates involving a porous solid

and a gas may be controlled by one or more of three major steps:
<D Diffusion of reacting gas and product across a boundary layer between the exteror surface

of the solid and main gas stream.
® Diffusion of reacting gas from the exterior surface to an active site beneath the surface

and diffusion of products in the opposite direction.
® Chemical reaction

The contribution of each step to the reaction rate is not equal at a given condition. The variation
of reaction rate with temperature for gas-porous solid can be divided into three main zone
according to the rate—control step. In the low temperature zone, zone I, the reaction rate is soldy
controlled by chemical reactivity of the solid, which is very low. The measured or apparent
activation energy a equal to the true activation energy. The chemical reactivity of the solid increase»
with the temperature. In the intermediate temperature zone, zone D , a pore—diffusion procès
becomes the rate-control step, m the high—temperature zone, zonelH , reaction rate is controlled
by the boundary layer diffusion. The apparent activation energies for porous solid-gas reaction are
very low at this case because bulk mas transport processes have low activation energy.
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Fig 1 Three major temperature zone for graphite—Oxygen reaction



According to Hinssen et aP , the reaction rate of graphite-oxygen only at temperature <500
C is controlled by the chemical reaction step, the threshold value is determined by various factors,
such as dimension, density and reactivity of the sample. Between 500 ~ 900 t graphite-oxygen
reaction is in the pore-diffusion cuntrol zone. At temperature >900 t , the reaction enters into
the boundary layer control zone. (Fig.l)
3. Exploration to improve the oxidation resistance of the matrix materials

3.1 Comparison of the oxidation resistance of three components of the matrix materials14

The matrix materials are made from 64% nuclear grade natural Sake graphite, 16%artificjal
graphite and 20% resin as a binder. The oxidation rate of matrix materials directly relates to
the products derived by high temperature treatment from the three raw materials. No great structure
change happens to natural graphite and artificial graphite at heat treatment But carbons, which
have different texture of micropores, can be obtained from thermoplastic formaldehyde resin atdifioent-
heat treatment temperature. The higher the temperature, the higher the oxidation resistance of
the derived carbons.

The data of oxidation kinetics have shown that the oxidation rates defined as weight loss per
unit mass and unit time increase in the order of artificial graphite, natural graphite and resin
carbon.

Oxidation pfiffl'TV1* of each component can abo be explained by the relation between its
oxidation rate and bumoff. The Oxidation rate of natural graphite and artificial graphite slightly
changes with bumoff, but that of resin carbon increases rapidly with bumoff.

In addition, when the matrix materials react with a gas, the gas diffuses zigzag into the porous
matrix through the micropore net and reacts with the carbon on the micropore surface. Larger
open-pores formed during the beat-treatment course in the matrix mainly present in the resin
carbon or the interface between the resin carbon and graphite grains. Therefore the resin carbon is
oxidized first of all.

In brief the oxidation resistance of matrix materials is mainly determined by carbon derived
from the PF resin.

32 Method to improve the oxidation resistance of carbon materials
Three types of method were applied to improve oxidation resistance of carbon materials:

coating, impregnating, and forming cabon-ceramics or -metal composite.
Ceramic coatings for carbon materials can isolate carbon from oxidative species and prevent it

from oxidation.
Impregnating has two phases, one phase is that carbon materials is impregnated with

carbonhydrate in order to decrease the porosity i.e. increase the density. The other phase is that
impregnating agents are phosphide borosiicat glass, bond and solution or melt containing some metal,
which form oxidation resistance substance in the pore or on the surface, so that the oxidation
resistance of carbon materials can be increased.

The development of carbon/metal or carbon/ceramic, which is a carbon matrix composite with
metal, e.g. refractory metal W or Ti, or ceramics tg. B.C or SiC, has recently been an intense area
to improve the oxidation resistance of carbon materials. Glass phases of B,O, or SiO, can be
formed from BjC or SiC during the oxidation, so that the oxidation resistance of carbon materials
would be improved. The systems of C-SiC-B,C and C-SiC-B,O, are the most successful two.

A; HTT 1950 t: Containing no SiC
B: HIT 1600 C Containing SiC
C: HTT 1950 C Containing SiC

3.5 1-5
t/hr

2-5

Fig 1 Bumoff as a function of time at 800 t oxidation

A: HTT 1950 t Containing no SiC
B: HTT 1600 t Containing SiC
C: HTT 1950 C Containing no SiC
D: HTT 16001 Containing SiC

A3: oxidation at 1000 C
Cf>: oxidation at 8001

0.5 1.5

t/hr
Fig.3 Comparison of bumoff between standard and modified matrix



3.3 Improving the oxidation resistance of matrix
Matrix materials of the fud dements must be nudear purity, which limits its totall mitron

absorption cross section. Therefore only PA , SiC, SO, and A^O, can be added into the matrix.
The B2O, and B.C, which are the most efficient, are prohibited.

Because the oxidation resistance of matrix is mainly determined by resin carbon, and thediflerence
between oxidation resistance is resulted from the variation on the texture of the micropore in
the carbon. The oxidation resistance of matrix heat-treated at 1600 C , can reach the kvd of
that one heat treated at 19501 , if the micropore in matrix can be enclosed or the pore surface
can be covered with some oxidation resistance species, to isolate the active site from oxidation.

The C-SiC-B4C composite is the most oxidation-resistant of carbon-ceramics composites.
Because of the high nutron absorption cross section of B, only C-SiC system can be used in this
case. The reactions of SiC with O, form COj. g) , CO( g) Sö,( I) and SK>( g) , and separate outarbon
The reaction is not controlled by chemical reaction, but by diffiision of oxygen across the
glass phase layer of S»r It can be expected that C/SiC composite should have good oxidation
resistance, based on forming glass phase SiO,.

4. Oxidation experiments
4.1 Sampfe preparation and experiment method

The Standardmatrix samples and modified matrix samples containing SiC superfine powder,
which are heat-treated at 1950 or 1600 t , were prepared. Both of diameter and length of the
sample are 10mm.

Iso-thermal oxidation experiments were carriedout with thermogravimeter at 800 or 1000
C Oxygen partial pressure was 21.3KPa, gas fjowrate 500ml/min and total pressure 107.3KPa.
This range belongs to zone II or zone between 0 and in , i.e. pore diffusion controlled or
pore diffusion and boundary layer diffusion jointly controlled zone.

4.2 Experiment result
42.1 Oxidation
The handling of experiment data has been described in (4). The oxidation rate is defined as:

- _ _ L dm
1 F ds

where F — surface area of the sample
m — mass at t
t—time

l)Rdation of bumoff-time
The burnoff as a function of time is shown in Fig 2 and 3. The bumoff increases linearly

with time except at begining. It can be seen in Hg 2 that the bumoff can be decreased during
oxidation by addition superfine SiC powder. It has been shown in Fig 3 that the matrix
containing SiC heat-treated at 1600 C has lower bum-off than that of standard matrix
heat-treated at 1950 C .

800 "C Oxidation
Oxygen partial pressure 21KPa

A: HIT 1950 C Containing no SiC
B: HIT 1950 C Containing SiC
C HIT 1600 C Containing SiC

15

B/%

Fig.4 Oxidation rate as a function of bumoff at 800 C

900 C Oxidation
Oxygen partial pressure 21KPa

A: HTT 1950 C Containing no SiC
B: HTT 1600 C Containing SiC

K

B/%

!5 20

Fig.5 Oxidation rate as a function of Bumoff at 850 C



9001 Oxidation
Oxygen partial pressure 21KPa

A; HTT 1950 C Containing no SiC
B: HTT 1600 "C Containing SiC
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(a) Standard matrix containing no SiC 0>) modified matrix containing SiC

Fig.8 Scanning election micrograph of sample surfont
affer oxidation (x 1000)

Fig.6 Oxidation rate as a function of Bumoff at 900 C
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10001: Oxidation
Oxygen partial pressure 21KPa

A; HTT 1950 "C Containing no SiC
B: HIT 16001 Containing SiC

B/% '

Fig.7 Oxidation rate as a function of Bumoff at 1000 "C

2)0xidatk>n rate-burooff
As fig. 4—7 shown, the oxidation rate of both standard matrix and modified matrix rapidly

increase with bumoff, then reach a stable value. But the oxidation rate of modified matrix is larger
than that of the standard matrix at the beghung, and then become smaller than that of standard
one before entering the stable stage. The higher the temperature of oxidation, the earlier the change.
The oxidation rate of modified matrix is les than that of standard one at about lOOOC . The
stable oxidation rate of the two matrix can be represented as the fowiling:

r=119exp(-15613/RT)mg/cm' • h
and r=94exp(-13806/RT)mg/cm1 • h

where R=8.314J/mol • k
4.2.2 Results of XRD and SEM, and discussion
XRD patterns of modified matrix (HTT1600 C , containing SiC) after oxidation have

shown a very weak diffraction peak of SiO,.
Fig S(a) is surface morphology of a standard matrix sample heat-treated at 1950 C after

oxidation at 800 C . It has been shown that the resin carbon between graphite grains on surface
has been burnt off. The graphite grain beneath the surface can be dearly seen. It can be proved
that resin carbon have the lowest oxidation resistance of three components. Fig 8(b) is surface
morphology of a modified matrix sample heat-treated at 950 C after oxidation at 800 C .
Some bulk of resin carbon still can be observed between the graphite grains, which indicate the
addition of SiC superfine powder increases the oxidation resistance.



5. Summary
1. It was proposed that application of forming carbon— ceramic composite to matrix can

improve its oxidation resistance. The results have indicated that addition of superfine SiC powder has
improved the oxidation résistance of matrix, the function mechanism is that SiO, is formed by
SiC -Oxygen reaction, and partly covers the surface or isolates micro -pores, so that the oxidation
resistance of the matrix can be improved.

2. The oxidation rates of standard matrix beat-treated at 1950 C and modified matrix
heat-treated at 1600 Ç increase with bumoffat beginning, then reach a stable rate, which can be
sepoatdy represented as the following at given condition.

r=119exp(-15613/RT)mg/cm1 • h
and r=94exp(-13806/RT)mg/c' • h

where R = 8314J/mol« K
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Abstract

The main intention of ceramic coatings is to realize a corrosion resistance for graphitic
structures in the temperature range of 450 to 1600 *C. To obtain a wide basis for producing
these coated structures different graphite qualities were tested.

For the production of ceramic coatings on silicon carbide basis different methods were
applied. Industrial coatings were successfully produced with the slip casting method. Using
chemical vapour deposition methods ceramic coatings were produced with excellent corro-
sion resistance.

At the Technical University in Aachen and the Research Center in Jülich a special
coating method being a combination of silicon infiltration and slip casting method was suc-
cessfully developed for this kind of application. To characterize the produced coatings a lot
of corrosion tests were carried out simulating hypothetical accident conditions in high tem-
perature reactors (massive water and air ingress into the core) in the temperature range of
500 to 1500 "C.

The gravimetrically measured reaction rates in air by equivalent air velocities amount
to Rslmg/cm2!!. For simulated water ingress accidents the maximal reaction rates
(T=800°C) are O^mg/crrA. These results show, that a ceramic coating leads to very high
corrosion resistance for graphitic core materials.

1. INTRODUCTION

In HTR-plants graphite materials are used for fuel elements and reflector structures.
During the operation of HTR-plants (AVR, THTR) these graphitic structures (fuel elements
and the core structures) were extensively tested. The operation experiences were very
good.

It was proved that all operation demands (like high temperatures, neutron dosis, me-
chanical loading) were fulfilled by the graphitic structures. It should be especially accentu-
ated that the primary circuit of HTR is very clean due to the good retention properties of the
fuel elements, especially of the coated particles. Extensive tests proved that these good
retention properties for fission products are valid even for temperatures up to 1600 °C for
several hundred hours.



So far the development and testing of the spherical fuel elements can be considered
as a full success

Although the mentioned properties of the graphitic structures are very well, the re-
search for improvement should continue One of the HTR-specific accidents being an
established part of the safety analysis is the entry of foreign media like air and water into
the primary circuit In design-base accidents the corrosion of fuel elements is not critical for
reactor safety

TAB 1 PROPERTIES OF THE MATRIX MATERIALS A3-3 AND A3-27

^\^^ Material

\
High-temperature
treatment

^"""•x. Application
Material property ^N.

Young's II "
modulus (kN cm *) J- "

Geometrical density (g cm 3)

Coeff of linear
therm expansion (lO^K1) II
20-500°C L

Quotient of Coeff
of therm expansion 0,/a,,

Therm conductivity II
at room temperature (W cm ' K ') J.

Therm conductivity II
at 1000°C (W cm ' K ') J.

Spec electrical II
resistance (10 3Q cm) J.

Falling strength
Fa« of a tea sphere (Number of
from a height of 4 m falls till
onto A3-3 spheres fracture)

Corrosion rate
at KXWC m He of
i bar with (mg cm * h ')
1 vol %H,O (10 h)

Standard matrix
A3-3

1800°C

older
AVR fuel
elements

1020
991

1 70

280
292

107

059
063

038
038

1 56
160

521

t 19

1950°C

AVR fuel
elements

THTR prod

1000
970

173

289
345

1 19

070
063

041
037

1 46
148

437

097

Matnx w synth
resin A3-27

1950°C

AVR fuel
elements

1070
1020
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TAB 2 STANDARD CHARACTERISTICAL VALUES OF IG110

graphite

properties
bulk-density
porosity
mean grain see

[g/cmj]
[vol \%]
[Mm]

bending strength [N/mm*]
compressée strength [N/mm*]
therm, expansion coefficient

HO-6/«]
therm conductivity
concentration of ash

[W/mK]
[pa/a]

graphite FE-379 (FU 9512)
(Schunk Company)

1 80
10
15
40

100 (20-1000*C)
47

75*
300

IG 110

1 78
15
20

253
768*
406

80 (20-400'C)
<100

«data are mean values for room temperature

In certain cases of hypothetical accidents like massive air ingress it is possible that the
matrix graphite of the fuel elements will be destroyed by corrosion in such a manner that
eventually a release of fission products is possible The solutions up to now which will pre-
vent such possibilities are very extensive For future nuclear plants new techniques have to
be developed which lead to a transparency of the used technology. Therefore, the
protection of the outer surface of the graphite fuel elements by ceramic coating is
suggested

The application of a ceramic corrosion protection coating is a very attractive solution
not only for fuel elements but for graphitic structures bke bottom and side reflector, too

If this coating technology can be earned out successfully for HTR-graphitic structures,
a lot of advantages could be obtained, for instance
1 The direct gas turbine cycle would be very attractive
2 For HTR-process heat plants no intermediate loop would be necessary
3 Plant costs would bereduced
4 Additional advantages for the storage of spent HTR-fuel elements could be expected

from the coating
because the primary circuit would be cleaner even m the case of hypothetical accidents

2. GRAPHITIC MATERIALS

Different graphite qualities have been used for the coating with silicon carbide To
obtain the largest possible spectrum of information, the nuclear graphites A3-3, A3-27 (HTR
fuel element graphite), IG 110 (HTTR fuel element graphite) as well as the graphite quality
FU 9512 of Schunk Company were chosen These graphite qualities differ with regard to
their production Therefore, their physical properties differ considerably, too The following
table 1 shows some charactenstical values of the fuel element graphites A3-3 and A3-27

The graphite quality IG 110 will be used as fuel element matrix material m the Japa-
nese high temperature reactor (HTTR) Some physical properties of this graphite quality are
shown in table 2



Furthermore, the coating of the graphite quality FU 9512 is analyzed in this report. FU
9512 is a graphite which was developed by Schunk Company and was adapted to silicon
carbide with regard to its expansion characteristics which depend on temperature as can
also be seen "m table 2.

While analyzing this graphite it has to be taken into account that no experimental
results on dimension and structural change due to neutron radiation are available. FU 9512
can, however, be used as material for corrosion protected supporting structures.

3. PROCESSES OF PRODUCTION OF CERAMIC COATINGS ON
GRAPHITIC SURFACES

3.1 Slip casting method

In ceramics, basically two characteristic processes signify slip casting methods which
differ such that one method deals with the production of specimens whereas the other
method deals with the coating of already existing specimens (substrates). This coating
serves as a protection against mechanical attack and, more often, against corrosive and
erosive influences, too.

To produce a silicon carbide layer primary SiC and graphite powder are mixed. Adding
specific molding additives, a slip casting is produced and is first applied to the fundamental
substance and is dried later. During a following temperature treatment in the furnace the
graphitic pores are infiltrated with liquid silicon which in reaction with the existing carbon is
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Fig. 2: schematic structure of CVD reactor furnaces

converted into secondary SiC (ß-StC). Thus, a partly coherent SiC structure results where
the remaining pore volume of approx. 10 % is filled with metallic silicon. Figure 1 shows the
process flow-sheet of the coating of graphitic specimens with the aid of the slip casting
method (C-SiSiC) like it has been carried out by Hoechst CeramTec.

3.2 Coating methods basing on CVD

The synthesis conditions as well as the structure, properties and applications of SiC
using chemical vapour deposition-methods (CVD) is described in detail in references, so
only a brief description will be provided here.

As shown in Fig. 2, there are two types of reactor furnace: the hot-wall variety and,
the cold-wall variety, which heats the base material directly such that the reactor walls do
not heat up. The hot-wall system is well-suited for coating a substrate with complicated
shape, and is excellent for mass production. One disadvantage, however, is the attachment
of precipitates onto the outer walls [1].

CVD SiC is used as a coating on a variety of shapes on order to improve resistance to
heat and corrosion. It can be used on the inner surfaces of cylindrical and spherical base
materials for use as heat-resistant tubes or corrosion-resistant components in energy
plants.

Lately, Schunk Company has been coating mainly graphitic spheres of FU 9512
quality (physical properties: see chapter 2). Here, a hot-wall system with temperatures be-
low 1200 °C is used. The produced SiC layers show a film thickness of 50 - 150 um.

Besides, Schunk Company has been coating spheres of A3-3 quality. The production
of the layers enclude the following partial steps:

• direct silication of the graphitic spheres inside silicon steam atmosphere at temperatures
below 1600 °C,

• immersion of the spheres in a SiC melt at temperatures to 1500 °C.
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University. The coating method shown in Fig. 3 allows to adapt substrate and ceramic slip
in such a way that the layer takes roots in the graphitic surface [4].

The substrate to be coated is firstly wetted with a slip consisting of a-SiC powder,
solvent carbon additives as well as binders. After the drying of the slip the homogeneous
application of a packing in which approx. 40 wp. % SiC powder and 60 wp. % carbon
supplying substance are homogeneously distributed is carried out (see Fig. 4).

During the following silication in the furnace at temperatures of 1600 °C to 1750 °C a
capillary diffusion of the silicon takes place which reacts to SiC with carbon and fills the
existing pore volume. The resulting reaction zone between the graphitic body and the ce-
ramic layer consists of a- and p-SiC and is particularly dependent on the silicon content in
the packing , on the porosity of the substrate and the reaction temperature, that is the Si
partial pressure [5].

to

Recently, a great deal of interest has been shown in so-called in-situ composite mate-
rials using CVD-SiC in functionally gradient materials, whose composition changes
continuously from SiC to C. In this case dense CVD-SiC with a thickness of 200 urn was
formed on the graphite substrate and a CVD-SiC/C phase with a thickness of 1 ... 2 mm
and containing voids was then formed on top of the first film. In this region, the ratio of SiC
to C changes continuously, and by adjusting the orientation of SiC it is possible to control
the number of voids. Finally, a CVD-C film of a thickness of 100 ... 200 urn is formed on top
of the other films [2,3].

3.3 Combination of slip/packing coating method

A new method of coating graphitic materials consisting of slip and packing silication
has been developed at the Institute for Reactor Safety and Technology of the Aachen

4. SURVEY ON COATING RESULTS OBTAINED UP TO NOW

Many properties of coated materials, especially mechanical properties, depend on the
kind of interface zone between substrate and film. In order to obtain good adhesion of the
film, a continuous transition of the composition of substrate and coating material is desired.
In the case of liquid silication (e.g. slip coating with Si infiltration) this transition is obtained,
if substrate and coating material diffuse at reaction temperature by that forming a solid or
an intermetallic compound [6].

Using the CVD method, a continuous transition is achieved, if a suitable ratio of
coating gas (CHsStClß) and reductant (H2) is met just like an according reaction
temperature of approx 1320 °C, too. To characterize the produced SiC-films, corrosion and
thermal shock tests as well as ceramographical analyses were carried out.
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Rg. 5: corrosion rates in air of coated and uncoated A3-3 graphite

The analysis at T = 750 *C and 24 h by natural convection has proved to be the
standard test for corrosion. Thermal shock analyses are supposed to give information on
the resistance to sudden changes of temperature of C/SiC structures. The following pre-
sents experimental results of ceramical protection coatings produced with different
methods.

4.1 Results of the slip coating method

Corrosion experiments on SiSiC-coated A3-3 spheres have shown that by natural
convection and at temperatures of 1400 °C over 55 h, at higher temperatures like 1500 °C,
1550 *C to 1600 *C over several hours (0.5 ... 5h) the spheres remain totally intact Gra-
vimetrical measurements showed a mass loss in the range of Am = 0.1 ... 0.4 1er1 g. The
weight of the spheres is mo = 200 g.

The coated specimens remained intact, too after thermal shock experiments where
they were heated to 1500 *C and cooled in water of 20 °C. No cracks and chipping off could
be stated at the surface of the spheres.

In the temperature range between 750 °C and 1000 °C these spheres first showed no
sufficient corrosion resistance. Only after a thermal treatment at T = 1500 °C over 1 hour at
stagnant air atmosphere the desired O2-diffusion barrier for the above mentioned
temperature range could be obtained - due to the development of SiC>2 on the surface. Fig.
5 shows the results which were obtained so far on the coating of A3-3 graphitic spheres for
corrosion in air in comparison with non-protected material.

4.2 Results of CVO coatings by Schunk Company

The spheres of the graphite quality FU 9512 which have been coated with SiC accord-
ing to the CVD method have been analyzed in humid air at a corrosion temperature of 750
°C over more than 50 h in a tube furnace. These experiments have been carried out by dif-

ferent experimenters over 50 h, 150 h and 200 h. No mass toss of the spheres worth men-
tioning could be measured which leads to the result that the corrosion rates are nearly zero,
too.

4.3 Results of the slip/packing coating method

Based on this coating method, which is described in chapter 3.3, numerous speci-
mens of the graphite quality ASR-IRS (reflector graphite of SIGRI) and IG 110 have been
analyzed. Experiments on A3-3 graphite have been carried out, too, although a coating of
the graphitic spheres could not be realized in original size (0 60 mm) because of an insuf-
ficient furnace volume.

The corrosion resistance of the coated specimens has been analyzed within a tem-
perature range of 600 *C to 1400 *C for 24 hours in each case at continuous natural con-
vection. For this kind of coating technology it could be stated that the Japanese graphite IG
110 seems to be the best adapted to the physical properties of SiC. After the corrosion
experiments no mass toss could be measured for different specimen geometries. For this
graphite quality the rooting of the interface zone is realized in an excellent manner because
the thermal shock experiments (1500 *C -> 20 *C in water) do not show any damages of
the layers, too.

The experimentally obtained corrosion rates between 0.1 and 0.8 mg/cm2' h for the
graphite quality A3-3 and the reactor graphite ASR-IRS show that nearly total corrosion re-
sistance in air is realizable.

5. CONCLUSIONS
With the aid of ceramic protection films the corrosion resistance of graphitic compo-

nents in air and water (steam) at high temperatures can be increased considerably. The
coating method is of special interest because the quality of the interface zone coating-
substrate is dependent on the method. First results with a combined SiC slip/packing
method to coat already existing nuclear graphite show that the demanded corrosion
resistance in air and steam can be achieved up to high teperatures over long periods.

For further characterisation of these films, mechanical tests will be carried out in the
near future (flow characteristics, friction behaviour, falling strength ...). Beyond that safety
analyses will be neccessary with regard to the retention of fission products at normal
operation and accidents as well as to the storage stability of coated fuel elements.
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